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1. General provisions 

The "UKRSIB business" is a browser-based online application. You may use any browser at your discretion 

(Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer) but make sure the browser is up-to-date 

for better experience. 

1.1. Selecting language 

The "UKRSIB business" interface is available in several languages: Ukrainian, Russian and English. 

 To select a language, use the drop-down menu at the top right of the authorization screen (fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1  

2. Registration 

Only registered users can access the "UKRSIB business" system. 

The registration process consists of 2 steps: 

 pre-registration online: fill in the registration form to issue a key and generate an application for the key issue 

and an application for access to a company (if needed); 

 registration at a bank branch: includes the submission of a key registration application and, where needed, the 

application for connection of an individual to the company in the remote service system, as well as the 

submission of documents certifying the individual who wishes to access the accounts of the relevant company 

and confirming its authority (passport or ID card; taxpayer’s number or document confirming its absence; 

extract from the Unified State Demographic Register to the ID card; temporary/permanent residence permit 

for foreign nationals; certificate of registration for internally displaced persons).  



2.1. Pre-registration online 

To pre-register online, go to https://business.ukrsibbank.com/login and select "User registration" (fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2  

Filling in the registration form 

The process of online registration includes six steps – each on a separate screen. Brief description of the steps and 

indication of the progress are provided at the top of the registration window.  

Note: Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*). 

1. The "Personal Data" screen 

 There are two types of personal data entry form: for residents and non-residents of Ukraine. The form for 

residents is displayed by default. To open the form for non-residents, click the "Non-resident of Ukraine" 

switch at the top left of the form (fig. 3). 

 If you are a resident of Ukraine, but do not have a tax identification number (TIN), click "No TIN" to the 

right of the "TIN" field and enter the passport series and number or ID card number (fig.  3). 

 If you are a non-resident of Ukraine and you have an official document which you received in Ukraine and 

which confirms your legal status in the country (such as a taxpayer card or temporary/permanent residence 

permit in Ukraine, etc.), please provide your details in Ukrainian language – as indicated in such document. 

 If you are a non-resident of Ukraine and you do not have an official document confirming your legal status 

in Ukraine (such as a taxpayer card or temporary/permanent residence permit in Ukraine, etc.), enter your 

details in Latin characters as indicated in the passport you received in your country and where you crossed 

the border of Ukraine. 

 Be accurate entering your phone number – it will be used for authorization in the "UKRSIB business" system 

(as your login) and for confirmation* of the operations you will perform in the system. You will also be sent 

a confirmation code to this phone number, which you will need in the next step.  

Pay attention! Confirmation is made by the means of one-time passwords and confirmation codes. If you 

provide a phone number that belongs to a Ukrainian mobile network, you will receive your confirmations 

via SMS; otherwise – via e-mail. 



 
Fig. 3  

2. The "Verification of personal data" screen 

 Check your phone (if you provided a Ukrainian mobile phone number) or e -mail – you should receive a 

verification code. If you do not receive a code within a reasonable time (see the timer to the left of the 

"Enter SMS code" field), please try again. To do this, click "Get code once more". 

 Review your personal data: enter the verification code in the "Enter SMS code" field (fig. 4) and click "NEXT" 

if all the data is correct, or click "BACK" to return to the previous screen and make the necessary changes 

if you spot a mistake. 

 
Fig. 4  

3. The "Registration address" screen 

Provide your registration address: the region and city for residents, plus country for non-residents (fig. 5) and 

select whether you want to publish your certificate on the JSC "UKRSIBBANK" Accredited Key Certification 

Center website or not. 



 
Fig. 5  

4. The "Google Authenticator activation" screen 

 To activate two-factor authentication method, click the "ACTIVATE" button, and then follow the password 

generation instructions. 

Pay attention! You have to install the "Google authenticator" application on your device to activate two-

factor authentication method. 

 To skip this step, click the "SKIP ACTIVATION" button. 

 
Fig. 6  

Note: You can activate "Google Authenticator" later in user's profile. For more details, see the "4.2.4. Security" 

section of this User Manual. 

5. The "Key creation" screen 

The key will be generated automatically, you just need to select where you want to store it and create a 

password that would meet the system requirements (see the hints below the password field).  

There are three key storage options: in the cryptographic module (recommended option), on a USB token, or 

on your device (fig. 7). 



 
Fig. 7  

Note: If necessary, you can install (or update) the web browser plug-in and extensions by the links below. 

Plugin: 

 for Windows – http://iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/EUSignWebInstall.exe 

 for MAC OS – http://iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/EUSignWebInstall.pkg 

 for LINUX (X32) – http://iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/euswi.deb 

 for LINUX (X64) – http://iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/euswi.64.deb 

Extension: 

 for Google Chrome – https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/%D1%96%D1%96%D1%82-
%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D1%83%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%87 -
%D1%86%D1%81%D0%BA-1-
%D0%B1%D1%96%D0%B1%D0%BB/jffafkigfgmjafhpkoibhfefeaebmccg?utm_source=chrome-app-launcher-info-

dialog 

 for Firefox – https://eu.iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/eusw@iit.com.ua.xpi  

 for Opera – https://addons.opera.com/uk/extensions/details/iit-end-user-ca-1-sign-web-extension/?display=uk 

Installation and Setup Guide for Plug-ins and Extension: 

 http://iit.com.ua/download/productfi les/EUSignWebOManual.pdf  

6. The "Secret question" screen 

A secret question is a phrase for voice identification of a user by phone. Select the secret question from the 

list in the "Question for voice identification in contact-centre" field and enter the answer in the "Answer to 

the question" filed. 

Restrictions: The answer cannot be just numbers (use numbers in combination with letters) and should be 

3 to 50 characters long. 



 
Fig. 8  

7. The "Request created" screen 

This is an information screen showing the application number and listing the information concerning the next 

steps of the registration process. As a result of pre-registration, the application for registration and receipt of 

the enhanced public key certificate (see Appendix 1) and the application for connection of an individual to a 

particular company in the remote service system of JSC "UKRSIBBANK" (see Appendix 2) will be generated. The 

applications are available by the "CERTIFICATE ISSUANCE APPLICATION" and "APPLICATION FOR COMPANY 

CONNECTION" links (fig. 9). Print these applications and bring with you to the bank branch along with other 

required documents (passport or ID card; TIN or document confirming its absence; extract from the Unified 

State Demographic Register to ID card; temporary/permanent residence permit for foreign nationals; 

certificate of registration for internally displaced persons). 

 
Fig. 9  

  



2.2. Registration at a branch 

To complete your registration, visit your bank branch not later than 60 calendar days after your online registration and 

provide the documents listed below. 

General documents: 

 Application for registration and receipt of the enhanced public-key certificate (in two copies); 

 identification documents – passport or ID card and TIN (or a note on the right to make payments without TIN 

or a document confirming the refusal of TIN). 

Additional documents, if necessary: 

 extract from the Unified State Demographic Register (in case of an ID card); 

 temporary/permanent residence permit (for foreign nationals); 

 certificate of registration of a person displaced from the temporarily occupied territory.  

Documents for connection to the company, if necessary: 

 Application for connection of an individual to a particular company in the remote service system of 

JSC "UKRSIBBANK"; 

 documents to confirm the right to sign payment documents and make transactions on the company’s 

accounts. 

Please note! If you are an authorized person in several companies, you must submit a separate application for 

connection to each company. 

  



3. Authorization 

After the registration process is completed, you will be able to log in by specifying your login (phone number), key 

storage method ("Cryptographic module" is the default option) and password to your key (fig. 10). 

Note: If you have access to several companies*, you will also need to select the company you want to work with at 

this time (fig. 11). 

*For more details, see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

 
Fig. 10  

 
Fig. 11  

Authorization with two-factor authentication 

The "UKRSIB business" allows using two-factor authentication. It is a company-related setting and can be enabled by 

a user who is connected to the company and has the right of first signature (for more details see the 

"4.3.2. Enabling two-factor authentication" section of this User Manual). If two-factor authentication is enabled for at 

least one company to which you are connected, besides a regular password you will also ne ed to enter a temporary 

one-time password. A one-time password can be received in one of three ways: via Google Authenticator mobile app 

(fig. 12) (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of this User Manual), SMS (fig. 13) or VASCO token 

device(fig. 14). 

 After entering a regular password, select one of the options for receiving one -time password and enter the 

received password in the "One-time password" box. 

 
Fig. 12  

 
Fig. 13  

 
Fig. 14  

  



4. Getting started with the "UKRSIB business" 

4.1. System overview 

The "UKRSIB business" interface can be figuratively divided into the left side menu bar, upper profiles control panel, 

and footer with general information such as contacts, instructions, etc. Another essential is the home page which is 

displayed each time after authorization. 

 
Fig. 15  

  



4.2. User profile 

You can view your personal data that you provided during registration, change user account setting and manage keys 

in your user profile. 

 To open your user profile, click your name at the upper-right of the system screen and select "My profile" in 

the drop-down menu, that appears (fig. 16). 

 
Fig. 16  

4.2.1.  Account data 

You can view the personal data that you provided during registration in the "My profile" ► "ACCOUNT DATA" section. 

4.2.2.  Email verification 

To verify your email address, follow these steps: 

1. Open your user profile – click your name at the upper-right of the system screen and select "My profile" in the 

menu that appears. 

 
Fig. 17  

2. Click "SEND VERIFICATION LETTER" at the lower right of the profile form (fig. 18). 

 
Fig. 18  



3. Check your email – you should receive a letter with instructions. Click the link in the letter to complete 

verification of your email address. 

Pay attention! The link will be valid for 24 hours only, if you do not use the link within this time, you will 

need to start the email verification process from the beginning. 

4.2.3.  Personal settings 

You can view and change the interface, print and filters settings in the "My Profile" ► "PERSONAL SETTINGS" section 

(fig. 19). Click the " " ("Edit") button in the upper-right corner of the "PERSONAL SETTINGS" unit to make the 

necessary changes (fig.19). 

 
Fig. 19  

  



4.2.4.  Keys 

You can manage keys (create a new key, change password to a key, create an Application for connection to a company) 

in the "My Profile" ► "KEYS" section (fig. 20). 

 
Fig. 20  

Note. You can store no more than one active key on a media. 

4.2.5.  Security 

You can enhance the security of your transactions with the help of two-factor authentication offered by the "Google 

Authenticator" app. The first authentication step is authorization with your login and password, and the second  – 

additional – step will be confirmation with a one-time password generated by the "Google Authenticator" (this works 

even with no mobile network or Internet connection available). 

To take advantage of the two-factor authentication, install the "Google Authenticator" app on your mobile device and 

activate the "Google Authenticator" feature in the "UKRSIB business" system as described below. 

1. Go to "My profile" ► "SECURITY" and click the "ACTIVATE" button (fig. 21). 

 
Fig. 21  

2. Check your phone – you should receive an SMS with a one-time password. Enter the password in the window 

that opens after you click "ACTIVATE" in the step 1 (fig. 22). 

Note: If you do not receive the SMS within a reasonable time (see the timer to the left of the password field), 

please try again. To do this, click " " (fig. 22). 



 
Fig. 22  

3. Open the "Google Authenticator" app on your mobile device and scan the QR code on the 

"Google Authenticator activation" screen of the "UKRSIB business" system (fig. 23). 

Note: You can also activate the "Google authenticator" app without using a camera: 

 Open the "Google authenticator" app on your device and select "Enter a setup key". 

 At the "Enter account details" screen of your device, provide the name of your account and the key 

for manual input, that is shown on the "Google Authenticator activation" screen of the 

"UKRSIB business" system. 

  

Fig. 23  

4. Enter the password generated by the "Google Authenticator" app in the "Generated password" field in the 

"UKRSIB business" system (fig. 24) and click "CONFIRM". 

 
Fig. 24  

Note: You can deactivate the "Google Authenticator" feature at any time. To do this, go to "My Profile" ► "SECURITY" 

and click "DEACTIVATION" (fig. 25). 



 
Fig. 25  

4.2.6.  Notification settings 

You can set up notifications on profile actions (for more details see the table below). 

Profile actions 

Event  @   SMS 

Temporary login blocking  ✔  ✔ 

Attempt to log in from unauthorized IP address  ✔  ✘ 

User account blocking  ✔  ✔* 

User account unblocking  ✔  ✘ 

Key activation and signature group assignment  ✔  ✔* 

Login  ✔  ✘ 

Incoming bank letters   ✔  ✘ 

*These notifications are enabled by default. 

Profile actions notifications 

To set up notifications on profile actions (see the list of events in the "Profile actions" table above) follow these steps: 

1. Go to "My Profile" ► "NOTIFICATIONS" (fig 26). 

 
Fig. 26  



2. Review your current settings and, if you need to change them, click " " at the top right of the notification 

settings table (fig. 27). 

 
Fig. 27  

3. Select or deselect the checkboxes in the settings table according to what kind of notifications you want to 

receive and how. 

 
Fig. 28  

Please note! To receive email notifications, you must first confirm your email address (see the "4.2.2. Email 

verification" section of this User Manual). 

4. Click "SAVE" to apply new settings. 

4.3. Company profile 

You can view general information about the company selected during the authorization, check the  rights granted to 

you to transact on company accounts, and change the company-related settings (see fig. 30) in the company profile. 

 To open the company profile, click your name at the upper-right of the system screen and select 

"Company profile" in the menu that appears. 
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4.3.1.  Settings for creating payment instructions 

You can make settings that will apply to documents created under the company profile:  

 select default account to pre-fill in the UAH payment instruction form; 

 enable or disable the new payee directory save function for all payment instructions; 

 select a period within which payment instruction numbers that are automatically assigned to pre-fill the 

document form will not repeat (i.e., after the selected period, the payment instruction numbering will start 

again with "1"). 

Follow the steps below to make the necessary settings: 



1. Go to "Company Profile" ► "SETTINGS", review your current settings and, if you need to change them, 

click " " at the top right of the settings table (fig. 30). 
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2. Make the necessary settings: select the default account, enable or disable the new payee data saving feature, 

select the period for non-repeating of the document numbers as needed. 
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3. Click "SAVE". 

4.3.2.  Enabling two-factor authentication 

You can enhance the security of your account and transactions with the help of two-factor authentication. The first 

authentication step is authorization with your login and password, and the second – additional – step will be 

confirmation with a one-time password. To enable two-factor authentication for a company, follow the steps below. 

Please note! Only a user who is connected to the company and has the right of first signature can enable two-factor 

authentication for the company. 

1. Go to "Company Profile" ► "SETTINGS", review your current settings and, if you need to change them, 

click " " at the top right of the tab (fig. 32). 
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2. Select the "Two-factor authentication" checkbox at the bottom right of the tab (fig. 33). 
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3. Click "SAVE". 

4.3.3.  Monitoring 

At the company profile page, it is possible to set the monitoring rules up for the recipients who are both registered 

and not registered in the "UKRSIB business" system. 

To view the monitoring rules that are already set up, go to the "Company profile" page (fig. 34, p. 2) on the 

"MONITORING" tab (fig. 34, p. 3) and select necessary monitoring type from the list ("Cash flow information", 

"Rejected documents information", "Intraday account balance", "Account statement", "Account arrest", or "Closed 

account"). 

 
Fig. 34  

Available actions with rules of selected monitoring type: 
- viewing monitoring rules that are already set up; 

- editing monitoring rules that are already set up; 

- deleting monitoring rules that are already set up; 

- creating a new monitoring rule. 

Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the monitoring rule available actions without 

opening it. To do this, select the monitoring rule an action you need to perform to and click "···" or " " (in 

case of one available action) to the right in the line of the rule you need. The availability of actions depends 

on the status of the monitoring rule and selected delivery channel. For more details of dependencies, see the 

"Dependency of quick actions on the monitoring rule status and delivery channel" table below. 
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Dependency of quick actions on the monitoring rule status and delivery channel 

 

Group operations 

 To delete one or more rules at the same time, use the "DELETE" feature. To do this, check the boxes to the left 

in the lines of rules that you want to delete, and then click the "DELETE" button at the lower-right corner of 

the list (fig. 36). 
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Setting up a new monitoring rule 

Different monitoring rule types will have different processes for setting this up. These difference are depends on 

selected monitoring type and selected delivery channel of notification. The main difference between these processes 

are divided into paid and free. 

 

The table below shows the dependency of setting up process on selected monitoring type and delivery channel. For 

easy working, please use the link that is corresponds to selected monitoring type and delivery channel to proceed to 

step-by-step guide. 

  



Dependency of setting up process on selected monitoring type and delivery channel 

Monitoring type Delivery 
channel 

Link to instructions for setting up a monitoring rule 

Cash flow information 
E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

SMS The process of setting up paid monitoring rules 

Rejected documents 
information 

E-mail + SMS The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

SMS The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

Intraday account 
balance 

E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

SMS The process of setting up paid monitoring rules 

Account statement E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

 

Account arrest 

E-mail + SMS The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

SMS The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

Closed account E-mail The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

The process of setting up free monitoring rules 

Possible for these monitoring types: 

 "Cash flow information" (delivery channel: «E-mail»); 

 "Rejected documents information" (delivery channels: «Е-mail», «SMS», «Е-mail+SMS»); 

 "Intraday account balance" (delivery channel: «Е-mail»); 

 "Account statement" (delivery channel: «Е-mail»); 

 "Account arrest" (delivery channels: «Е-mail», «SMS», «Е-mail+SMS»); 

 "Closed account" (delivery channel: «Е-mail»). 

1. To set up new rule for selected monitoring type, click the "NEW RULE" button at the upper-right corner of the 

"Company profile" page (fig. 37). 
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2. Select the delivery channel: "E-mail" or "SMS" by selecting the checkbox next to appropriate value (fig. 38). 

Note: 

 The "E-mail" is the only delivery channel for the "Closed account" and "Account statement" 

monitoring types. 

 It is possible to select both delivery channels for the "Rejected documents information" and 

"Account arrest" monitoring types.  
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3. Click the "Account" field and select necessary account in the opened window. To do this, select the checkboxes 

in the necessary account's lines. For your convenience, you may search the account by the 

"Search by company, EDRPOU, amount or account name" field. 

4. Click "SAVE" (зобр. 39). 
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5. Fill in the other form fields, and select the checkboxes next to appropriate features you need. For each 

monitoring type, the fields contain and features amount will differ (fig. 40). 
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6. Click the "ADD RECIPIENTS" button (fig. 41, p. 1) and select recipients in the opened window by selecting the 

checkboxes in the necessary recipient details' line (fig. 41, p. 2). For easy searching, enter a recipient's value 

into the "Payee data" field.  

7. Click the "ADD" button (fig. 41, p. 3). 

 
Fig. 41  

Note: The recipient adding feature is not available for the "Account arrest" monitoring type. 



Note: To add new recipient who is not registered in the UKRSIB business system, use the 

"EXTERNAL RECIPIENTS" tab on the "Company profile" page. For more details, see the "4.3.4. The external 

recipients directory" section of this User Manual.  

Note: Click the " " ("Delete") button to the right in the recipient line to delete it from the list. To delete two 

or more recipients, select the checkboxes of necessary recipients, and click the "DELETE" button that will 

appear at the bottom of the screen (fig. 42). 
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6. Click the "SAVE" button to finish new rule creation. 
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After the saving, the monitoring rule type page will open. The newly created rule will get one of possible statuses: 

"Executed"1 or "Rejected"2. 

1The " " ("Executed") status is assigned to the rule exactly after its creation. 
2The " " ("Rejected") status is assigned to the rule in the following cases: 

- while closing account access rights the rule created for; 

- in case of disconnection between user and company; 

- while the user phone number was changed; 

- while deleting a rule; 

- while blocking the user account by the bank (on the user's initiative). 

The process of setting up paid monitoring rules 

Setting paid notification delivery rules is possible for next monitoring types: "Cash flow information" and "Intraday 

account balance" only with "SMS" delivery channel selected. 

Setting up paid notification rule for the "Cash flow information" monitoring type 

1. To set the monitoring rule up, click the "NEW RULE" button at the upper-right part of the "Company profile" 

page having previously selected the "Cash flow information" monitoring type (fig. 44). 
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2. Select the "SMS" checkbox as the delivery channel of notifications (fig. 45). 
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3. Click the "CREATE SMS NOTIFICATION" button in the opened window to confirm you action (fig. 46). 
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Note: While selecting the "SMS" delivery channel there are restrictions of account and recipient selection. You 

may select only one notification recipient and only one account within one rule . 

Pay attention! The SMS-notification service is paid. The commission amount can be specified at the bank's 

website or at the personal manager. 

4. Click the "Account" field and select an account in the opened window. To do this, click the line with necessary 

account. For your convenience, you may search the account by the "Account details" field (fig. 47). 
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5. Click the "Transaction type" field and select appropriate value from the drop-down menu (fig. 48). 
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6. If necessary, provide an amount for selected type of operation in the "Amount from" and "Amount to" fields 

(fig. 49). 

Note: Provided value for the "Amount to" field cannot be less than the value of the "Amount from" field. 
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7. If necessary, select the "Including bank commissions" checkbox. 

Pay attention! The "Including bank commissions" feature is available in case of selecting account in local 

currency (Hryvnia). 
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8. Click the "SAVE" button to finish new rule creation (fig. 51). 
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After the rule saving, the monitoring rule type page will open. The newly cre ated rule will get one of possible statuses: 

"In process"1 "Executed"2 or "Rejected"3. 

1The " " ("In progress") status is assigned to the rule exactly after its creation. 
2The " " ("Executed") status is assigned to the rule after it had been processed. 
3The " " ("Rejected") status is assigned to the rule in the following cases: 

- while closing account access rights the rule created for; 

- in case of disconnection between user and company; 

- while the user phone number was changed; 

- while deleting a rule; 

- while blocking the user account by the bank (on the user's initiative). 

 

Setting up paid notification rule for the "Intraday account balance" monitoring type 

1. To set the monitoring rule up, click the "NEW RULE" button at the upper-right part of the "Company profile" 

page having previously selected the "Intraday account balance" monitoring type (fig. 52). 
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2. Select the "SMS" checkbox as the delivery channel of notifications (fig. 53). 
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3. Click the "CREATE SMS NOTIFICATION" button in the opened window to confirm you action (fig. 54). 
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Note: While selecting the "SMS" delivery channel there are restrictions of account and recipient selection. You 

may select only one notification recipient and only one account within one rule. 

Pay attention! The SMS-notification service is paid. The commission amount can be specified at the bank's 

website or at the personal manager. 

4. Click the "Account" field and select an account in the opened window. To do this, click the line with necessary 

account. For your convenience, you may search the account by the "Account details" field (fig. 55). 
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5. Select the appropriate value to define the frequency and time of sending notifications from the drop-down 

menus of the corresponding fields. 

Note: By default the "Sending frequency" field is set up with the "Once" value. 

 While selecting "Once" as a sending frequency, you have to select the time of notification sending in the 

"Send at" field (fig.56). 
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 While selecting "Every hour" or "Every two hours" as a sending frequency, you have to set the beginning 

and the end of selected period in the "Send from" and "Send to" fields respectively (fig. 57). 
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 While selecting "Twice a day" as a sending frequency, you have to select the time of each notification 

sending in the "Send at" fields (fig. 58). 
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6. If necessary, select the "Do not send if unchanged" checkbox. 
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7. Click the "SAVE" button to finish new rule creation (fig. 60). 
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After the rule saving, the monitoring rule type page will open. The newly created rule will get one of possible statuses: 

"In process"1 "Executed"2 or "Rejected"3. 

1The " " ("In progress") status is assigned to the rule exactly after its creation. 
2The " " ("Executed") status is assigned to the rule after it had been processed. 
3The " " ("Rejected") status is assigned to the rule in the following cases: 

- while closing account access rights the rule created for; 

- in case of disconnection between user and company; 

- while the user phone number was changed; 

- while deleting a rule; 

- while blocking the user account by the bank (on the user's initiative). 

Other actions with monitoring rules 

 To edit or delete an already open rule, click " " ("Edit") or " " ("Delete") at the top right of the rule window 

(fig. 61). The availability of actions depends on the status of the monitoring rule and selected delivery channel. 

For more details of dependencies, see the "Dependency of quick actions on the monitoring rule status and 

delivery channel" table. 
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Pay attention! For the convenience of users, the system stores information about the latest actions applied to 

notifications (the name of the user who made the settings or adjustments, as well as the date of such changes). This 

information is displayed on the page of an active monitoring rule  (fig. 62). 
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4.3.4.  The external recipients directory 

Features for working with the external recipient directories are available on the "Company profile" ► "EXTERNAL 

RECIPIENTS" page (fig. 63). 
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Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of recipients and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and searching functions  

Sorting 

 To sort the list of recipients by one of the attributes (status, name, e -mail, phone), click the header of the 

relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the entries in the reverse order.  

Note. The column by which the entries are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the header 

(fig. 64). 
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Searching 

A recipient can be found by its details. To do this, provide recipient's data in the "Recipient info" field (fig. 65). 
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Note: To find out about who added a recipient to the directory, move the cursor to the " " symbol on the left in the 

recipient's data line. 

  



Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the available actions without entry opening. To do 

this, click «···» to the right in the line of the entry you need (fig. 66). 
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Group operations 

 To delete one or more entries, use the "DELETE" feature. To do this, check the boxes to the left in the lines of 

documents that you want to delete, and then click "DELETE" at the lower-right corner of the list (fig. 67). 
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Adding recipients to the directory 

 To add new recipient to the directory, click the "NEW RECIPIENT" button (fig.68, p. 2) at the top right of the 

"EXTERNAL RECIPIENTS" tab (fig. 68, p. 1) and fill in the fields of the form that opens (fig. 68, p. 3). 

 Click the "SAVE" button (fig. 68, p. 4). 
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4.4. Visit history 

 To view the visit log, click your name at the top right of the system screen and select "Visit history" in the 

menu that appears (fig. 69). 
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Note: Your previous visit information is also displayed on the homepage (at the top). Click the 

"See all entrances" link in previous visit details area for a quick access to the visit log (fig.  70). 
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5. Home page and quick access to frequent actions 

5.1. Calendar and events 

To display the calendar workspace on the Home page, proceed to the "My Profile" ► "PERSONAL SETTINGS" section. 

Click the " " ("Edit") button at the upper-right corner and select the "Show calendar at the Homepage" checkbox. 

For more details see "4.2.3. Personal settings" section of this User manual. 

There are three types of the calendar events: 

 events assigned by the bank (marked green); 

 events created by the user (marked orange); 

 bank holidays (marked red). 

Managing events 

 To add, edit or delete your event, select the event date in the calendar, and then click "Edit events" in the 

calendar area (fig. 71). 
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 To add an event, click "Add event" (fig. 44) and enter a name or description for the event. 

 To edit an event, edit the text in the event field. 

 To delete an event, click the delete icon to the right at the event line. 

 Click "SAVE" to save your changes, or "CANCEL" to undo them (fig. 72). 
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5.2. Accounts and balances 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is implemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29 characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country-by-country basis). 

A list of company accounts you have access to with basic information such as the account name and number, account 

balance and currency is available at the bottom of the home page on the "ACCOUNTS AND BALANCES" tab. 

 To view account details and transactions, click the account line you want. 
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5.3. Documents for signing 

The list of documents pending your signature is available at the top of the main page on the 

"DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" tab. 

 To view the document, click the line of the document you need. 

 To sign a document from a list of documents to be signed, select the checkbox to the left of the document to 

be signed, and click "SIGN" at the bottom of the list. On the "Documents signature" page, confirm the action 

by clicking "SIGN" again. 

Note: You can select multiple documents for the signing operation – select the checkbox in the required 

document lines. To select all documents in the list, select the checkbox in the header bar of the document list 

(fig. 74). 

 Scroll down to the bottom of the list to see the number of selected documents and the total amount of the 

documents selected. The number of selected documents is displayed below the list in the 

"Selected documents:" line. Click anywhere in this row to see the total amount for the selected documents. 

(See fig. 74) 
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5.4. Documents waiting for OTP 

The list of documents pending confirmation is available at the Home page on the "WAITING FOR OTP" tab. 

Confirmation is made by means of a one-time password (OTP). You may use one of three methods to receive a one-

time password: by the "Google authenticator" mobile app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of this 

User Manual), "VASCO token" device, or by SMS to the phone number specified during registration in the 

"UKRSIB business" system. 

 To view the document, click the line of the document you need. 

 To confirm a document from a list of documents pending confirmation, select the checkbox to the left of the 

document to be confirmed, and click "CONFIRM" at the bottom of the list (fig. 74). On the 

"Documents Confirmation" page that opens, confirm the action by clicking "CONFIRM" again. Then, select a 

confirmation method and enter the password you have received in the "One-time password" field, and click 

"CONFIRM" (fig. 76). 

Note: You can select multiple documents for the confirmation operation – select the checkboxes in the 

required document lines. To select all documents in the list, select the checkbox in the header bar of the 

document list (fig. 75). 

 The number of selected documents is displayed below the list in the "Selected documents:" line. Click 

anywhere in this row to see the type of the selected documents. (See fig.  75) 
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6. Mailing 

Features for mailing with the Bank are available in the "Letters" section. 

 To open the "UKRSIB business" system mailbox, click the " " ("Letters") icon at the upper-right corner of the 

screen (fig. 77). 
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Note: The " " mark on the "Letters" icon indicates that you have new/unread messages. If the icon is displayed without 

such mark – " " – this means you have no new messages. 

6.1. Operations with a list of letters 

6.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of letters and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort letters by one of the attributes (date, theme, or status), click the header of the relevant column in the 

table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the letters in the reverse order. 

Note. The column by which the letters are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the header 

(fig. 78). 
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Filtering 

Letters can be filtered by date, status, or/and by letter's theme. 

 To filter letters by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the letters 

to be displayed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

Note: If you want to display letters for a single day, select same date in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

 To show only unread letters, select the "Unread" checkbox. 

 To filter letters by the status, click the corresponding field and select one or few statuses from the drop-down 

menu by selecting appropriate checkboxes. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click "FILTER". 
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6.2. Operations with letters 

6.2.1.  Creating letters 

1. In the "Letters" section (see fig. 80), click the "WRITE A LETTER" button at the upper-right of the page (fig. 80). 
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2. If you are currently working in the system with several companies at the same time*, select on which company 

behalf will the letter be sent in the "Sender" field (fig. 81). 

*For more details on working with several companies see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of 

this User Manual. 

3. Select a category for the letter (e.g. UAH documents, corporate cards, complaints and suggestions, etc.) from 

the "Category" drop-down list (fig. 81). 

4. Enter a subject of the letter in the "Theme" field and a body of the letter in the "Body of letter" field (fig. 81). 

5. If necessary, add files – click "SELECT FILE" and select files in the window that opens (fig. 81). 
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6. Click the "SAVE" button. 

Note: Letter will be sent to the bank only after it is signed by all persons with the signature rights in the 

company. 



6.2.2.  Signing letters 

Before a letter is sent to the Bank, it must be signed by all persons with the signature rights in the company. 

View the letters awaiting for your signature on the "LETTERS TO SIGN" tab at the Home page. 
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A letter can be signed from the letters list on the "LETTERS TO SIGN" tab at the Home page or from the letter details 

page. 

 To sign one or several letters from the "LETTERS TO SIGN" tab, select the checkboxes with letters you need to 

be signed and click the "SIGN" button below the letters list (fig. 83). 
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 To sign a letter from the letter details page, click the "SIGN" button on the letter details page (fig. 84). 
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Note. Letters that are not yet signed by all persons with the signature rights in the company (letters with the "Waiting 

for your signature" and "Waiting for other signatures" statuses) are available for editing. 



6.2.3.  Responding to letters from the Bank 

 To respond to a letter received from the Bank, click "RESPONSE TO REQUEST" on the letter details page. 
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6.2.4.  Other action with letters 

 To edit a letter, click " " ("Edit") to the right of the letter body. 

Note. Only letters that have not been signed by all persons with signature rights in the company can be edited 

(letters with the "Waiting for your signature" and "Waiting for other signatures" statuses). 

 To print a letter, click " " ("Print") upper left of the letter details page. 

 To view a list of the letter attachments and check their statuses, click "VIEW FILES" on the "Uploaded 

documents" section to the right. 

 To refresh a letter information click the " "("Refresh") button on the "Document information" section 

(fig. 86). 

 To delete a letter click the " "("Delete") button at the upper-right corner of the "Letter details" page (fig. 87). 
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7. Accounts and statements 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is implemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29  characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country -by-country basis). 

7.1. Accounts 

A list of company accounts you have access to with basic information such as the account status and number,  account 

balance, currency and total balance in the UAH (Ukrainian Hryvnia) and in account currency is available in 

"ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Accounts" in the left menu (fig. 87). 

 To view account details and transactions as well as actions thereon, click the account line you need. 
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7.1.1.  Forming a total balance of accounts 

To view total balance of all accounts in UAH (Ukrainian Hryvnia) and in account currency, proceed to the 

"ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Accounts" section in the left menu and select accounts by which you need to 

form total balance. 

 To select accounts, click the "Select accounts" field and select the checkboxes in the lines with necessary 

accounts in the "Accounts selection for filtering" window. For your convenience, you may filter accounts list 

by one or more parameters. 
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 Click the "SAVE" button. The total balance of selected accounts will displayed at lower section of the 

"Accounts" screen that has been automatically opened (fig. 89). 
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7.1.2.  Exporting of accounts list 

To export an accounts list, click " " or " " (depending on the format you need) on the "Accounts" page (fig. 90). 

For more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 
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Note: To select accounts for export, click the "Select accounts" field and select the checkboxes in the lines with 

necessary accounts in the "Accounts selection for filtering" window. For your convenience, you may filter accounts by 

one or more parameters. 

  



7.1.3.  Account details 
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On the "Account details" page, you can view account information and perform the following operations and actions: 

 change the account name; 

 transfer funds from the account (the transfer is performed between own accounts within the bank in Ukrainian 

Hryvnia); 

 replenish your account (the replenishment is performed between own accounts within the bank in Ukrainian 

Hryvnia); 

 credit the account; 

 obtain information on the account debt (if there is); 

 make a statement and form the account turnover; 

 save the account details in the RTF and DBF formats. 

  



7.2. Account statements 

You can generate an account statement by the filters set in the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Statements" in 

the left menu (fig. 92). 
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Forming a statement 

1. To generate an account statement, select necessary accounts. To do this: 

 click the "Account" (fig. 93, p. 1) field and select the checkboxes in the lines with necessary accounts in 

the "Accounts selection for filtering" window. For your convenience, you may filter account by one or 

more parameters (fig. 93, p. 2); 

 click the "SAVE" button (fig. 93, p. 3). 
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2. In the "Date from" and "Date to" fields, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to generate 

statements by, or select a fixed period, such as current day, previous week, current quarter, or other periods, 

in the "Period" drop-down list. 

3. If you need to make your filter more precise, click "Additional params" to show a list of additional data filtering 

options. Enter or select the required information in the appropriate fields. 

4. Click "FORM". 
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5. To see the details of payments in generated statement, click the lines with necessary  payment. In the 

"Payment" window, click the "NEXT" button to go to the next statement or "PREVIOUS" button to return to 

the previous (fig. 95). 
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7.2.1.  Exporting of account statements 

 To export the generated account statements, click the " ", " ", or " " icon (depending on which format 

you need). For more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

 To print the generated statements, click the " " ("Print") icon upper the list (fig. 96). 

 To save the generated statements in the RTF format, click the " " icon upper the list (fig. 96). 
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7.3. Account turnovers 

You can generate a turnover report for a certain period in the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Turnovers" section 

in the left menu. 
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Forming a turnovers report 

1. Select accounts to generate turnovers by: 

 click the "Account" (fig. 98, p. 1) field and select the checkboxes in the lines with necessary accounts in 

the "Accounts selection for filtering" window (fig. 98, p. 2). For your convenience, you may filter account 

by one or more parameters; 

 click "SAVE" when needed accounts will be selected (fig. 98, p. 3). 
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2. In the "Date from" and "Date to" fields, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to generate 

turnovers by, or select a fixed period, such as current day, previous week, current quarter, or other periods, in 

the "Period" drop-down list. 

3. Click "FORM". 
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7.3.1.  Exporting of account turnovers 

 To export generated account turnovers, click the " " ("CSV") or " " ("XLS") icon (depending on which format 

you need). For more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

 To print generated turnovers, click the " " ("Print") icon upper the list (fig. 100). 

 To save generated turnovers in the RTF format, click the " " icon upper the list (fig. 100). 
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7.4. Reports 

You can view and save MT 940 and MT 942 report types in the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Reports" section. 
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7.4.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (date or account), click the header of the relevant column in the 

table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the reverse order.  

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the 

header. 
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Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by a date/period or by an account. 

 To filter documents by date or fixed period, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to display 

the documents by in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields or select the filter option you want in the "Period" 

drop-down list. 

 Select the "Show with closed accounts" checkbox, if you want to see closed accounts in the filtered list. 

 To filter documents by accounts, click the «Account» field and select the accounts from the drop-down list. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 
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7.4.2.  Group operations 

 To download one or more reports, use the "DOWNLOAD" feature. To do this, check the box to the left in the 

lines of documents that you want to download, and then click the "DOWNLOAD" button at the lower-left 

corner of the list (fig. 104). 

Note: File will be downloaded with the ".txt" extension. 
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7.5. Certificates 

In the "UKRSIB business" system is an opportunity to form different certificate types by your company accounts, such 

as: "About open bank accounts", "About closed bank accounts", "About account balances on certain date", "About 

cash flow" and "About average daily balances". 

Note: Creating company account certificates is available only to users with signature rights. 
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 To view a list of the certificates that were created during last 30 days, proceed to the 

"ACCOUNTS  AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section in the left menu (fig. 105, p. 1-2). 

Note: Certificates will be deleted in 30 days from the date of formation. 

 To find the necessary certificate, use a sorting function (the certificates list can be sorted by creation dates) 

(fig. 105). 

 Click the necessary certificate line in the list, to view the details of the request that were specified while its 

creation (fig. 105). 

 To form the request of a new certificate, proceed to the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" 

section in the left menu and click the "NEW CERTIFICATE" button (fig. 105). 

Pay attention! The service of the certificate creation is paid. The commission will be charged from the account 

that had been selected while the request creation and will be equal to the current tariffs. 

 To save a formed certificate as a PDF file: 

- click the " " (PDF) icon in the line with the appropriate certificate at the right part of the list; 

- open the "Request for certificate" page by clicking the appropriate certificate line in the list, and click the 

"DOWNLOAD CERTIFICATE" button in the window that opens (fig. 105). 

7.5.1.  Creating a certificate request 

The process of creation a certificate request is differ according to selected certificate type. Click one of the fol lowing 

links to access the step-by-step guide to each certificate type: 

 "About open bank accounts"; 

 "About closed bank accounts"; 

 "About account balances on certain date"; 

 "About cash flow"; 

 "About average daily balances". 

Creating a certificate about opened/closed bank accounts 

1. Click the "NEW CERTIFICATE" button at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section in the 

left menu (see fig. 105). 

2. Fill in the form fields at the "Request for certificate" page that opens. 

 The "Date" field is filled in automatically by the current date, and does not need to be changed (fig. 106). 

 Click the "Certificate type" (fig. 106, p. 1) field and select the type "About open bank accounts" or 

"About closed bank accounts" in the drop-down menu, depending on which certificate is need to be 

created (fig. 106, p. 2). 
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 Click the "Debit account for bank's fee" (fig. 107, p. 1) field and select an account to write off the 

commission in the opened window. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 107, p. 2). 

Pay attention! On the selected account balance should be sufficient funds to write off the commission 

according to the current tariffs. 
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3. Click the "SUBMIT REQUEST" button (fig. 108, p 1). 

Note: To preview the formed certificate in a new browser window, click the "CERTIFICATE PREVIEW" button. 

4. Read information in the window that opens and click the "CONFIRM AND SUBMIT" button to complete the 

certificate creation (fig. 108, p. 2). 
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5. To download the formed certificate as a PDF file, click the "DOWNLOAD CERTIFICATE" button on the page that 

opens after the previous step (fig. 109). 

Note: You can also download the certificate from the list of certificates at the 

"ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section by clicking the " " (PDF) icon in the appropriate 

certificate line. 
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Creating a certificate about account balances on a certain date 

1. Click the "NEW CERTIFICATE" button at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section in the 

left menu (see fig. 105). 

2. Fill in the form fields at the "Request for certificate" page that opens. 

 The "Date" field is filled in automatically by the current date and does not need to be changed. 

 Click the "Certificate type" (fig. 110, p. 1) field and select the type "About account balances on certain 

date" (fig. 110, p. 2) in the drop-down menu. 
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 Click the "Account for Certificate generation" (fig. 111, p. 1) field and select the account by which you 

need to create a certificate. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 111, p. 2). 
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 In the "On date" field enter or select in the calendar a specific date as of you need to form certificate 

about account balances (fig. 112). 

Note: The account data is generated at the end of a business day. 
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 Click the "Debit account for bank's fee" (fig. 113, p. 1) field and select an account to write off the 

commission in the opened window. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 113, p. 2). 

Pay attention! On the selected account balance should be sufficient funds to write off the commission 

according to the current tariffs. 
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3. Click the "SUBMIT REQUEST" button (fig. 114, p 1). 

Note: To preview the formed certificate in a new browser window, click the "CERTIFICATE PREVIEW" button. 

4. Read information in the window that opens, and click the "CONFIRM AND SUBMIT" button to complete the 

certificate creation (fig. 114, p. 2). 
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5. To download the formed certificate as a PDF file, click the "DOWNLOAD CERTIFICATE" button on the page that 

opens after the previous step (fig. 115). 

Note: You can also download the certificate from the certificates list at the 

"ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section by clicking the " " (PDF) icon in the appropriate 

certificate line. 
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Creating a certificate about cash flow 

1. Click the "NEW CERTIFICATE" button at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section in the 

left menu (see fig. 105). 

2. Fill in the form fields at the "Request for certificate" page that opens. 

 The "Date" field is filled in automatically by the current date and does not need to be changed. 

 Click the "Certificate type" (fig. 116, p. 1) field and select the type "About cash flow" (fig. 116, p. 2) in the 

drop-down menu. 
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 Click the "Account for Certificate generation" (fig. 117, p. 1) field and select the account by which you 

need to create a certificate. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 117, p. 2). 
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 In the "Date from" and "Date to" fields enter or select in the calendar the dates of the period you need 

to form the cash flow certificate (fig. 118). 
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 In the "By:" field select the checkbox in the: 

- "Days" field to get detailed report by each day of the specified period (see fig. 118); 

- "Months" field to get monthly report of the specified period (see fig. 118). 

 Click the "Debit account for bank's fee" (fig. 119, p. 1) field and select an account to write off the 

commission in the opened window. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 119, p. 2). 

Pay attention! On the selected account balance should be sufficient funds to write off the commission 

according to the current tariffs. 
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3. Click the "SUBMIT REQUEST" button (fig. 120, p. 1). 

Note: To preview the formed certificate in a new browser window, click the "CERTIFICATE PREVIEW" button. 

4. Read information in the window that opens and click the "CONFIRM AND SUBMIT" button to complete the 

certificate creation (fig. 120, p. 2). 
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5. To download the formed certificate as a PDF file, click the "DOWNLOAD CERTIFICATE" button on the page that 

opens after the previous step. 

Note: You can also download the certificate from the certificates list at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► 

"Certificates" section by clicking the " " (PDF) icon in the appropriate certificate line. 
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Creating a certificate about average daily balances 

1. Click the "NEW CERTIFICATE" button at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► "Certificates" section in the 

left menu (see fig. 105). 

2. Fill in the form fields at the "Request for certificate" page that opens. 

 The "Date" field is filled in automatically by the current date and does not need to be changed. 

 Click the "Certificate type" (fig. 122, p. 1) field and select the type "About average daily balances" 

(fig. 122, p. 2) in the drop-down menu. 
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 Click the "Account for Certificate generation" (fig. 123, p. 1) field and select the account by which you 

need to create a certificate. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 123, p. 2). 
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 In the "Date from" and "Date to" fields enter or select in the calendar the dates of the period you need 

to form the average daily funds remaining (fig. 124). 
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 In the "Create" field select the checkbox in the: 

- "Period" field to get a general report of the specified period (see fig. 124); 

- "By months" field to get detailed report of each month of the specified period (see fig. 124). 

 Click the "Debit account for bank's fee" (fig. 125, p. 1) field and select an account to write off the 

commission in the opened window. For easy searching, use the "Account details" field (fig. 125, p. 2). 

Pay attention! On the selected account balance should be sufficient funds to write off the commission 

according to the current tariffs. 
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3. Click the "SUBMIT REQUEST" button (fig. 126, p 1). 

Note: To preview the formed certificate in a new browser window, click the "CERTIFICATE PREVIEW" button. 

4. Read information in the window that opens and click the "CONFIRM AND SUBMIT" button to complete the 

certificate creation (fig. 126, p. 2). 
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5. To download the formed certificate as a PDF file, click the "DOWNLOAD CERTIFICATE" button on the page that 

opens after the previous step (fig. 127). 

Note: You can also download the certificate from the certificates list at the "ACCOUNTS AND STATEMENTS" ► 

"Certificates" section by clicking the " " (PDF) icon in the appropriate certificate line. 
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8. Payment instructions in the Ukraine Hryvnia 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is imp lemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29  characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country -by-country basis). 

Features for making payment transactions on accounts in the Ukraine Hryvnia and managing created payment 

instructions are available in the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment instructions" section in the left menu. 

The page that opens after selecting this section is the page of outgoing payment instructions on the accounts (fig. 128). 
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To get information on incoming payments instead, go to the relevant tab: "INCOMING". To get back to your outgoing 

payments, go to the "OUTGOING" tab. 

Statuses 

A status is one of the attributes of each document: "Draft", "Waiting for your signature", "Waiting for other 

signatures", "Waiting for approve", "Waiting for the document", "In progress", "Rejected", "Revoked", "Executed", 

"Deleted". The actions and operations that can be performed with a document depend on its status. You can find out 

the status from the document list or from the "Transfer details" page. 

8.1. Operations with a list of payment instructions 

8.1.1.  Viewing 

 To view details of the definite payment instruction click on the line with the necessary document from the 

documents list on the "UAH payment instructions" page. In the "Payment instruction #" window, click the 

"NEXT" button to go to the next statement or the "PREVIOUS" button to return to the previous (fig. 129). 
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For easy viewing of the documents list and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 



Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, sender, recipient, destination, or amount), 

click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the 

documents in the reverse order. 

Note. The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the 

header. 

Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by date or period or additional parameters. 

 To filter documents by date or fixed period, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to display 

the documents by in the "Document date from" and "Document date to" fields or select the filter option you 

want in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 
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8.1.2.  Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the payment instruction actions available without 

opening it. To do this, click «···» to the right in the line of the payment instruction you need. The availability of 

actions depends on the status of the payment instruction. 

Dependency of quick actions on the status of a payment instruction 

 
  



8.1.3.  Group operations 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple payment instructions, use the "Group 

operations" feature. To do this, check the box to the left in the lines of documents that you want to perform 

similar operations on, and then click "GROUP OPERATIONS" at the bottom of the list and select an operation 

from the drop-down menu. 
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8.2. Operations with payment instructions 

In the "UAH payment instructions" section, you can perform the following operations: 

 create payment instructions and perform other operations therewith; 

 payment instructions import and export (for more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section 

of this User Manual). 

 print a payment register; 

 save a payment register in the PDF format; 

 view payment instructions by date or period, as well as by additional parameters; 

 obtain account transaction information. 

The controls through which these operations are performed are accessible from any section of the 

"UAH payment instructions" page. 
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8.2.1.  Making payments 

From creation of an instruction to actual payment, the steps are as follows: 

 creating a payment instruction; 

 signing a payment instruction; 

 confirming a payment instruction; 

 processing of a payment instruction by the bank. 

A relevant status is assigned to a payment instruction at each step. 

8.2.2.  Creating payment instructions 

Creating payment instruction to make a transfer to other recipient 

1. Click the "NEW PAYMENT" button on the "UAH payment instructions" page (see. fig. 132). 

2. Fill in the form fields on the "OTHER RECIPIENT" tab (fig. 133). 

Note: The fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) are mandatory. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned payment instruction number in the header. 

 Select the initiation and valuation dates in the "From" and "Value date" fields (fig. 133). 

Note: The "From" field is filled in by the current date by default. 
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 Click the "Sender account" field (fig. 134, p. 1). Select a debit account in the opened window. For your 

convenience, you may search the account by its details in the "Account details" field (fig. 134, p. 2). 
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 Fill in the next fields: 

- the "Recipient name" field (fig. 135); 

- the "EDRPOU/TIN" field. Click the "No TIN" if the recipient has no taxpayer identification number. 

Fill in the "Series" and "Passport number" fields that will be appeared. In this case the "EDRPOU/TIN" 

field will be filled in automatically by the "0000000000" value (fig. 135); 

- the "Recipient account" field. Click the " " ("Directory") button to select necessary recipient 

account from the directory. 



Note: If you select the recipient account from the directory, the "Recipient name", "EDRPOU/TIN" 

and "Recipient account" fields will be filled in automatically. The "Bank name" field is always filled 

in automatically. 

 Click the "Non-resident recipient" if the recipient is not the resident of Ukraine. Fill in the 

"Recipient's country code" field that will be appeared. To select the necessary country code from the 

directory, click the " " ("Directory") button (fig. 135). 

 Fill in the "Amount" field. If necessary, select the "With VAT" checkbox to include 20% tax to the transfer 

amount. 
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 Fill in the "Payment details" field with one of the following methods: 

- manually; 

- click the "Budget payment" line. Select a code of the budget charge in the window that opens 

(fig. 136); 

- click the "Last purpose" line. The "Payment details" field will be filled in automatically with the last 

purpose that was specified in the previous payment instruction to the selected recipient account.  

Note: Automatic filling is possible only if a transfer has already been made to the specified recipient 

account. 
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3. Click the "SAVE" button (fig. 137). 

Note: 



 To delay filling in the payment instruction form without losing the information you have already entered, 

you can save the payment instruction as a draft by clicking "DRAFT" at the bottom part of the form. 

 To save the completed payment instruction form as a template, select the "Save payment template" 

checkbox at the bottom part of the form. 

 To make a copy of the completed payment instruction form (for example, if you need to make a similar 

payment), select the "Create another payment" checkbox at the bottom of the form. 
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After saving, the payment instruction will be added to the list of payment instructions with the "Waiting for your  

signature" status and the page of the newly created payment instruction will be automatically opened for further 

actions: editing, copying, deleting, signing and other features. 

For more details about signing and confirming of created payment instruction,  see the "8.2.3. Signing and confirming 

payment instructions" section of this User Manual. 
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Creating payment instruction to make a transfer between own accounts 

1. Click the "NEW PAYMENT" button (see. fig. 132). 

2. Click the "OWN ACCOUNT" tab in the upper part of the payment instruction form (fig. 139). 

3. Fill in the form fields on the tab that opens (fig. 139). 

Note: The fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) are mandatory. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned payment instruction number in the header. 

 If necessary, enter or select in the calendar the date in the "From" field. The "From" field is filled in with the 

current date by default. 
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 Click the "Debited account" field and select a debit account from the drop-down menu (fig. 140). 

 Click the "Credited account" field and select an account from the drop-down menu (fig. 140). 

 Enter the transfer amount in the "Amount " field. 

 Fill in the "Payment details" field with one of the following methods: 

- manually; 

- click the "Last purpose" line. The "Payment details" field will be filled in automatically with the last 

purpose that was specified in the previous payment instruction to the selected recipient account.  

Note: Automatic filling is possible only if a transfer has already been made to the specified recipient 

account. 
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4. Click the "SAVE" button (fig. 141). 

Note: To make a copy of the completed payment instruction form (for example, if you need to make a similar 

payment), select the "Create another payment" checkbox at the bottom of the form. 
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After saving, the payment instruction will be added to the list of payment instructions with the "Waiting for your 

signature" status and the page of the newly created payment instruction will be automatically opened for fu rther 

actions: editing, copying, deleting, exporting, printing, and signing.  



For more details about signing and confirming of created payment instruction, see the "8.2.3. Signing and confirming  

payment instructions" section of this User Manual. 
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Creating payment instruction according to ISO 20022 data standard. 

1. Click the "NEW PAYMENT" button on the "UAH payment instructions" page (see. fig. 132). 

2. Click the "ISO20022" tab in the upper part of the payment instruction form (fig. 143). 

3. Fill in the form fields on the tab that opens (fig. 143). 

Note: The fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) are mandatory. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned payment instruction number in the header. 

 Select the initiation and valuation dates in the "From" and "Value date" fields (fig. 143). 

Note: The "From" field is filled in by the current date by default. 
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 Click the "Sender account" field (fig. 144, p. 1). Select a debit account in the opened window. For your 

convenience, you may search an account by its details in the "Account details" field (fig. 144, p. 2). 
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 Fill in the next fields with the recipient data: 

- the «Recipient account» field. Click the " " ("Directory") button to select recipient account from the 

directory. 

Note: If you select the recipient account from the directory, the "Recipient name", "EDRPOU/TIN" and 

"Recipient account" fields will be filled in automatically. The "Bank name" field is always filled in 

automatically. 
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- The «Recipient name» field, if it wasn’t filled in automatically after the previous step. 

- Select the "Non-resident recipient" checkbox if the recipient is not a resident of Ukraine and fill in the 

"Recipient's country code" field. To select the necessary country code from the directory, click the " " 

("Directory") button (fig. 146). 
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- The "EDRPOU/TIN" field if it wasn’t filled in automatically. Click the "No TIN" if the recipient has no 

taxpayer identification number. Fill in the "Series" and "Passport number" fields that will be appeared. In 

this case the "EDRPOU/TIN" field will be filled in automatically by the "0000000000" value (fig. 147); 

Note: The "Series" and "Passport number" fields are filled in only by residents of Ukraine. 
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 Fill in the "Amount" field. If necessary, select the "With VAT" checkbox to include 20% of the tax to the 

transfer amount. 

4. Fill in the "Payment details" field with one of the following methods: 

- manually; 

- click the "Last purpose" line. The "Payment details" field will be filled in automatically with the last 

purpose that was specified in the previous payment instruction to the selected recipient account 

(fig. 148);. 

Note: Automatic filling is possible only if a transfer has already been made to the specified recipient 

account. 



- Select the "Tax payment" checkbox and fill in new fields. To add new details for paying taxes, click the 

"ADD DETAILS" button. The "Formed purpose of payment" field is filled in automatically according to the 

input details (fig. 148). 

Pay attention! The total amount of taxes must be equal to the amount of the payment instruction. 
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5. If necessary, select the "Add real sender" checkbox. 
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Fill in the form with one of the next ways: 

- "Actual sender is a legal entity"; 

- "Actual sender is an individual/private entrepreneur". 

 

Actual sender is a legal entity: 
 select the "Legal entity" checkbox (fig. 150, p. 1); 

 provide the actual sender's data in the "Name" field (fig. 150, p. 2); 

 select the "Non-resident sender" checkbox if the actual sender of the transfer is a non-resident of Ukraine. 

Fill in the new "Residence country code" field manually, or select the code from the directory. Click the 

" " button to open the directory. 
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 In the "Enter data" area select one of the following options: 

- select the "EDRPOU" checkbox and enter the sender's EDRPOU in the new field (fig. 151, p. 1); 

- select the "Address/Location" checkbox and fill in new fields (fig. 151, p. 2). The "Locality", "Area", and 

"Country" fields are mandatory. 
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Actual sender is an individual/private entrepreneur: 
 select the "Individual/Private entrepreneur" checkbox (fig. 152, p. 1); 

 provide the actual sender's data in the "Surname", "Name", and "Patronymic" fields (fig. 152, p. 2); 

 select the "Non-resident sender" checkbox if the actual sender of the transfer is a non-resident of Ukraine. 

Fill in the new "Residence country code" field manually, or select the code from the directory. Click the  

" " ("Directory") button to open the directory. 
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 In the "Enter data" area select one of the following options: 

- select the "TIN/Passport" checkbox and fill in the "TIN" field or the "Passport series" and 

"Passport number" fields with the sender's data (fig. 153, p. 1). 

Note: If the actual sender is a non-resident of Ukraine, the "TIN" field becomes mandatory. 

- Select the "Address/Location" checkbox and fill in new fields (fig. 153, p. 2). The "Locality", "Area", and 

"Country" fields are mandatory. 



- Select the "Date/Place of birth" checkbox and fill in the next fields: "Date of birth", "Country of birth", 

and "Place of birth" (fig. 153, p. 3). 
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6. If necessary, select the "Add ultimate recipient" checkbox. 
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Fill in a new form with one of the next ways:  

- "Actual recipient is a legal entity"; 

- "Actual recipient is an individual/private entrepreneur". 

 

Actual recipient is a legal entity: 
 select the "Legal entity" checkbox (fig. 155, p. 1); 

 provide the actual recipient's data in the "Name" field (fig. 155, p. 2); 

 select the "Non-resident recipient" checkbox if the actual recipient of the transfer is a non-resident of 

Ukraine. Fill in the new "Residence country code" field manually, or select the code from the directory. 

Click the " " button to open the directory. 
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 In the "Enter data" area select one of the following options: 

- select the "EDRPOU" checkbox and enter the recipient's EDRPOU in the new field (fig. 156, p. 1); 

- select the "Address/Location" checkbox. Fill in new fields (fig. 156, p. 2). The "Locality", "Area", and 

"Country" fields are mandatory. 
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Actual recipient is an individual/private entrepreneur: 
 select the "Individual/Private entrepreneur" checkbox (fig. 157, p. 1); 

 provide the actual recipient's data in the "Surname", "Name", and "Patronymic" fields (fig. 152, p. 2); 

 select the "Non-resident recipient" checkbox if the actual recipient of the transfer is a non-resident of 

Ukraine. Fill in the "Residence country code" field manually, or select the code from the directory. Click the 

" " button to open the directory. 
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 In the "Enter data" area select one of the following options: 

- Select the "TIN/Passport" checkbox and fill in the "TIN" field or the "Passport series" and 

"Passport number" fields with the recipient's data (fig. 158, p. 1). 

Note: If the actual recipient is a non-resident of Ukraine, the "TIN" field becomes mandatory. 



- Select the "Address/Location" checkbox and fill in new fields (fig. 158, p. 2). The "Locality", "Area", and 

"Country" fields are mandatory. 

- Select the "Date/Place of birth" checkbox and fill in the next fields: "Date of birth", "Country of birth", 

and "Place of birth" (fig. 158, p. 3). 
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7. Click the "SAVE" button (fig. 159). 

Note: To make a copy of the completed payment instruction form (for example, if you need to make a similar 

payment), select the "Create another payment" checkbox at the bottom of the form. 
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After saving, the payment instruction will be added to the list of payment instructions with the "Waiting for your 

signature" status and the page of the newly created payment instruction will be automatically opened for further 

actions: editing, copying, deleting, exporting, printing, and signing.  

For more details about signing and confirming of created payment instruction, see the "8.2.3. Signing and confirming  

payment instructions" section of this User Manual. 



 
Fig. 160  

  



8.2.3.  Signing and confirming payment instructions 

There are several ways to sign and confirm payment instructions: 

 directly on the "Transfer details" page; 

 from the list of payment instructions in the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment instructions" section through 

the quick actions menu; 

 from the list of payment instructions in the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment instructions" through the group 

signing operation; 

 from the list of documents in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" and "WAITING FOR OTP" section on the main 

page. 

 from the payment instructions list in the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment instructions" section, using the 

" " ("Sign all documents in the table") and " " ("Confirm all documents in the table") icons. 

Signing and confirming payment instructions on the "Transfer details" page 

Signing 

If the "Transfer details" page is already open (as in the case of a just created payment instruction), follow the next 

steps: 

1. Click the "SIGN" button at the bottom of the "Transfer details" page. 
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2. Click "YES" in the window that opens to confirm the signing of document (fig. 162). 

 
Fig. 162  

Once the payment instruction is signed, its status will be changed to "Waiting for other signatures" or "Waiting for 

approve", and the "Transfer details" page of the newly signed payment instruction will be automatically changed for 

further action with it. 

Confirming 

1. Click the "CONFIRM" button at the lower part of the "Transfer details" page (fig. 163). 

 
Fig. 163  

2. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 



this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 164). 

 
Fig. 164  

Signing and confirming payment instructions from the "UAH documents" ► 

Payment instructions" section 

Signing 

1. Click "SIGN" in the menu that is corresponds to the number of instructions you need to sign: 

 use quick actions menu to sign one document (fig. 165, p. 1); 

 use group operations menu to sign multiple instructions at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 165, p. 2.1) with the necessary instructions and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button (fig. 165, 

p. 2.2); 

 use the " " ("Sign all documents in the table") icon to sign all payment instructions in the list 

(fig. 165, p. 3). 
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2. Click "CONTINUE" on the "Documents Signature" page to confirm your action (fig. 166). 
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Confirming 

1. Click "CONFIRM" in the menu that is corresponds to the number of instructions you need to sign: 

 use quick actions menu to sign one document (fig. 167, p. 1); 

 use group operations menu to sign multiple instructions at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 167, p. 2.1) with the necessary instructions and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button 

(fig. 167, p. 2.2); 

 use the " " ("Confirm all documents in the table") icon to sign all payment instructions in the list 

(fig. 167, p. 3). 
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2. Click "CONTINUE" on the "Documents Confirmation" page to confirm your action (fig. 168). 

 
Fig. 168  

3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 169). 
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After confirming, the payment status will be change to the "In progress", and the "Transfer details" page of the newly 

confirmed payment instruction will be automatically changed for further actions. Click the "RETURN TO THE LIST" 

button to return to the documents list. 

Signing payment instructions from the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" section of the main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with sign required instructions and click the "SIGN" button (fig. 170). 
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2. At the "Documents Signature" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 171). 

 
Fig. 171  

  



Confirming payment instructions from the "Waiting for OTP" section of the main page 

1. Select the checkboxes that you need to confirm and click the "CONFIRM" button (fig. 172). 
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2. At the "Documents Confirmation" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 173). 
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3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 174). 

 
Fig. 174  

After confirming, the payment status will be change to "In progress", and and the "Transfer details" page of the newly 

confirmed payment instruction will be automatically changed for further actions. Click "RETURN TO THE LIST" to return 

to the documents list. 



8.2.4.  Importing of payment instructions 

Follow the steps which are described below to import the payment instructions. For more details about instruction 

preparation, see the "3.1. File structure for importing Hryvnia payment instructions" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the upper-right part of the "UAH payment instructions" page (fig. 175). 
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2. Select the file type and file encoding from the drop-down lists in the corresponding fields (fig. 176, p. 1). 

3. To attach instruction file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens 

(fig. 176, p. 2). 

4. Click "UPLOAD". (fig. 176, p. 3). 

5. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 176, p 4). 
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The imported instruction will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the instruction 

has been imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate instruction from the instructions list at the "Documents 

for signing" tab on the "HOME" page). 

  



9. Payment instructions in the foreign currency 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is implemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29 characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country -by-country basis). 

Features for making payment transactions on foreign currency accounts and managing created payment instructions 

are available in the "CURRENCY" ► "Currency payments" section in the left menu. 

The page that opens after selecting this section is the page of outgoing payment instructions on the foreign currency 

accounts. 
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To get information on incoming foreign currency payments instead, go to the relevant tab: "INCOMING". To get back 

to the outgoing payments, go to the "OUTGOING" tab. 

9.1. Operation with a list of payment instructions 

9.1.1.  Viewing 

 To view details of the definite payment instruction click on the necessary document line from the documents 

list on the "Currency payments" page. In the "Payment instruction in foreign currency" window, click the 

"NEXT" button to go to the next statement or "PREVIOUS" button to return to the previous (fig. 178). 
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For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the application provides the data sorting and filtering 

functions. 

  



Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, purpose, recipient, amount, currency), click 

the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in 

the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the 

header. 
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Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by date or fixed period (e.g., previous week, current quarter, and other periods). 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to display the documents 

by in the "Document date from" and "Document date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by fixed period, select the filter option you want in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click "APPLY FILTER". 
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9.1.2.  Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the foreign currency payment instruction actions 

available without opening it. To do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the payment instruction you need. 

The availability of actions depends on the status of the payment instruction (for more details, see the 

"Dependency of quick actions on the status of a foreign currency payment instruction" table below). 

Dependency of quick actions on the status of a foreign currency payment instruction 

 
  



9.1.3.  Group operations 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple foreign currency payment instructions, use 

the "Group operations" feature. To do this, select the checkbox on the left in the lines of documents that you 

want to perform similar operations on, and then click "GROUP OPERATIONS" at the bottom of the list and 

select an operation from the drop-down menu. The availability of actions depends on the status of the 

payment instruction. 
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9.2. Operations with foreign currency payment instructions 

In the "Currency payments" section, you can perform the following operations: 

 creating foreign currency payment instructions; 

 managing created payment instructions and operations therewith; 

 viewing foreign currency payment instructions by date or period, as well as by additional parameters; 

 import and export of currency payment instructions. 
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From creation to execution, a currency payment goes through the following stages:  

 creating a payment instruction; 

 checking by the bank – optional; 

 signing a payment instruction; 

 confirming a payment instruction; 

 processing a payment instruction by the bank. 

A relevant status is assigned to each stage of the payment instruction. 

9.2.1.  Creating foreign currency payment instructions 

Creating foreign currency payment instructions for international transfer 

1. Click the "NEW PAYMENT" button. 
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2. Fill in the form fields. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned payment instruction number in the header (fig. 184). 

 If necessary, select the payment instruction date in the "From" field (fig. 184) – by default, this field is 

automatically filled in with the current date. 
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 Click the "Payer's account" (fig. 185, p. 1) field and select the lines with necessary accounts in the "Select 

account" window. For your convenience, you may search an account by its details in the "Account details" 

field. 

Note: The "Payer name" and "Payer address" fields will be filled in automatically according to the selected 

account. 

 Enter the amount of the transfer in the "Amount" field (fig. 185, p. 2). 

Note: The payment currency will be defined automatically based on the account selection. 
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 Enter the beneficiary details in the fields of the "59. Beneficiary" section. 

Note: To select a value from the directory, click " " in the corresponding field – in this section, directories 

are available in two fields: "Beneficiary name" and "Country" (fig. 186). 

Note: If you select the beneficiary name from the directory, the other fields in the "59. Beneficiary" section, 

as well as the fields of the "57. Beneficiary Bank" section will be filled in automatically. 
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 Enter the beneficiary bank details in the fields of the "57. Beneficiary Bank" section, unless they are 

automatically filled in in the previous step. 

Note: To select a value from the directory, click " " in the corresponding field – in this section, directories 

are available in two fields: "Swift code" and "Clearing code type" (fig. 187). 
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 Specify an intermediary bank, if required. To do this, click "Add intermediary bank" in the 

"56. Agent Bank" section (fig. 188). 
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 Enter a payment purpose in the "Description" field in the "70. Payment details/Description" section 

(fig. 188). 

 Select a payment type ("Advance" or "Actual") from the "Payment" drop-down list in the 

«70. Payment details/Description» section (fig. 189). 
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 If the payment is made to UAE or the Russian Federation, add the mandatory reporting code in the 

«Mandatory reporting» section (fig. 190). 
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 Select from which account you will pay for commissions from the "Commission" drop-down list in the 

«71. Transfer fee» section (fig. 191). 
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 If necessary, add a comment in the "Additional information" field of the "72. Additional information" 

section. 

 Specify from which money the transfer will be made. To do this, select the option needed from the 

"Source of funds" drop-down list in the "Information for the bank" section (fig. 192). 

 Enter the number of the order in the "Order number" filed of the same section (fig. 192). 
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3. If necessary, attach documents or add comments to the payment instruction. To do this, use "UPLOAD" and 

"WRITE" options on the "Documents and comments" dashboard to the right (fig. 193). 
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4. Click "SAVE" at the bottom of the form. 

Note: 

 To delay filling in the payment instruction form without losing the information you have already entered, 

you can save the payment instruction as a draft by clicking "DRAFT" at the bottom part of the form. 

 To save the completed payment instruction form as a template, select the "Save payment template" 

checkbox at the bottom part of the form. 

 To make a copy of the completed payment instruction form (for example, if you need to make a similar 

payment), select the "Create another payment" checkbox at the bottom of the form. 
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After saving, the payment instruction will be added to the list of payment instructions with the "Waiting for your 

signature" status and the page of the newly created payment instruction will be automatically opened for further 

actions: signing or sending for review. 

  



Creating foreign currency payment instructions for internal transfer 

1. Click the "NEW PAYMENT" button (fig. 195). 
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2. Click the "INTERNAL TRANSFER" tab above the "Payment instruction in foreign currency" form (fig. 196, p. 1). 

3. Fill in the form fields. 

Note: The fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) are mandatory. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned payment instruction number in the header (fig. 196). 

 If necessary, select the payment instruction date in the "From" field (fig. 196) – by default, this field is 

automatically filled in with the current date. 
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 Click the "Account" (fig. 197, p. 1) field and select the lines with necessary accounts in the "Select account" 

window. For your convenience, you may search an account by the "Account details" field. 
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 Enter the recipient account number in the corresponding field. 

 Enter the recipient name or select the value from the directory by clicking the " " icon in the "Recipient 

name" field (fig. 198). 

Note: If you select the recipient name from the directory, the "EDRPOU/TIN" field will be filled in 

automatically. 
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 Enter EDRPOU/TIN in the corresponding field if it was not filled in automatically after the previous step. If 

you do not have TIN, click the "No TIN" and fill in new fields "Series" and "Passport number". The 

"EDRPOU/TIN" field will be filled in automatically by the "0000000000" value (fig. 199). 
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 Provide the amount of the transfer in the "Amount" field. 

Note: The payment currency will be automatically selected according to the currency of the debit account. 

 Select the residency from the drop-down list. 

 Fill in the "Payment details" field by corresponding data. 

4. If necessary, attach documents or add comments to the payment instruction. To do this, use "UPLOAD" and 

"WRITE" options on the "Documents and comments" dashboard to the right (fig. 200). 
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5. Click the "SAVE" button. 

Note: 

 To delay filling in the payment instruction form without losing the information you have already entered, 

you can save the payment instruction as a draft by clicking "DRAFT" at the bottom part of the form. 

 To save the completed payment instruction form as a template, select the "Save payment template" 

checkbox at the bottom part of the form. 

 To make a copy of the completed payment instruction form (for example, if you need to make a similar 

payment), select the "Create another payment" checkbox at the bottom of the form. 
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After saving, the payment instruction will be added to the list of payment instructions with the "Waiting for your 

signature" status and the page of the newly created payment instruction will be automatically opened for further 

actions: signing or sending for review. 

  



9.2.2.  Sending payment instructions to the bank for review 

If necessary, a foreign currency payment instruction can be sent to the bank for review. To do this, click "SUBMIT FOR 

REVIEW" at the bottom of the payment instruction page (fig. 202). 
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Please note! You can only send a payment instruction before it is signed. 

Once the payment instruction is submitted for review, its status will be changed to "Transferred to validation ". 

Comments on reviewed documents can be viewed on the main page at the bottom – on the "DOCUMENTS AND 

COMMENTS" tab in the accounts and documents information section. 

Note: If you are convinced of the correctness of a document before receiving the answer from the bank and you want 

to sign the document, click "RETURN TO THE SIGNATURE" at the bottom of the payment instruction page (fig. 203). 
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9.2.3.  Signing and confirming foreign currency payment instructions 

There are several ways to sign/confirm foreign currency payment instructions: 

 directly on the page of the payment instruction that is ready for signature/confirmation; 

 from the list of foreign currency payment instructions in the "CURRENCY" ► "Currency payments" section via 

the quick actions menu; 

 from the list of payment instructions in the "CURRENCY" ► "Currency payments" section through the group 

signing/confirming operation; 

 from the list of documents in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING"/"WAITING FOR OTP" sections on the main 

page. 

Signing and confirming a foreign currency payment instruction on the payment instruction page 

Note: You can access the page of the required payment instruction from the list of documents in the "CURRENCY" ► 

"Currency payments" section. 

 Use filters and sorting features to find your payment instruction quickly. 

If the required payment instruction page is already open (as in the case of a payment instruction just created or if you 

have opened the required payment instruction from the document list in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" tab on the 

"HOME" page), follow the steps below. 

Signing 

1. Click the "SIGN" button at the bottom of the payment instruction page. 
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2. Click "YES" in the window that opens to confirm the signing of the payment instruction. 
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Once the payment instruction is signed, its status will be changed to "Waiting for other signatures" or "Waiting for 

approve", and the page of the newly signed payment instruction will be automatically changed for further actions with 

it. 

Confirming 

1. Click "CONFIRM" at the bottom of the payment instruction page. 
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2. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 207). 
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After confirming, the payment status will be change to "In progress", and the "Transfer details" page of the newly 

confirmed payment instruction will be automatically changed for further actions. Click the "RETURN TO THE LIST" 

button to return to the documents list. 



Signing and confirming foreign currency payment instructions from the "CURRENCY" ► 

"Currency payments" section 

1. Click the "SIGN" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of instructions you need to sign: 

 use quick actions menu to sign one document (fig. 208); 

 use the group operations menu to sign multiple instructions at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 208, p. 1) with the necessary instructions and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button (fig. 208, p. 2). 
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2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Signature" page to confirm your action (fig. 209). 

 
Fig. 209  

Confirming 

1. Click the "CONFIRM" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of documents you need to sign:  

 use quick actions menu to sign one document (fig. 210); 

 use group operations menu to sign multiple instructions at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 210, p. 1) with the necessary instructions and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button (fig. 210, p. 2). 
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2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Confirmation" page (fig. 211). 
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3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of this 

User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" field 

and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 212). 
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After confirming, the payment status will be change to "In progress", and the page of the newly confirmed payment 

instruction will be automatically changed for further actions. 

Signing foreign currency payment instructions from the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" section of 

the main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with sign required instructions and click the "SIGN" button (fig. 213). 
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2. At the "Documents Signature" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 214). 
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Confirming a foreign currency payment instruction from the "WAITING FOR OTP" section of the 

main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with instructions that you need to confirm and click the "CONFIRM" button (fig. 215). 
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2. At the "Documents Confirmation" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 216). 
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3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 217). 



 
Fig. 217  

After confirming, the payment status will be change to "In progress", and the page of the newly confirmed payment 

instruction will be automatically changed for further actions. 

9.2.4.  Importing of foreign currency payment instructions 

Follow the steps which are described below to import the foreign currency payment instruction. For more details about 

instruction preparation, see the "3.2. File structure for importing foreign currency payment instructions" section for 

international transfer and "3.3 File structure for importing intrabank payment instructions in foreign currency" section 

for internal transfers. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the upper-right part of the "Currency payments" page (fig. 218). 
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2. Select an encoding type of the importing file from the drop-down list of the corresponding field. 

Note: Importing file type field fills in automatically. For the foreign currency payment instructions, its iBank2 

type (fig. 219, p. 1). 

3. To attach instruction file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens 

(fig. 219, p. 2). 

4. Click "UPLOAD". (fig. 219, p. 3). 

5. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 219, p 4). 
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The imported instruction will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the 

instruction has been imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate instruction from the instructions list at 

the tab "Documents for signing" on the "HOME" page). 

  



10. Payment instructions templates 

Features for working with UAH payment instructions templates are available in the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment 

templates" section in the left menu (fig. 220). 
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Features for working with UAH payment instructions templates are available in the "CURRENCY" ► "Payment 

templates" section in the left menu (fig. 221). 
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10.1. Operations with a list of payment instruction templates 

10.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the  UKRSIB business system provides the data sorting and 

filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort templates by one of the attributes (name, recipient, purpose, or amount), click the header of the 

relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the templates in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the templates are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the 

header. 
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Filtering 

Templates can be filtered by name, sender/recipient, amount, and currency  – for currency payment instructions 

templates. 

 Fill in the "FILTERS" block fields to filter templates by, and click the "FILTER" button (fig. 223). 
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10.1.2.  Quick actions 

Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the foreign currency payment instruction actions available 

without opening it. To do so, click the «···» icon to the right in the line of the payment instruction you need. The 

availability of actions depends on the status of the payment instruction. 
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10.1.3.  Group operations 

 To quickly delete multiple templates, use the "Group operations" feature. To do this, select the checkbox on 

the left in the lines of templates that you want to delete, and click the "DELETE" button at the bottom of the 

list. 
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10.1.4.  Creating payment instructions templates 

A payment instruction template can be created directly at the time of a payment instruction form filling (see the "8.2.2. 

Creating payment instructions" and "9.2.1. Creating foreign currency payment instructions" sections of this User 

Manual) or "from scratch" in the appropriate section of the UKRSIB business system. 

1. Go to the "UAH DOCUMENTS" ► "Payment templates" (fig. 226) or "CURRENCY" ► "Payment templates" 

(fig. 226) section in the left menu – depending on the payment type. 

2. Click the "NEW TEMPLATE" button at the top right. 

3. Enter a name for the template in the "Template name" field. 

4. Fill in the rest of the fields of the template form as if you would fill in a payment instruction form (for more 

details see the "8.2.2. Creating payment instructions" and "9.2.1. Creating foreign currency payment 

instructions" sections of this User Manual). 

5. Click "SAVE" (fig. 226). 
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10.2. Other actions with payment instruction templates: editing, copying, deleting 

 To edit, copy, or delete an already open template, click the " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), or " " ("Delete") 

icon at the upper-right corner of the template window (fig. 227). 
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 Click the "CREATE PAYMENT" button at the lower part of the "Template details" page to use the already 

opened template for creating new payment instruction (fig. 228). 
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 To edit, copy, or delete a template from the templates list, click the «···» icon to the right of needed template 

line and select the desired action from the menu that opens (fig.  229). 
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 To delete multiple templates from the templates list, select the required templates and use the group 

operations menu (fig. 230). 
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11. Currency exchange 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is implemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29  characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country -by-country basis). 

Functions for foreign exchange operations and management of created orders for currency exchange/conversion are 

available in the "CURRENCY" ► "Currency exchange" section in the left menu. 

The page that opens after selecting this section is a page listing all types of orders (purchase, sale,  and conversion). 
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To access only purchase, sale, or conversion orders instead, go to the relevant tab: "PURCHASE", "SELL" or 

"CONVERT". To get back to the list of all orders, go to the "ALL" tab. 

11.1. Operations with a list of currency exchange/conversion orders 

11.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the application provides the data sorting and filtering 

functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, billing/entry account, amount or currency),  

click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the 

documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the order of sorting) 

in the header (fig. 232). 
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Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by dates or fixed period (e.g., previous week, current quarter, and other periods). 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period to display the documents 

by in the "Document date from" and "Document date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by fixed period, select the filter option you need in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 
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11.1.2.  Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the currency exchange order actions available 

without opening it. To do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the order you need. The availability of actions 

depends on the status of the order for more details see the "Dependency of quick actions on the status of a 

currency exchange/conversion order" table below). 

Dependency of quick actions on the status of a currency exchange/conversion order 

 

11.1.3.  Group operations 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple currency exchange orders, use the 

"Group operations" feature. To do this, select the checkboxes to the left in the lines of documents that you 

want to perform similar operations on, and then click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button at the bottom of the 

list and select an operation from the drop-down menu. The availability of actions depends on the status of 

selected orders. 



 
Fig. 234  

  



11.2. Operations with currency exchange/conversion orders 

11.2.1.  Creating orders for currency purchase, sale or conversion 

1. Click the "NEW ORDER" button. 

 
Fig. 235  

2. Select a debit account and a credit account in the relevant drop-down lists – the type of transaction (purchase, 

sale or conversion) will be automatically determined by this choice  (fig. 236). 

 
Fig. 236  

3. Specify the amount of foreign currency that you want to purchase in the relevant field (fig. 237). 

 
Fig. 237  

4. Select the "Forward order" checkbox if there is an agreement with the bank about transaction date and 

exchange rate. Then select appropriate agreement type – "Forward", "TOM", or "SPOT" and fill in the "Rate" 

and "Value date" fields (the "Value date" field is available only with "Forward" agreement type selected). 

 
Fig. 238  

5. Select a rate for the transaction (in case if it was not filled in automatically after the previous step). In the 

"Exchange rate" drop-down list, select the "Main trade session currently rate " or "Additional (extra) trade 

session currency rate" features to carry out the transaction at the established rate, or the "State the rate" 

feature to specify the rate of your choice. 



 
Fig. 239  

6. Specify the validity date of your order in the "Order is valid up to" field. 

 
Fig. 240  

7. Specify the basis for the currency exchange in the "Basis for currency exchange" field. 

 
Fig. 241  

Note: If necessary, select the contract to perform the transaction by. To do this, click the «Select contract» 

button, and select necessary contract in the "Contracts" window. If the transaction may be performed 

without obligations, click the "Currency purchase without obligations" button. In these cases, the "Basic for 

currency exchange" field will be filled in automatically. 

 
Fig. 242  

8. Select whether you want to make the transfer under a transaction or instruct it to an authorized bank in the 

"Transfer method" section. 

 
Fig. 243  

Note: The requisites for independent transfer of funds will be displayed after selecting the "Commit to 

transfer independently" option. 

9. If necessary, attach documents or add comments to the order. To do this, use the "UPLOAD" and "WRITE" 

options on the "Documents and comments" dashboard on the right. 



 
Fig. 244  

10. Click the "SAVE" button at the bottom of the form. 

After saving, the currency exchange order will be added to the list of currency exchange orders with the "Waiting for 

your signature" status, and the page of the newly created order will be automatically opened for further actions:  

signing or sending for review. 

11.2.2.  Submitting currency exchange/conversion orders to the bank for review 

If necessary, the currency exchange/conversion order that you have created can be sent to the bank for review. To do 

this, click the "SUBMIT FOR REVIEW" button (fig. 245) at the bottom of the order page. 

 
Fig. 245  

Please note! You can send a currency exchange/conversion order for review before it is confirmed – signed or not – 

but it will not be possible to make changes to a signed currency exchange/conversion order, so it is recommended that 

you sign such documents only if you are sure of their correctness or after receiving positive review. 

Once the currency exchange/conversion order is submitted for review, its status will be changed to "Transferred to 

validation". Comments on reviewed documents can be viewed on the main page at the bottom – on the "DOCUMENTS 

AND COMMENTS" tab in the accounts and documents information section. 

Note: If you are convinced of the correctness of a document before receiving the answer from the bank and you want 

to sign the document, click the "RETURN TO THE SIGNATURE" button (fig. 246) at the bottom of the order page. 

 
Fig. 246  

  



11.2.3.  Signing and confirming currency exchange/conversion orders 

There are several ways to sign/confirm currency exchange/conversion orders: 

 directly on the page of the order ready for signature/confirmation; 

 from the list of orders for foreign exchange/conversion in the "CURRENCY" ► "Currency exchange" section 

through the quick actions menu; 

 from the list of payment instructions in the "CURRENCY ► "Currency exchange" section through the group 

signing/confirming operation; 

 from the list of documents in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING"/"WAITING FOR OTP" on the main page. 

Signing and confirming a currency exchange/conversion order on the order page 

Note: You can access the required currency exchange/conversion order page from the list of documents in the 

"CURRENCY" ► "Currency exchange" section. 

 Use filters and sorting features to find the order needed quickly.  

If the required order page is already open (as in the case of an order just created or if you have opened the required 

order from the document list), follow the steps below. 

Signing 

1. Click "SIGN" at the bottom of the order page. 

 
Fig. 247  

2. Click "YES" in the window that opens to confirm the signing of the order.  

 
Fig. 248  

Once the currency exchange/conversion order is signed, its status will be changed to "Waiting for other signatures" or 

"Waiting for approve", and the page of the newly signed order will be automatically changed for further actions with 

it. 

Confirming 

1. Click "CONFIRM" at the bottom of the currency exchange/conversion order page. 

 
Fig. 249  

2. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 250). 



 
Fig. 250  

After confirming, the currency exchange/conversion status will be changed to "In progress", and the page of the newly 

confirmed order will be automatically changed for further actions. 

Signing and confirming order for currency exchange/conversion from the "CURRENCY" ► 

"Currency exchange" section 

Signing 

1. Click the "SIGN" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of orders you need to sign:  

 use the quick actions menu to sign one document (fig. 251); 

 use the group operations menu to sign multiple orders at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 251, p. 1) with the necessary orders and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button (fig. 251, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 251  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Signature" page to confirm your action (fig. 252). 

 
Fig. 252  



Confirming 

1. Click the "CONFIRM" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of documents you need to sign:  
 use quick actions menu to confirm one document (fig. 253); 

 use group operations menu to confirm multiple orders at once. To do this, select the checkboxes 

(fig. 253, p. 1) with the necessary orders and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button (fig. 253, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 253  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Confirmation" page (fig. 254). 

 
Fig. 254  

3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 255). 

 
Fig. 255  



Signing currency exchange/conversion orders from the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" section on 

the main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with sign required orders and click the "SIGN" button (fig. 256). 

 
Fig. 256  

2. At the "Documents Signature" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 257). 

 
Fig. 257  

Confirming currency exchange/conversion orders from the "WAITING FOR OTP" section on the 

main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with orders that you need to confirm and click the "CONFIRM" button (fig. 258). 

 
Fig. 258  

2. At the "Documents Confirmation" page, click the "CONTINUE" button to confirm the action (fig. 259). 

 
Fig. 259  



3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 260). 

 
Fig. 260  

After confirming, the currency exchange/conversion status will be changed to "In progress", and the page of the newly 

confirmed order will be automatically changed for further actions.  

11.2.4.  Adding documents and comments to a currency exchange/conversion order 

To add the required documents or comments, use "UPLOAD" or "WRITE" in the "Documents and comments" 

dashboard to the right of the payment instruction page. 

 
Fig. 261  

  



11.2.5.  Revoking currency exchange orders 

The "UKRSIB business" system provides an option to request a cancellation of the signed and confirmed currency 

exchange order with the "In progress" status ( ). 

Please note! A currency exchange order can be revoked until a certain stage during its processing, so the fulfillment 

of the request for order revocation is not guaranteed and depends on the timely receipt of such request.  

To revoke a currency exchange application, click "REQUEST FOR REVOCATION " at the bottom of the required order 

page (fig. 262). 

 
Fig. 262  

The request will be processed by the bank in accordance with the regulations: the application will be canceled or 

completed, as evidenced by the status of the application (fig. 263). Information on the status or outcome of the request 

can be obtained from the relevant order page. 

 
Fig. 263  

Note: You can access the required currency exchange order page from the list of documents in the "CURRENCY" ► 

"Currency exchange" section. 

 Use filters and sorting features to find the foreign exchange application needed quickly.  

 To open a currency exchange order page, click a line of the order in the list of documents.  

11.2.6.  Importing of currency exchange orders 

Follow the steps that are described below to import the currency exchange order. For more details about order 

preparation, see the "3.4. File structure for importing currency exchange orders" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the upper-right part of the "Currency exchange orders" page (fig. 264). 

 
Fig. 264  

2. Select the file type and file encoding from the drop-down lists in the corresponding fields (fig. 265, p. 1). 

3. To attach order file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 265, p. 2). 

4. Click "UPLOAD" (fig. 265, p. 3). 

5. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 265, p 4). 



 
Fig. 265  

The imported order will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the order has been 

imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate order from the orders list on the "Currency exchange orders" tab 

on the "CURRENCY" page, or on the "Documents for signing" tab on the "HOME" page). 

  



12. Sending documents to the bank 

Documents related to currency exchange transactions can be sent to the bank in advance and, if necessary, submitted 

to the bank for review. Functions for creating and managing orders for documents transfer are available in the 

"CURRENCY" ► "Document transferring" section in the left menu. 

 
Fig. 266  

12.1. Operations with a list of document submission orders 

For easy review of the list of documents and easy search, the document submission request provides the data sorting 

and filtering functions. 

12.1.1.  Viewing 

Sorting 

 To sort the list of orders by one of the attributes (number, status, date, operation type, beneficiary name or 

country, or currency) click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again 

to sort the documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the order of sorting) 

in the header. 

 
Fig. 267  

Filtering 

Document submission orders can be filtered by date or fixed period (e.g., previous week, current quarter, or other 

periods), as well as additional parameters. 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Document date from" and "Document date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by a fixed period, select the filter option you want in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 To filter documents by companies you are working with at the same time, click the "Companies" button and 

select the required companies from the drop-down list. 

Note: The "Companies" field is available only in case of working with several companies at the same time. For 

more details on working with several companies, see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this 

User Manual. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 



 
Fig. 268  

12.2. Creating a document transfer order 

1. Click the "NEW ORDER" button at the upper-right corner of the "Document transfer orders" page. 

 
Fig. 269  

2. Fill in the form fields (fig. 270). 

Note: fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) –are required. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned number in the header of the document transfer order 

(fig. 270). 

 If necessary, select the order date in the "From" field (fig. 270) – by default, this field is automatically filled 

in with the current date. 

 
Fig. 270  

 Select the operations type from the drop –down menu in corresponding field (fig. 271). 

 Select the basis for creation of the document transfer order from the drop-down menu in the field that 

will appear after the previous step. 

Note: The "Basis" field will not appear if selected operations type is "Enrollment list". 

 
Fig. 271  

 Click the "Settlement account" field and select necessary account in the opened window. For your 

convenience, you may search the account by the "Account details" field (fig. 272). 

Note: The "Company/EDRPOU" column will appear only in case of working with several companies* at 

the same time. 

*For more details on working with several companies, see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" 

section of this User Manual. 

 



 
Fig. 272  

Note: 

 New field will appear when the settlement account will be selected. 

 The "Operations currency" and "Company" fields will be automatically filled in with the values that 

are corresponds to the selected account. The "Company" field will appear only in case of working 

with several companies at the same time. For more details, see the "25. Center of financial control 

(CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

 Use one of the next ways to fill the "Contract number" field: 

a. enter appropriate value using keyboard in the "Contract number" field; 

b. click the "Select contract" line and select the contract from the directories. For your convenience, 

you may search the contract by the "Enter contract data" field (fig. 273). 

 
Fig. 273  

Note: The "Beneficiary name" and "Beneficiary country" fields will be filled in automatically 

according to the data of selected contract. 

 Fill in the "Beneficiary name" field in case if it had not been filled in automatically after the previous step 

(fig. 274). 

 Fill in the "Beneficiary country" field in case if it had not been filled in automatically after the previous 

step, or click the " " ("Directory") icon, to select appropriate country from the directory (fig. 274). 

 If necessary, fill in the "Additional information" field with total amount of the contract in corresponding 

currency (fig. 274). 

 
Fig. 274  



3. Add the required documents. To do this, click "UPLOAD" on the "Documents and comments" unit to the right 

(fig. 275, p. 2), then in the window that opens, select the document type and the document itself 

(fig. 275, p. 3), and click "UPLOAD" (fig. 275, p. 4). 

4. If necessary, add your comment. To do this, click "WRITE" on the "Documents and comments" unit to the 

right, then in the window that opens, write your message in the corresponding field, and click "SUBMIT". 

Pay attention! You have to upload at least one document for further order signing and transferring.  

5. Click "SAVE" at the bottom of the order page (fig. 275, p. 5). 

 
Fig. 275  

You can sign the completed document transfer order (right after creation or later – by opening the required order 

from the list of documents on the "Document transfer orders" page), if you are sure that all documents attached 

are correct, or send the order for review. Depends on situation, the status of order will be changed to "In process" 

or "Waiting another signatures". 

  



12.3. Creating a document transfer order in response to the bank’s request 

To process the receipt of funds under an export contract, the bank may need certain documents  – you will be 

requested to provide such documents. 

Important! You must respond to a bank request within the time specified in such request.  

Follow the steps below to respond to the bank's request for the necessary documents.  

1. Check the UKRSIB business mailbox, by clicking " " ("Letters") at the top right of the main page (fig. 276). 

 
Fig. 276  

Note: The " " mark on the "Letters" icon indicates that there are new/unread messages. If the button is 

displayed without such mark – « », this means that you have no new messages. 

2. In the list of messages, find the one you need and open it.  

Note: Use filters and sorting features to find the message needed quickly.  

3. On the "Content of the letter" page that opens, read the request and, if you are ready to submit the 

requested documents, click "RESPONSE TO REQUEST" at the top right (fig. 277). 

 
Fig. 277  

4. Fill in the fields for the document transfer order that opens (see fig. 278) 

Note: fields that are marked by "asterisks" (*) –are required. 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned number in the header of the document transfer order 

(fig. 278). 

 If necessary, select the order date in the "From" field (fig. 278) – by default, this field is automatically filled 

in with the current date. 

 Select the basis for creation of the document transfer order from the drop-down menu in the corresponding 

field (fig. 278, p. 1). 

Note: The "Operations type" field is filled in automatically. 

 
Fig. 278  

5. Click the "Settlement account" field and select necessary account in the opened window. For your 

convenience, you may search the account by the "Account details" field (fig. 279). 

Note: The "Company/EDRPOU" column will appear only in case of working with several companies* at the 

same time. 

*For more details on working with several companies, see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of 

this User Manual. 



 
Fig. 279  

Note: 

 When the basis for creation of the document transfer order is selected, the "Operations currency", 

"Contract number", "Beneficiary name", "Beneficiary country", and "Additional information" fields 

will appear. 

 The «Operations currency» field will be automatically filled in with the value that is corresponds to 

the selected account. 

 Use one of the next ways to fill the "Contract number" field: 

a. enter appropriate value using keyboard in the "Contract number" field; 

b. click "Select contract" and select the contract from the directories. For your convenience, you 

may search the contract by the "Enter contract data" field (fig. 280). 

 
Fig. 280  

Note: The "Beneficiary name" and "Beneficiary country" fields will be filled in automatically with the 

values that are corresponds to the selected contract. 

 Fill in the "Beneficiary name" field in case if it had not been filled in automatically after the previous step 

(fig. 281). 

 Fill in the "Beneficiary country" field in case if it had not been filled in automatically after the previous 

step, or click the " " ("Directory") icon, to select appropriate country from the directory (fig. 281). 

 Edit the "Additional information" field (fig. 281). 

 
Fig. 281  



6. If necessary add the required documents. To do this, click "UPLOAD" on the "Documents and comments" unit 

to the right (fig. 282, p. 2), then in the window that opens, select the document type and the document itself 

(fig. 282, p. 3), and click "UPLOAD" (fig. 282, p. 4). 

7. If necessary, add your comment. To do this, click "WRITE" on the "Documents and comments" unit to the 

right, then in the window that opens, write your message in the corresponding field, and click "SUBMIT". 

Pay attention! You have to upload at least one document for further order signing and transferring. 

8. Click "SAVE" at the bottom of the order page (fig. 282, p. 5). 

 
Fig. 282  

You can sign the completed document transfer order (right after creation or later – by opening the required order or 

by clicking the quick actions menu from the list of documents on the "Document transfer orders" page), if you are 

sure that all documents attached are correct, or send the order for review. Depends on situation, the status of order 

will be changed to "In process" or "Waiting another signatures". 

 
Fig. 283  



13. Contracts 

You can view the list of contracts that has been submitted to the bank in the "CURRENCY" ► "Contracts" section in 

the left menu. 
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The page that opens after selecting this section is the page with all your contracts. To display only export or import 

contracts, click the relevant tab: "EXPORT" or "IMPORT". To get back to the list of all contracts, go to the "ALL" tab. 

13.1. Viewing 

 To see more information about the contract and operations thereon, open the  needed contract from the list. 
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The system provides sorting and searching by contract number for easy viewing of the contract list. 

Sorting 

 To sort the list of contracts by one of the attributes (type, number, date, beneficiary name or country, currency, 

total amount, or balance) click the name of the corresponding column in the table. Click the sorted column 

header again to sort the documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the order of sorting) 

in the header (fig. 286). 

 
Fig. 286  

  



Searching 

A contract can be found by its number. 

 
Fig. 287  

13.2. Exporting of contract details 

To export contract details, proceed to the "CURRENCY" ► "Contracts" section. 

Follow the steps that are described below to export necessary contract details. 

 Select the contract, which details you need to export. 

 In the opened "Contract details" page, select one of the tabs (if available): "SHIPMENTS" or "PROCEEDS", 

according to details, you need to export. 

 Click the " " or the " " icon (depends on which format you need) (fig. 288). 
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For more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

  



14. Declaration 

For viewing and exporting declarations list, proceed to the "CURRENCY" ► "Declaration" section. 

 
Fig. 289  

14.1. Viewing 

 Click on the line with appropriate declaration to view additional details by it. 

The system provides sorting and searching by declaration number for easy viewing the declarations list. 

Sorting 

 To sort the list of declarations by one of the attributes (number, date, sender, recipient, currency, total invoice 

price, amount) click the name of the corresponding column in the table. Click the sorted column header again 

to sort the documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the order of sorting) 

in the header (fig. 290). 

 
Fig. 290  

Searching 

A declaration can be found by its number (fig. 291). 

 
Fig. 291  

  



14.2. Exporting of declaration 

To export declaration details, proceed to the "CURRENCY" ► "Declaration" section. 

Follow the steps that are described below to export necessary information. 

 To export whole declarations list, click the " " or the" " icon (it depends on which format you need) on the 

"Declaration" page (fig. 292). 

 To export definite declaration, open it from the declarations list. Click the " " or the " " icon (it depends on 

which format you need) on the "Declaration details" page. 

 
Fig. 292  

For more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

  



15. Salary 

Please note! Since November 1, 2019, all account numbers were converted to the IBAN format. The IBAN format is implemented 

in all Ukrainian banks in accordance with the NBU regulations. In Ukraine, IBAN will consist of 29 characters: country code, check 

number, bank code and account number (the length and content of IBAN may differ on a country -by-country basis). 

Functions for performing payroll operations are available in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section in the left menu 

(fig. 293). 
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You can view the list of employees, the list of orders for accounts opening, connecting and the list of orders for 

accounts disconnecting, as well as create a new order for opening, connecting or disconnecting an account in the 

"SALARY" ► "Employees management" section. 

 
Fig. 294  

  



15.1. Operations with a list of payrolls 

15.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, account number, payment type, recipients, 

amount) click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the 

documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 295). 
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Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by dates or fixed period (previous week, current quarter, or other periods). 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by a fixed period, select the filter option you need in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 
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15.1.2.  Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the payroll actions available without opening it. To 

do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the payroll you need. The availability of actions depends on the status 

of the payroll. 

  



Dependency of quick actions on the status of a payroll. 

 

15.1.3.  Exporting a list of payroll 

 To export a payrolls list, click " " or " " (depending on the format you need) to the left above the payrolls 

list (fig. 297). For more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

Note: The payrolls list is exported as it is displayed at the time of export by the filters set or by default – for 

the previous and current days. 
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15.1.4.  Group operations 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple payrolls, use the "Group operations" feature. 

To do this, check the box on the left in the lines of documents that you want to perform similar operations on, 

and then click "GROUP OPERATIONS" at the bottom of the list (fig. 298) and select an operation from the 

drop-down menu. 

 
Fig. 298  

  



15.2. Operations with payrolls 

In the "Payrolls" section, you can perform the following operations: 

 creation of payrolls and other operations therewith; 

 import of payrolls (for more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual); 

 viewing of payrolls by date or period, as well as by additional parameters. 

 
Fig. 299  

Work with payroll includes the steps that are described below: 

 creation; 

 signing; 

 confirmation; 

 forming a payment instruction under the payroll; 

 processing by the bank. 

A relevant status is assigned to a payroll at each step. 

15.2.1.  Creating payrolls 

1. Click "NEW PAYROLL" (fig. 300). 
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2. Fill in the form fields (fig. 301). 

 If necessary, edit an automatically assigned payroll number in the header. 

 If necessary, select the payroll date in the "From" field (by default, this field is automatically filled in with 

the current date). 

 Click the "Payer's account" field and select necessary account in the opened window. For your convenience, 

you may search the account by the "Account details" field. 

 Select the type of payment (for example, "Wages and advances", "Vacation leave allowance", or other 

payment types) from the list of suggested options. 

Note: You can also select the "Other" option and enter own payment type in the box that pops-up when 

you select this option. 

 If required for the selected payment type, select the payment period in the box "Period" (this field may not 

be displayed, it depends on the type of payment). 



Note: The period may be one or several months. To select several months in this field, click the month that 

is the first in the period and then click the month that is the last, so that all the months between the selected 

two (both including) are selected. 

3. Select the employees who are have to receive the payment – by clicking "ADD EMPLOYEES" (fig. 301) and in 

the window that opens, check the box with the information of the necessary employees and click "ADD". 

Note: If necessary, use a filter on payroll projects or search for an employee based on their data. 

 
Fig. 301  

4. Enter the amount of payments in the "Amount" column for all added employees (fig. 302, p. 1). 

5. Click "SAVE" (fig. 302, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 302  

After saving, the payroll will be added to the list of payrolls with the status "Waiting for your signature" and the page 

of the newly created payroll will be automatically opened for further actions.  

15.2.2.  Signing and confirming payrolls 

There are several ways to sign/confirm payrolls: 

 directly on the page of the payroll ready for signature/conf irmation; 

 from the list of payrolls in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section via the quick actions menu; 

 from the list of payrolls in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section through the group signing/confirming operation; 

 from the list of documents in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING"/"WAITING FOR OTP" section on the main 

page. 

Signing and confirming a payroll on the payroll details page 

Note: You can access the page of the required payroll from the list of documents in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section. 

 Use filters and sorting features to find a payroll quickly. 

If the required payroll page is already open (as in the case of the just created payroll or if you have opened the required 

payroll from the document list), follow the steps below. 

Signing 

1. Click the "SIGN" button at the bottom of the payroll page (fig. 303). 



 
Fig. 303  

2. Click the "YES" button in the window that opens to confirm the signing of the payroll  (fig. 304). 

 
Fig. 304  

Once the payroll is signed, its status will be changed to "Waiting for other signatures" or "Waiting for approve", and 

the page of the newly signed payroll will be automatically changed for further actions with it: forming a payment 

instruction under the payroll. 

Confirming 

1. Click the "CONFIRM" button at the bottom of the payroll page (fig. 305). 

 
Fig. 305  

2. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 306). 



 
Fig. 306  

Once the payroll is confirmed, its status will be changed to "Waiting for the document" or "In progress", and the page 

of the newly confirmed payroll will be automatically changed for further actions with it: creating a payment instruction 

if it has not been created yet. 

Signing and confirming payrolls from the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section 

Signing 

1. Click the "SIGN" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of orders you need to sign:  

 use the quick actions menu to sign one document; 

 use the group operations menu to sign multiple payrolls at once. To do this, select the checkboxes with 

the necessary orders and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button. 

 
Fig. 307  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Signature" page to confirm your action (fig. 308). 

 
Fig. 308  



Confirming 

1. Click the "CONFIRM" button in the menu that is corresponds to the number of documents you need to 
confirm: 
 use quick actions menu to confirm one document; 

 use group operations menu to confirm multiple orders at once. To do this, select the checkboxes with the 

necessary orders and click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button. 

 
Fig. 309  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Confirmation" page (fig. 310). 

 
Fig. 310  

3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 311). 

 
Fig. 311  

  



Signing payrolls from the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" section on the main page 

1. Click "SIGN" in the menu that is corresponds to the number of orders you need to sign:  

 use the quick actions menu to sign one document; 

 use the group operations menu to sign multiple payrolls at once. To do this, select the checkboxes with 

the necessary orders and click the "SIGN" button. 

 
Fig. 312  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Signature" page to confirm your action (fig. 313). 

 
Fig. 313  

Confirming payrolls from the "WAITING FOR OTP" section on the main page 

1. Select the checkboxes with orders that you need to confirm and click the "CONFIRM" button (fig. 314). 

 
Fig. 314  

2. Click the "CONTINUE" button on the "Documents Confirmation" page to confirm the action (fig. 315) 

 
Fig. 315  



3. Select a confirmation method and request a one-time password in the window that opens. You may request a 

one-time password by the "Google Authenticator" app (for more details see the "4.2.5. Security" section of 

this User Manual), SMS, or "VASCO token" device. Enter the received password in the "One-time password" 

field and click "CONFIRM" (fig. 316). 

 
Fig. 316  

  



15.2.3.  Creating tax payments by payrolls 

The UKRSIB business provides an opportunity of creating a tax payment once after creating a payroll, or later – by 

opening the required payroll from the list of documents on the "Payrolls" page. 

Pay attention! Creation of tax payments are available only with selected "Wages and advantages" transfer type. 

Follow the next steps to create a tax payment by the required payroll.  

1. Open the required payroll from the documents list on the "Payrolls" page. 

2. Click the "TAX PAYMENTS" button at the bottom of the page (fig. 317). 

 
Fig. 317  

Pay attention! Steps from 3 to 9 are relevant only with first creation of the tax payment. In the subsequent tax 

payments creation the details of recipients that were added earlier will be used automatically. 

3. Click the "CREATE TAX PAYMENTS" button in the opened window (fig. 318). 

Note: To create tax payments or make changes to existing ones, proceed to the "OWN" tab at the 

"DIRECTORIES" section and select the "Recipients of tax payments" directory. For more details, see the 

"23. 'The recipients of tax payments' directory" section of this User Manual. 

 
Fig. 318  

4. Click the "NEW RECIPIENT" button on the "Recipients of tax payments" page (fig. 319). 

 
Fig. 319  

5. Fill in the "Recipient" form fields. 

 While working with several companies* at the same time, click the "Company" field and select on which 

company behalf will be added the recipient's account details. For easy searching, provide the details of 

the necessary company in the "Company data" field (fig. 320). 



 
Fig. 320  

*For more details, see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

 Click the "Payment type" field and select appropriate value from the drop-down list. 

 
Fig. 321  

 Provide the details of tax payment recipient in the corresponding fields ("Recipient name", "EDRPOU", 

"Account") (fig. 322, p. 1). 

 
Fig. 322  

Note: The "Bank name" field will be filled in automatically according to data of the provided account. 

6. Click the "CREATE RECIPIENT" button (see fig. 322, p. 2). 

7. Fill in the "Recipient" form fields one by one for each of three types of tax payments: SSP (fig. 323, p. 1), PIT 

(fig. 323, p. 2), and military collection (fig. 323, p. 3), in case if they were not added before. 
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8. Proceed to the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section and select the line with appropriate payroll to continue tax 

payment creation. For your convenience, you may use filtering and sorting functions. 

9. Click the "TAX PAYMENTS" button at the opened page. 

10. Provide an amount for each of three tax payments types in the "Create tax payments" window, and click the 

"Create payments" button (fig. 324). 

Note: The tax payment will be created by the period that was specified during payroll creating. 

 
Fig. 324  



The page of the payroll will be automatically opened for further actions  when the tax payment creation will be 

completed. 

15.2.4.  Creating a payment instruction under a payroll 

Please note! A payroll will only be sent for processing after creation, signing and confirmation of a payment instruction 

therefore. 

You can create a payroll payment instruction at any stage of the payroll management after it is created and before it 
is processed. 

1. Open the payroll for which you need to create a payment instruction. 

2. Click "TOTAL PAYMENT" (fig. 325) and confirm the action by clicking "CONFIRM" in the window that opens. 

 
Fig. 325  

3. Click "YES" in the window that opens to confirm the action (fig. 326). 

 
Fig. 326  

4. Continue work with the payment instruction that will be automatically created and opened as a result of the 

previous step. 

15.2.5.  Connecting the prepared payment instruction and payroll 

1. Open the previously prepared payment instruction. 

2. Click the "CONNECTIONS" button at the "Document information" dashboard to the right side (fig. 327). 
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3.  Select appropriate payroll from the list in the opened window and click "SAVE". 

15.2.6.  Importing of payroll sheets 

Follow the steps that are described below to import the payroll. For more details about payroll preparation, see the 

"3.5. File structure for importing payroll sheets" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button on the "PAYROLLS" screen (fig. 328). 

 
Fig. 328  

2. Select the file type and file encoding from the drop-down lists in the corresponding fields (fig. 329, p. 1). 

3. To attach the payroll, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 329, p. 2). 

4. Click "UPLOAD". (fig. 329, p. 3). 

5. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 329, p 4). 

 
Fig. 329  



The imported payroll will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the order has been 

imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate payroll from the "PAYROLLS" page, or from the "Documents for 

signing" tab on the "HOME" page). 

15.2.7.  Other actions with payrolls 

 You can edit, copy, delete, or print an already opened payroll (as in the case of a payroll that has just been 

created, signed, or confirmed, or if you have opened the payrol l needed from the document list). To apply 

one of the available features, click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") at the top right of the payroll 

window or " " ("Print’) at the top left of the payroll window, respectively (fig. 330). 

Note: If you edit the payroll signed, signatures attached there to will be canceled. 

Please note! You cannot edit a confirmed payroll. 
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 To edit, copy, save or delete a payroll from the payroll list in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section, click the "···" 

("Quick actions menu") icon to the right of the payroll line needed and select the desired action from the menu 

that opens (fig. 331). 

 To copy or delete multiple payrolls in the "SALARY" ► "Payrolls" section, select the required documents and 

use the group operations menu (fig. 331). 

 

Fig. 331  

  



15.3. Managing employees 

15.3.1.  List of employees 

You can view the list of employees with data such as full name, taxpayer ID number, account number and payroll 

project to which the employee is connected, in the "SALARY" ► "Employees management" section on the 

"LIST OF EMPLOYEES" tab (fig. 332). 

 
Fig. 332  

For easy viewing of the list of employees and easy search, the application provides the data sorting and filtering 

functions. 

Sorting. 

 To sort the list of employees by one of the attributes (name, TIN, card account or salary project), click the 

header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the 

reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the order of sorting) 

in the header. 

 
Fig. 333  

Filtering. 

The list of employees can be filtered by employee or/and salary project. 

 To filter the list by employee, enter a filtering criterion in the "Employee info" field. 

 To filter documents by payroll project, select the project from the "Salary project" drop-down list. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 

 
Fig. 334  

  



15.3.2.  Account opening orders 

You can create new order, view the orders list and perform some actions with orders in the "SALARY" ► 

"Employees management" section on the "ACCOUNT OPENING" tab (fig. 335). 

 
Fig. 335  

Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Filtering 

Account opening orders can be filtered by dates or fixed period (previous week, current quarter, or other periods) and 

by additional parameters. 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by fixed period, select the filter option you need in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 

Pay attention! Applied filters are stored within the current session. To apply new filters, click the "CLEAN" 

button to clean current filter settings and provide new parameters (fig. 336). 
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Sorting 

 To sort orders by one of the attributes (status, date, number, tariff package), click the header of the relevant 

column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the reverse order.  

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 337). 
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Quick actions 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple orders, use the "Group operations" feature. 

To do this, select the checkbox on the left in the lines of documents that you want to perform similar 

operations on, and then click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button at the bottom of the list (fig. 338) and select 

an operation from the drop-down menu. 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the available actions without order's opening. To 

do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the order you need. 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the order. For more details see the "Dependency of 

quick actions on the status of account opening orders" table below. 

 
Fig. 338  

Dependency of quick actions on the status of account opening order 

 

  



Creating orders to open accounts for employees 

1. In the "SALARY" ► "Employees management" section, go to the "ACCOUNT OPENING" tab and click 

"OPEN ACCOUNT" at the top right (fig. 339, p 4). 

 
Fig. 339  

2. Fill in the form fields. 

 If necessary, change the automatically assigned number of the account opening order (fig. 340). 

 If necessary, select the order date in the "From" field (fig. 340) – by default, this field is automatically filled 

in by the current date  

 In the "Salary project" field select appropriate salary project from the drop-down menu. 

 In the "Tariff package" field, select appropriate value from the drop-down menu. 

Note: The "Tariff package" field will be filled in automatically in case of one available value.  

 In the "City" field select appropriate city from the drop-down menu. 

 In the "Card delivery branch" field select the address from the drop-down menu.  

Note: The "Card delivery branch" field will be filled in automatically in case of one available value. 

 
Fig. 340  

3. Add employees to the account opening order (see fig. 340, p. 2). 

 Click the "ADD EMPLOYEES" button (see fig. 340, p. 2). 

 Turn on the "Non-resident of Ukraine" switch if the employee is not the resident of Ukraine. 

Pay attention! The residence attribute will be further used in the system. 

 In the "Surname", "Name", and "Patronymic" fields, provide corresponding employees data in Ukrainian 

language (fig. 341). 

 In the "Date of birth" field enter the employee's date of birth, or select it in the calendar. 

 In the "TIN" field, enter the taxpayer identification number. 

Note: Select the "NO TIN" checkbox if the employee does not have TIN. The "TIN" field will be 

automatically filled in by the "0000000000" value (fig. 341). 
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 Provide the employee's passport data, depending on its passport type: 

For employee with an ID-card (fig. 342, p. 1): 

- enter the ID-card number in the "Passport number" field; 

- enter or select in the calendar the date of the ID-card issue and the date of the ID-card expiring; 

- enter an authority name, the ID-card was given by in the "Issued by" field. 

For employee with an old sample passport (fig. 342, p. 2): 

- enter the passport data in the "Passport Series" and "Passport number" fields; 

- enter or select in the calendar the date of the passport issue; 

- enter an authority name, the passport was given by in the "Issued by" field. 
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 Select the country of the employee's residence from the drop-down menu in the "Country of residence" 

field. 

Note: If the employee is the resident of Ukraine, the "Country of residence" field will be filled in 

automatically by the "Ukraine" value (fig. 343). 

 Select the country of the employee's tax residency from the drop-down menu in the "Country of tax 

residency" field. 

Note: If the employee is the resident of Ukraine, the "Country of tax residency" field will be filled in 

automatically by the "Ukraine" value (fig. 343). 

 Click the "FATCA" field (fig. 343). In the drop-down menu that opened select the answer on the next 

question: 

"Does the employee have at least one of the next FATCA attributes: 

- the employee is the USA citizen; 

- the employee was born in the USA; 

- USA is the country of employee's tax residency; 

- the employee has the USA phone number; 

- the employee has an address in the USA or in the territories controlled by the USA." 
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 Click the "SAVE" button to add employee into the order (see. fig. 344). 

 Repeat this step for all employees you need to include to the account opening order. 

Note: 

- To edit or delete the employee from the list, click the " " ("Edit") or " " ("Delete") button to the 

right in the necessary employee's line (fig. 344). 

- To find employee in the list, use the "Employee info" field (fig. 344). 

- To delete two or more employees from the list, select the checkboxes in the necessary employee's 

lines (fig. 344, p. 1). Click the "DELETE" button that will appear in the bottom of the screen 

(fig. 344, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 344  

4. Click the "SAVE" button to complete the creation of the account opening order (fig. 345). 



 
Fig. 345  

5. Sign the created account opening order. 

Note: The order can be signed as soon as it is created or later – by opening the order from the list of documents 

on the "ACCOUNT OPENING" tab of the "Employees management" page. 

 Click the "SIGN" button (fig. 346). 

 
Fig. 346  

 Confirm your action by clicking the "YES" button in the opened window (fig. 347). 



 
Fig. 347  

After the order signing it will be sent for processing. 

  



Importing of card account opening orders 

Follow the steps that are described below to import the account opening order. For more details about order 

preparation, see the "3.6. File structure for importing card account opening orders" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button on the "ACCOUNT OPENING" tab (fig. 348). 

 
Fig. 348  

2. Select an encoding type of the importing file from the drop-down list. 

Note: Importing file type field fills in automatically – its CSV type for card accounts opening orders (fig. 349). 

3. Select salary project from the drop-down list at the "Extra parameters" section (fig. 349). 

Note: If you are currently working with several companies at the same time*, select on which company behalf 

will the card account opening order be created and then select a salary project from the drop-down list. 

*For more details on working with several companies at the same time see the 

"25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

4. Click the "Tariff package" field to select appropriate value from the drop-down menu (fig. 349). The field will 

be filled in automatically in case of one available value. 

5. If necessary, provide the date in the "From" field. The field "From" is filled in by the current date by default 

(fig. 349). 

6. Click the "City" field and select appropriate value from the drop-down menu (fig. 349). 

7. Click the "Card delivery branch" field and select appropriate value from the drop-down menu. The field will 

be filled in automatically in case of one available value. 

8. To attach order file, click "SELECT FILE" and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 349, p. 2). 

9. Click "UPLOAD" (fig. 349, p. 3). 

10. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 349, p. 4). 
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The imported order will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the order has been 

imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate order from the orders list on the "ACCOUNT OPENING" tab at the 

"Employees management" page). 

Other actions with account opening orders 

 To edit, copy, or delete an already opened order (as in the case of an order that has just bee n created or if 

you have opened the order needed from the document list), click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") 

at the order window, respectively (fig. 350). To sign the order, click the "SIGN" button at the lower part of 

the "Account opening order" screen. 

Note: Actions amount depends on the status of account opening order processing. For more details see the 

"Dependency of quick actions on the status of account opening orders" table. 
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15.3.3. Account connecting orders 

The "UKRSIB Business" system has provided an opportunity to connect already opened in Ukrainian third-party banks 

card accounts of individuals, to salary project. To create and manage account connecting orders, proceed to the 

"SALARY" ► "Employees management" section on the "ACCOUNT CONNECTING" tab (fig. 351). 

 
Fig. 351  

Managing of account connecting orders list 

For easy viewing and searching orders, you may use filtering and sorting functions. 

Filtering 

All orders can be filtered by dates or fixed period (for example: previous week, current quarter, and other). 

 Enter the dates of the period in the fields "Date from" and "Date to" (or select in the calendar), to filter the 

orders are necessary to be displayed. 

 To filter orders by fixed period, select appropriate variant in the "Period" field. 

 To filter orders by additional parameters, click the button "Additional params " at the top of the filters block. 

 To filter orders according to entered parameters, click the "APPLY FILTER" button, when all filters will be set 

(fig. 352). 

Note: Applied filters are stored within the current session. To apply new filters, click the "CLEAN" button to 

clean current filter settings and provide new parameters (fig. 352). 
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Sorting 

 To sort the orders by one of the attributes (status, number, date, salary project) click the header of the relevant 

column in the table. Click the header of sorted column again to sort the documents in the reverse order 

(fig. 353). 

Note: Sorted column is marked by " " or " " (in order of sorting) in the header (fig. 353). 

 
Fig. 353  

  



Group operations 

 You can simultaneously perform group actions to several account connecting orders. To apply an action to 

several orders, select the checkboxes on the left of the needed orders lines and click the 

"GROUP OPERATIONS" button at the bottom of the list and select appropriate operations from the drop-down 

menu. To perform an operation with certain order, click the "···" ("Quick actions") button (fig. 354). 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the orders (for more details, see the "Dependency of 

quick actions on the status of account connecting order" table below). 
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Dependency of quick actions on the status of account connecting order 

Status 

       

"Waiting for 

your signature" 

"Waiting for 

another 

signatures" 

"In progress" "Executed" "Partially 

executed" 

"Rejected" "Deleted" 

Actions 

 
Edit 
Підписати 
Delete 
Copy 

г 

 
Edit 
Copy 
Delete 

 
Copy 

 
Copy 

 
Copy 

 
Delete 

Copy 

 
Copy 

  



Creating orders to connect accounts for employees 

1. Click the "CONNECT ACCOUNT" button at the top right corner of the "Employees management" page on the 

"ACCOUNT CONNECTING" tab (fig. 355). 

 
Fig. 355  

2. Fill in the form fields. 

 You may change the number of the connecting account order, which was automatically assigned, if 

necessary (fig. 356). 

 The field "From" is filled in by the current date by default (fig. 356). 

 In the "Salary project" field, select appropriate salary project from the drop-down menu (fig. 356, p. 1). 

Note: If you are currently working in the system with several companies at the same time*, select on 

which company behalf will be the connecting account order created and then select salary project from 

the list of available. 

*For more details on working with several companies see the "23. Center of financial control (CFC)" 

section of this User Manual. 

 
Fig. 356  

3. Add employees to the accounts connecting order. 

 Click the "ADD EMPLOYEES" button (see. fig. 356, p. 2). 

 Turn on the "Non-resident of Ukraine" switch if the employee is not the resident of Ukraine  

(fig. 357, p. 1). Select the employee's country of residence from the drop-down menu in the 

"Country of residence" field that will appear (fig. 357, p. 2). 

Pay attention! The residence attribute will be further used in the system. 
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 In the "Surname", "Name", and "Patronymic" fields, provide corresponding employees data in Ukrainian 

language (fig. 358). 

 In the "TIN" field, enter the taxpayer identification number (fig. 358, p. 1). 



Pay attention! If the employee doesn't have the TIN, select the "No TIN" checkbox. Fill in the 

"Passport series" and "Passport number" fields, that will appear (fig. 358, p. 2). The "TIN" field will be 

automatically filled in by the "0000000000" value. 
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 Enter the employee's IBAN in the "IBAN account opened in another bank" field (fig. 359). 

 Enter the account owner's phone number in the "Telephone" field. 

Note: In the "Telephone" field You can also provide landline phone number in the next format: 

«+380(44)-678-88-86», where: 

«+380» – is the country code of Ukraine; 

«044» – is a city code; 

«678-88-86» – is an employee's landline phone number. 

 Click the "SAVE" button to add employee into the order (fig. 359). 

 
Fig. 359  

 Repeat this step for all employees you need to include to the account connecting order. 

Note: 

- To edit or delete the employee from the list, click the " " ("Edit") or " " ("Delete") button to the 

right in the necessary employee's line (fig. 360). 

- To find employee in the list, use the "Employee info" field (fig. 360). 

- To delete two or more employees from the list, select the checkboxes in the necessary employee's 

lines (fig. 360, p. 1). Click the "DELETE" button that will appear in the bottom of the screen 

(fig. 360, p. 2). 



 
Fig. 360  

4. Click the "SAVE" button, to complete the creation of the account connecting order (fig. 361). 

 
Fig. 361  

5. Sign the created account connecting order. 

Note: The order can be signed as soon as it is created or later – by opening the order from the list of documents 

on the "ACCOUNT CONNECTING" tab of the "Employees management" page. 

 Click the "SIGN" button (fig. 362) 



 

Fig. 362  

 Confirm your action by clicking the "YES" button in the opened window (fig. 363) 

 
Fig. 363  

After the order signing it will be sent for processing. 

  



Importing of card account connecting orders 

Follow the steps that are described below to import the account connecting order. For more details about order 

preparation see the section "3.7 File structure for importing card account connecting orders" of this User Manual.  

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the top of the "Employees management" screen on the "ACCOUNT 

CONNECTING" tab. 
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2. Select an encoding type of the importing file from the drop-down list. Importing file type field fills in 

automatically – its CSV type for card accounts connecting orders. 

3. Select salary project from the drop-down list at the "Extra parameters" section (fig. 365, p. 2). 

Note: If you are currently working with several companies at the same time*, select on which company behalf 

will the card account connecting order be created and then select a salary project from the drop-down list. 

*For more details on working with several companies at the same time see the 

"23. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

4. To attach order file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 365, p. 3). 

5. Click "UPLOAD" (fig. 365, p. 4). 

6. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 365, p. 5). 

 
Fig. 365  

The imported order will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the order has been 

imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate order from the orders list on the "ACCOUNT CONNECTING" tab at 

the "Employees management" page). 

  



Other operations with account connecting orders for employees 

 To edit, copy or delete an already open order (as in case of an order that has j ust been created or if you have 

opened the order needed from the document list), click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") at the top 

right of the order window, respectively. To sign the order, click "SIGN" at the lower part of the order window 

(fig. 366). 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the order (see the "Dependency of quick actions on 

the status of account connecting order" table below). 

 
Fig. 366  

  



15.3.4.  Account disconnecting orders 

You can create new order, view the orders list and perform some actions with orders in the "SALARY" ► 

"Employees management" section on the "ACCOUNT DISCONECTING" tab (fig. 367). 
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Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions.  

Filtering 

Account disconnecting orders can be filtered by dates or fixed period (e.g., previous week, current quarter, or other 

periods) and by additional parameters. 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by fixed period, select the filter option you want in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click "APPLY FILTER". 

Pay attention! Applied filters are stored within the current session. To apply new filters, click the "CLEAN" 

button to clean current filter settings and provide new parameters (fig. 368). 
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Sorting. 

 To sort orders by one of the attributes (status, date, number, switch-off date) click the header of the relevant 

column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the reverse order.  

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 369). 

 
Fig. 369  

  



Quick actions 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple orders, use the "Group operations" feature. 

To do this, select the checkbox on the left in the lines of documents that you want to perform similar 

operations on, and then click the "GROUP OPERATIONS" button at the bottom of the list (fig. 369) and select 

an operation from the drop-down menu. 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the available actions without order's opening. To 

do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the order you need. 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the order. For more details , see the "Dependency of 

quick actions on the status of account disconnecting orders" table below. 

 
Fig. 370  

Dependency of quick actions on the status of card account disconnecting order 

 

  



Creating orders for disconnection of employees accounts from a salary project 

1. In the "SALARY" ► "Employees management" section, go to the "ACCOUNT DISCONNECTING" tab and click 

"DISCONNECT ACCOUNT" at the top right (fig. 371). 

 
Fig. 371  

2. Fill in the form fields (fig. 372). 

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned account removal order number in the header. 

 If necessary, select the order date in the "From" field (fig. 372) – by default, this field is automatically filled 

in by the current date. 

 In the"Salary project" field select the appropriate salary project from the drop-down menu (fig. 372, p. 1). 

Note: If you are currently working in the system with several companies at the same time*, select on which 

company behalf will be the disconnecting account order created and then select salary project from the list 

of available. 

*For more details on working with several companies see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section 

of this User Manual. 

 Enter or select in the calendar the date of accounts disconnection from the selected salary project in the 

"Disconnecting date" field (fig. 372, p. 1). 

 
Fig. 372  

3.  Add employees to the accounts disconnecting order. 

Pay attention! While disconnecting employee's card account from the salary project the account will not be 

closed. 

 Click the "ADD EMPLOYEES" button (see fig. 372, p. 2). 

 Select employees in the opened window. To do this, select the checkboxes to the left in the employee's 

lines (fig. 373, p. 1). 

Note: For easy searching of necessary employee, you can use the "Employee info" field. 



 Click the "ADD" button in the bottom of the list (fig. 373, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 373  

Note: 

- To delete the employee from the list, click the " " ("Delete") button to the right in the necessary 

employee's line (fig. 374). 

- To find employee in the list, use the "Employee info" field (fig. 374). 

- To delete two or more employees from the list, select the checkboxes in the necessary employee's 

lines (fig. 374, p. 1). Click the "DELETE" button that will appear in the bottom of the screen 

(fig. 374, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 374  

4. Click the "SAVE" button, to complete the creation of the account disconnecting order 



 
Fig. 375  

5. Sign the created account disconnecting order. 

Note: The order can be signed as soon as it is created or later – by opening the order from the list of documents 

on the "ACCOUNT DISCONNECTING" tab of the "Employees management" page. 

 Click the "SIGN" button (fig. 376) 
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 Confirm your action by clicking the "YES" button in the opened window (fig. 377) 

 
Fig. 377  

After the order signing it will be sent for processing. 

  



Importing of card account disconnecting orders 

Follow the steps that are described below to import the account disconnecting order. For more details about order 

preparation see the "3.8 File structure for importing card account disconnecting orders" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the top of the "Employees management" screen on the "ACCOUNT 

DISCONNECTING" tab (fig. 378). 

 
Fig. 378  

2. Select an encoding type of the importing file from the drop-down list. 

Note: Importing file type field fills in automatically – its CSV type for card accounts disconnecting orders 

(fig. 379). 

3. Select salary project from the drop-down list at the section "Extra parameters" (fig. 379).  

Note: If you are currently working with several companies at the same time*, select on which company behalf 

will the card account disconnecting order be created and then select a salary project from the drop-down list. 

*For more details on working with several companies at the same time see the 

"25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of this User Manual. 

4. If necessary, provide the date in the "From" field. The field "From" is filled in by the current date by default 

(fig. 379). 

5. Provide the account disconnection date from a salary project in the "Disconnection date" field. 

6. To attach order file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 379, p. 2). 

7. Click the "UPLOAD" button (fig. 379, p. 3). 

8. Click the "IMPORT" button to finish (fig. 379, p. 4). 
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Other operations with card accounts disconnecting orders 

 To edit, copy or delete an already open order (as in case of an order that has just been created or if you have 

opened the order needed from the document list), click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") at the top 

right of the order window, respectively. 

 To sign an order, click "SIGN" at the lower part of the order window (fig. 380). 

 To save an order as RTF or PDF document, click the " " or " " button, depending on which format you need. 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the order (for more details, see the " Dependency of 

quick actions on the status of account connecting order" table). 
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16. Corporate card accounts and cards 

16.1. Corporate card accounts 

To see the corporate card accounts list, with transactions you have access to as well as with account details such as 

number, balance, blocking debit, blocking credit, current balance, and overdraft, proceed to the "CORPORATE 

CARDS" ► "Accounts and cards" section in the side menu. 

 
Fig. 381  

 Click the necessary account line to view the account details and perform available actions. 

 To quickly generate a statement or turnover report, export card details in the CSV or XLS formats without 

account opening, use the "Quick actions" feature. To do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the account 

you need. 
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16.2.  Corporate cards 

Select the checkbox with necessary account to view a list of employee cards by the selected account and basic 

information by them, such as card number, card type, card status, validity period as well as cardholder's information. 

 
Fig. 383  

 To view the card details and perform any actions with it, click the necessary card line. 

 To filter cards by additional parameters, provide appropriate data in the corresponding fields of the "FILTERS" 

unit and click the "FILTER" button (fig. 383). 

 To sort the list of cards by one of the attributes (status, type, card number, name, TIN, validity period, account 

number) click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the 

documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 383). 

  



16.2.1.  Corporate cards limits 

Follow the steps that are described below to set cards limits or make changes in existing settings from the 

"CORPORATE CARDS" ► "Accounts and cards" section: 

 open the page with necessary card from the card's list (for more details see the "16.2. Corporate cards" section 

of this User Manual) and click the "CHANGE LIMITS" button (fig. 384); 
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or 

 select checkboxes in necessary card's lines in the list (for more details see the "16.2. Corporate cards" section 

of this User Manual) and click the "CHANGE LIMITS" button at the lower-right part of the screen (fig. 385). 

 
Fig. 385  

The "Limits editing" page will be opened, as a result. 

Pay attention! Card limits can be set and change only for cards with the " " ("Active") status. 

The "CHANGE LIMITS" button will not be available for cards with the following statuses: 

- " " ("Closed"); 

- " " ("Ready for delivery"); 

- " " ("To be issued"); 

- " " ("Temporarily blocked"); 

- " " ("Not activated). 

  



Creating an order for card limits changes 

Limits may be set for all or some operation types (payments via internet, cash withdrawal in ATM, cash withdrawal in 

cash desk, and other types). 

Pay attention! Only cards with the " " ("Active") status will be displayed on the page of limits editing. You can view 

active cards that have been selected, in the area located to the right from the order form.  

1. Fill in the "Limit amount", "Refresh period", and "Validity period" fields for that operation types that are need 

to be limited (fig. 386). 

 
Fig. 386  

Note: Fill in the "Total for all operations" section to set one limit value for all operation types and click the 

"APPLY TO ALL" button. 

2. Click "SAVE". 

The list of created orders for corporate cards limits changes is available at the "CORPORATE CARDS" ► 

"Manage cards" section. 

  



16.3. Card operations report 

To form card operations report by filters setting, proceed to the "CORPORATE CARDS" ► "Card operations" section. 

 
Fig. 387  

Forming a report 

Set the filters in the "FILTER" unit at the "Card operations" page to form the card operations report as it described 

below. 

1. Click the "Account" field and select necessary account in the "Select account" window. For your convenience, 

you may search the account by the "Account details" field (fig. 387). 

Note: In case of one available account, the "Account" field will be filled in automatically. 

 
Fig. 388  

2. Click the "Cards" field and select necessary cards in the opened window (fig. 389). 

Note: In case of one available card, the "Cards" field will be filled in automatically. 

 
Fig. 389  



3. Select the date type (operations date or processing date) that you need to form the report. To do so, click the 

"Date" field and select appropriate variant from the drop-down menu (fig. 390). 

 
Fig. 390  

4. Select the period to form the report by. To do this, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for 

which you want the report to be formed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields or select the needed filter 

option from the "Period" drop-down list (fig. 391). 

 
Fig. 391  

5. Click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 

  



Other operations with the formed report 

 To export formed report, click " " or " " (depends on which format you need) on the left under the 

transactions list. For more details, see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

 To save formed report, click " " or " " (depends on which format you need) on the left under the 

transactions list. 

 
Fig. 392  

Viewing of transaction details by the formed report 

 Click the line with necessary transaction to view details of operations included in the formed report (fig. 393). 

 
Fig. 393  

 Click the "BACK TO TRANSACTION LIST" button to return to the previous page (fig. 393). 

  



17. Loans 

Lists of loans agreed for your company with basic information, such as loan, tranche, or credit line number, opening 

and closing dates, amount, currency, and rate, as well as loan and orders management features are available in the 

"LOANS" section (fig. 394, p. 1). Select "Loans and tranches" or "Credit lines" subsection depending on the type of 

loan required (fig. 394, p. 2). 

 
Fig. 394  

 To access a loan details page, click the loan you need. 

 Use filters and sorting features to find the loan needed quickly (fig.  394). 

Note: If you are looking for a closed loan, go to the "CLOSED" tab of the relevant section. 

 To save/export the list of loans, click " " or " " depending on which file format you need (fig. 394). For more 

details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User Manual. 

  



17.1. Loan repayment 

To create a payment instruction to repay a loan in full or in part, follow these steps: 

1. In the "LOANS" ► "Loans and tranches" section (fig. 395) find the loan needed. 

Note: If necessary, use searching, filtering and/or sorting features. 

2. Click the loan line to open the "Credit tranche" page and click the "PAY OFF DEBT" button at the bottom of 

the page (fig. 395) – a form of creating a payment instruction with the details of the payee automatically filled 

in will be opened. 

Note: Click the "REPAYMENT SCHEDULE" button at the "Tranche information" unit to view the payments 

schedule. Total amount and other debt's details you can see at the "Tranche details" page. 

 
Fig. 395  

  



17.2. Loan renewal 

1. Click the "RENEW LOAN" button at the "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" ► "Loan renewal" page. (fig. 396). 
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Note: In case of receiving a suggestion to renew loan from bank, you can open the form of loan renewal order 

directly from the offer letter. 

 Click the " " icon at the upper-right corner of the system to enter the UKRSIB business system mailbox. 

2. Select a loan agreement from the drop-down menu in the corresponding field ("Кредитна угода") (fig. 397) 

 
Fig. 397  

3. Fill in the fields of the "1. Умови кредитування" (Loan conditions) unit (fig. 398). 

Note: The «Назва компанії» (Company name), «Код ЄДРПОУ/РНОКПП» (The EDRPOU/RNOKPP code) and 

«Графік погашення основного боргу» (Principal debt repayment schedule) fields are filled in 

automatically. 

 
Fig. 398  

Note: In the "Забезпечення" (Collateral) field, select "Інше, деталі нижче" (Provide new collateral) if the 

renewal order collateral is differ from the data that was specified in the original order. Fill in the fields in the 

"Опис забезпечення" (Collateral description) unit: "Тип забезпечення" (Collateral type), "Власник" 

(Owner), "Інформація про забезпечення" (Collateral details). To add two or more  collaterals (but no more 

than 5 items), click the "Додати ще" (Add more) button. 



 
Fig. 399  

4. Fill in the fields of the "2. Інформація по групі позичальника/пов’язаних особах/власниках" (Information 

by the borrower group /related individuals/owners) unit. While selecting the "Так, були" 

(There were changes) checkbox in the unit fields, you have to provide additional data about corresponding 

changes in the fields that are appeared. 

 
Fig. 400  

5. Fill in the fields of the "3. Запит про кредити" (Loan request) unit (fig. 401). 

 To provide information on the new loan agreements, select the "Так, є нові угоди" (There are new 

agreements) checkbox as a response to the "Чи брала Ваша компанія або компанії групи за 

останній рік кредити/лізинг, факторинг в інших банках або у компаній-нерезидентів?" (Has 

your company/companies group taken loans/leasing or factoring from other banks or non-resident 

companies in the last year?) question. Fill in the fields that are appeared. 
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 You can provide information under the terms of current loan agreements by one of the next steps: 

- select the "Я надам копії кредитних договорів із додатками" (I will provide the loan 

agreements copies with attachments) checkbox. Download appropriate documents as described 

in the step 8. 



- select the "Опишу перелік умов договорів" (I will describe the list of the agreement terms) 

checkbox. Fill in additional fields that are appeared. 

 
Fig. 402  

6. Answer the questions in the "Діяльність компанії" (Company activities) unit: "Чи були значні зміни у 

діяльності, фінансуванню підлягає та сама діяльність, що і фінансувалась минулого року?" (Have 

there significant changes in the activity? Does the financing subject is the same as was financed last year?), 

"Чи пов'язана діяльність вашої компанії та цільове використання кредиту з наступними видами 

діяльності?" (Does your company activities are related to this activities list) . In case of positive answer (Yes), 

provide the comment in corresponding field that will appear. 
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7. Select the checkboxes to certify the confirmation of the next points. 

 
Fig. 404  

Note: To delay filling in the loan renewal order form without losing the information you have already entered, 

you can save the order as a draft by clicking "DRAFT" at the bottom part of the form 



8. Add appropriate files. To do so, click the (UPLOAD) button on the "Документи та коментарі" (Documents 

and comments) unit to the right (fig. 405, p. 1). In the window that opens, select the document type* and 

the document itself (fig. 405, p. 2-3), and click the "ЗАВАНТАЖИТИ" (UPLOAD) button (fig. 405, p. 4). 

*Note: The document types that are need to be added are specified in the bank letter in case of receiving a 

suggestion to renew loan from bank. 

Note: Follow the steps from 2 to 4 of the file upload procedure to upload two or more documents. 

Note: Click the cross at the top right of the "Документи та коментарі" (Documents and comments) window 

to close it.  

 
Fig. 405  

9. Click the "ЗБЕРЕГТИ" (Save) button. 

Note: The created order will be submitted for processing after it signing. To do this, click the «ПІДПИСАТИ» 

(Sign) button at the lower part of the form after the order has been created or later. 

  



17.3. Requesting a new tranche 

There are several ways to create an order for a new tranche: 

 from the "LOANS" ► "Loans and tranches", "LOANS" ► "Credit lines" and "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" 

sections; 

 from the relevant credit line details page. 

Creating an order for a new tranche from the "LOANS" ► "Loans and tranches" and "LOANS" ► "Credit lines" 

sections 

Click "GET TRANCHE" at the top right of the page. 
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Creating an order for a new tranche from the "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" 

Click "GET TRANCHE" at the top right of the page. 
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Creating an order for a new tranche from the "Credit line" page 

1. In the "LOANS" ► "Credit lines" section (fig. 408), find the needed loan line. 

Note: If necessary, use searching, filtering and/or sorting features. 

2. Click the loan line (fig. 408) to open the "Credit line" page and click "GET TRANCHE" at the bottom of the page 

(fig. 408). 
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The list of tranche receiving orders is available at the "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" section on the "TRANCHES" tab. 

Note: Tranche receiving orders are marked by the " " symbol. 

17.4. Creating a tranche prolongation order 

1. Click the "PROLONG TRANCHE" button at the top of the "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" section. 

 
Fig. 409  

The list of tranche prolongation orders is available at the "LOANS" ► "Credit orders" section on the "TRANCHES" tab. 

Note: Tranche prolongation orders are marked by the " " symbol. 

  



18. Deposits 

The lists of your company's investments with their main details such as account number, opening and closing dates, 

account currency and total balance as well as available features to manage them is available at the "DEPOSITS" section. 

Click the appropriate subsection depending on the deposit type required: "Term deposits", "Deposit lines", or 

"Active money" (fig. 410, p 2). 

Note: Currently the UKRSIB business system allows viewing the details by existing investments (opened or closed), 

creating a deposit tranche order, and creating a new transfer for the existing "Active money" account. 

 
Fig. 410  

 Click the necessary deposit line at the corresponding section to open the page with deposit details, deposit 

line details, or "Active money" account details. 

Note: The "Deposit line" details page contains the tranches list of selected deposit line. 

 For easy searching, you can use filtering or sorting functions to find necessary investment at the "Term 

deposits" or "Deposit lines" sections (fig. 411). 

Note: Proceed to the "CLOSED" tab to find the deposits or deposit lines that are already closed. 

 For easy searching, you can use sorting functions to find necessary investment at the "Active money" section 

(fig. 411). 

 To export the deposit lines list or "Active money" investments list click the " " or " " button (depending on 

which format you need). For more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this User 

Manual. 

 To save or print the term deposits list, click the " " or " " icon respectively.  



18.1. Viewing the history of changes in the interest rate and other term deposit 

details 

To view the term deposit details including the history of changes in the interest rate, find necessary deposit in the 

deposits list in the "DEPOSITS" ► "Term deposits" section and click it to open the "Deposit details" page. 

Note: If you are looking for the closed deposit, go to the "CLOSED" tab in the "Term deposits" section. 

18.2. Viewing the history of changes in the interest rate and other tranche details 

in the deposit line 

To view the tranche details including the history of changes in the interest rate, follow the next steps. 

1. Click the necessary deposit line (fig. 411, p.3) in the deposits list at the «DEPOSITS» ► «Deposit lines» 

section (fig. 411, p.1-2) to open the "Deposit line details" page. 

2. Click the necessary tranche (fig. 411, p.4) in the tranches list at the " Deposit line details " page to open the 

"Tranche details" page. 

 
Fig. 411  



18.3. The "Active money" deposit funds flow 

You can replenish funds to the "Active money" deposit, or transfer funds from the "Active money" deposit at any 

moment. Click the necessary deposit in the «DEPOSITS» ► «Active money» section to open it. At the opened window, 

click the "TRANSFER" or "REPLENISH" button to transfer funds from or to replenish funds to the "Active money" 

deposit, respectively (fig. 412). 

 
Fig. 412  

18.4. Tranche orders 

You can view the list of deposit tranche orders with their details and create a new order in the "DEPOSITS" ►"Orders" 

section in the left menu. 

 
Fig. 413  

The page that opens after selecting this section is the page with all orders. To display only opened or closed orders list, 

click the relevant tab: "OPENED" or "CLOSED". To get back to the list of all orders, go to the "ALL" tab. 

  



18.4.1.  Viewing 

 Click the necessary order line in the orders list at the "DEPOSITS" ►"Orders" section to see the details by the 

selected order. 

 
Fig. 414  

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, interest repayment, deadline in days, 

interest rate, %, currency, amount) click the header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column 

header again to sort the documents in the reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 415). 
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Filtering 

The orders can be filtered by dates, processing status, interest rate, and additional parameters.  

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Document date from" and "Document date to" fields. 

 To filter documents by their status or interest rate, click the "Status" or "Interest rate" filed and select 

appropriate value from the drop-down menu. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click the «Additional params » button and select the required 

value in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click the "APPLY FILTER" button. 
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18.4.2.  Creating a deposit tranche order 

1. Click the "TRANCHE ORDER" button at the "DEPOSITS" ►"Orders" or "DEPOSITS" ►"Deposit lines" page to 

create a new order.  
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2. Fill in the form fields  

 If necessary, edit the automatically assigned order number in the header (fig. 418). 

Note: The "From" field is filled in by the current date by default. 

 Select the deposit line from the drop-down menu in the corresponding field (fig. 418). 
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 Fill in the "Amount", "Interest rate", and "Term" fields by the relevant values. 

 Enter the maturity date or select the date from the calendar in the corresponding field.  



Note: 

- The maturity date cannot be later than the deposit line closing date. 

- Selected maturity date should be on bank working days only. 

 The "Interest repayment" field is filled in by default. 
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 Select one of two possible ways of funds transferring: "instruct the authorized bank to write off" or 

"commit to transfer independently". 

 Click the "Account" field and select the debit account from the drop-down menu. 

3. Click the "SAVE" button. 
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4. The tranche order must be signed. To do this: 

 click the "SIGN" button at the tranche order page (as soon as it is created or later – by opening the order 

from the list of documents on the "DEPOSITS" ► "Orders" page); 
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 click the "YES" button in the opened window to confirm your action. 

 
Fig. 422  

After signing, the tranche order status will be changed to the "In progress" and the "Deposit tranche order" page will 

be automatically opened for further actions. 



18.4.3.  Exporting the tranche orders list 

 To export a deposit tranche orders list, click the " " or " " icon (depending on the format you want) to the 

left above the orders list (fig. 423). For more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of this 

User Manual. 

Note: The orders list is exported as it is displayed at the time of export (by the filters set). 

 
Fig. 423  

18.4.4.  Other operations with the deposit tranche orders 

 To edit, copy or delete an already open order (as in case of an order that has just been created or if you have 

opened the order needed from the document list), click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") at the top 

right of the order window, respectively. 

 To sign an order, click the "SIGN" button at the lower part of the order window (fig. 424). 

 To save an order as RTF document or for printing, click the " " or " " ("Print") icon, respectively. 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the order. 

 
Fig. 424  

  



19. "Za Myt" transfers 

"Za Myt" transfers is a service that allows making cash payments to company representatives over the Bank counter – 

according to payments sheet. 

Pay attention! Transfers are made only in the national currency of Ukraine – Hryvnia (UAH). 

To make such transfer, a company should: 

 create and save "Za Myt" transfers sheet indicating the amount of payment to each recipient, 

 form a payment instruction for total amount of the transfers plus amount of Bank commission, 

 sign (by EDS) the transfers sheet, 

 sign (by EDS) and confirm the payment instruction linked with the transfers sheet. 

Pay attention! The Bank does not accept for execution transfers sheets for which funds have not yet been transferred 

in accordance with the payment instruction linked with the transfers sheet. 

Pay attention! A payment instruction for a "Za Myt" transfers sheet are created automatically from the transfers sheet 

page. It is not possible to manually create a separate payment instruction to pay for a "Za Myt" transfers sheet. 

After a "Za Myt" transfers sheet is processed by the Bank, the recipients will be able to receive cash transfers over the 

counter in any branch of the JSC "UKRSIBBANK". 

Functions for performing "Za Myt" transfers operations are available in the "SALARY" ► ""Za Myt" transfers" section 

in the left menu (fig. 425). 
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19.1. Operations with a list of "Za Myt" transfers 

19.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the list of documents and easy search, the system provides the data sorting and filtering functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort documents by one of the attributes (status, date, number, payer, payment type, or amount), click the 

header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the 

reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in 

the header (fig. 426). 
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Filtering 

Documents can be filtered by dates or fixed period (previous week, current quarter, or other periods). 

 To filter documents by date, enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which you want the 

documents to be displayed in the "Date from" and "Date to" fields. 

 To filter documents for a fixed period, select the filter option you want in the "Period" drop-down list. 

 To filter documents by additional parameters, click «Additional params » and enter or select the required 

information in the relevant fields. 

 When the necessary filters are set, click "APPLY FILTER". 

 
Fig. 427  

Note: The filters applied are kept during the session. To perform another request of data, change filtering parameters, 

including additional parameters (fig. 427). 

19.1.2.  Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the "Za Myt" transfers sheet actions available 

without opening it. To do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the "Za Myt" transfers sheet you need. The 

availability of actions depends on the status of the transfers sheet.  

Dependency of quick actions on the status of a "Za Myt" transfers sheet. 

 

  



19.1.3.  Exporting a list of "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

 To export a "Za Myt" transfers sheets list, click " " or " " (depending on the format you want) to the left 

above the transfers sheets list (fig. 428). For more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section 

of this User Manual. 
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19.1.4.  Group operations 

 To quickly complete one of the available operations for multiple "Za Myt" transfers sheets, use the 

"Group operations" feature. To do this, check the box on the left in the lines of documents that you want to 

perform similar operations on, and then click "GROUP OPERATIONS" at the bottom of the list (fig. 429) and 

select an operation from the drop-down menu. 
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19.2. Operations with "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

In the ""Za Myt" transfers" section, you can perform the following operations: 

 creation of "Za Myt" transfers sheets and other operations therewith; 

 import of "Za Myt" transfers sheets (for more details see the "24. Documents import and export" section of 

this User Manual); 

 viewing of "Za Myt" transfers sheets by date or period, as well as by additional parameters.  

 
Fig. 430  

From creation to execution, a "Za Myt" transfer goes through the following stages: 

 creating a transfers sheet; 

 signing the transfer sheet; 

 checking by the bank and calculating a commission (if any); 

 creating a payment instruction for the transfers sheet; 

 processing by the Bank and preparing transfers; 

 execution of payments by the Bank. 

A relevant status is assigned to a payroll at each step. 

19.2.1.  Creating "Za Myt" transfers 

1. Click the "NEW TRANSFER" button at the ""Za Myt" transfers" page (fig. 431). 
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2. Fill in the form fields (fig. 432). 

 If necessary, edit an automatically assigned transfers sheet number in the header. 



 If necessary, select the transfers sheet date in the "From" field (by default, this field is automatically filled 

in with the current date). 

 Click the "Account" field and select the debit account in the opened window. For your convenience, you 

may search an account by the "Account details" field. 

 Select the type of payment (for example, "Wages and advances", "Vacation leave allowance", or other 

types) 
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 If required for the selected payment type, select the payment period in the "Period" box (this field may not 

be displayed, it depends on the type of payment). 

Note: The period may be one or several months. To select several months in this field, click the month that 

is the first in the period and then click the month that is the last, so that all the months between the selected 

two (both including) are selected. 
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3. Add recipients of the transfers – click the "SELECT FROM DIRECTORY"* or "NEW PAYEE"**button. 
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 *To select recipient from saved recipients list, click "SELECT FROM DIRECTORY", select the lines with 

recipients you need and click "ADD". 
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Note: If necessary, search for a recipient based on their passport information, name or phone number. 

Note: You also may add new recipient's data to the «"Za myt" recipients» directory as described in the 

"22.2. Creating entries for the ""Za Myt" recipients" directory" section of this User Manual. 

 **To add a recipient that is not saved in the directory, click "NEW PAYEE", fill in the form fields and click 

"ADD". 
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Note: For your further convenience, it is recommended leaving the "Add recipient to directory" option 

selected. 

Note: The "Mobile phone number" field is not required, but if you choose to enter the phone number the 

recipient will receive an SMS notification about the pending transfer. 

4. Enter the amount of payments in the "Amount" column for all added recipients (fig. 437). 
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5. Click "SAVE". 

After saving, the "Za Myt" transfers sheet will be added to the list of transfers sheets with the status "Waiting for your 

signature" and the page of the newly created transfers sheet will be automatically opened for further actions. 

19.2.2.  Signing "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

There are several ways to sign Za Myt" transfers sheets: 

 directly on the page of the transfers sheet ready for signature; 

 from the list of transfers sheets in the "SALARY" ► ""Za Myt" transfers" section via the quick actions menu; 

 from the list of transfers sheets in the "SALARY" ► ""Za Myt" transfers" section through the group signing 

operation; 

 from the list of documents in the "DOCUMENTS FOR SIGNING" section on the main page. 

19.2.3.  Creating a payment instruction for a "Za Myt" transfers sheet 

Pay attention! A "Za Myt" transfer's sheet is sent to the Bank for processing only after a payment instruction for the 

transfers sheet is created, signed and confirmed. 

Pay attention! You can create a payment instruction for a Za Myt" transfers sheet with the "Waiting for the document" 

status that means the transfers sheet has been checked and confirmed by the Bank. 

1. Open the transfer's sheet for which a payment instruction should be created. 

2. Click "CREATE PAYMENT" (fig. 438). 
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3. Continue working with the payment instruction that is automatically created and opened after you complete 

the previous step. 

Note: To ensure consistency of the data in the transfers sheets and the payment instruction, all fields of the 

payment instruction are automatically filled in with the data provided in the transfers sheet and are not 

editable. 

After the payment instruction is signed and confirmed, the transfers sheet will get the "Waiting for the payment" 

status, and the information about the linked payment instruction will be added to the transfers sheet page. 

  



19.2.4.  Importing of "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

To import a "Za Myt" transfers sheet to the UKRSIB business system, click "IMPORT" at the top right of the ""Za Myt" 

transfers" page (fig. 439). For more details about import file preparing, see the "3.9. File structure for importing "Za 

Myt" transfers sheets" section of this User Manual. 

1. Click the "IMPORT" button at the upper right corner of the ""Za Myt" transfers" page (fig. 439). 
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2. Click the "Type" and the "Encoding" fields to select appropriate variant from the drop-down lists in the opened 

window (fig. 440, p. 1). 

3. To attach order file, click the "SELECT FILE" button and select the file in the window that opens (fig. 440, p. 2). 

4. Click "UPLOAD" (fig. 440, p. 3). 

5. Click "IMPORT" to finish (fig. 440, p 4). 
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The imported transfer sheet will be submitted for processing after it signing (it is possible to do once after the transfer 

sheet has been imported or later. To sign it later, open appropriate document from the ""Za Myt" transfers" page at 

the "SALARY" section, or on the "Documents for signing" tab at the "HOME" page). 

  



19.2.5.  Other operations with the "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

 To edit, copy or delete an already open document (as in case of a transfer sheet that has just been created or 

if you have opened the sheet needed from the document list), click " " ("Edit"), " " ("Copy"), " " ("Delete") 

at the top right of the transfer sheet window, respectively. 

 To sign a sheet, click "SIGN" at the lower part of the order window (fig. 441). 

 To save a sheet as RTF or PDF document, click the " " or " " button, depending on which format you need. 

 To export a sheet as CSV or XLS document, click the " " or " " button, depending on which format you need. 

Note: The availability of actions depends on the status of the transfer sheet (see the table "Dependency of 

quick actions on the status of account connecting order") 

Note: If you edit the signed transfer sheet, signatures attached thereto will be canceled. 
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20. Acquiring 

In the UKRSIB Business system the "ACQUIRING" service allows you: 

 forming, printing, and exporting settlement statements of trade acquiring operations; 

 forming, printing, and exporting electronic checks of trade acquiring operations. 

Creating, printing, and exporting settlement statements of trade acquiring operations are available at the 

"ACQUIRING" section on the "SETTLEMENT STATEMENT" tab (fig. 442). 

 
Fig. 442  

Forming, printing, and exporting electronic checks of trade acquiring operations are available at the "ACQUIRING" 
section on the "ELECTRONIC CHECK" tab (fig. 443). 

 

Fig. 443  

  



Forming acquiring reports 

Requests of acquiring reports formation are created in the "FILTERS" unit at the "ACQUIRING" ► 

"SETTLEMENT STATEMENT" section (fig. 444). 
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Follow the steps that are described below to form an acquiring report. 

1. Click the "Terminals" field (fig. 445, p. 1) and select necessary terminals in the opened window (fig. 445, p. 3). 

When the selection is made, click the "SELECT" button (fig. 445, p. 4). 

Note: While working with several companies at the same time*, select the company name according to which 

the statement should be created. To do this, click the "Company" field and select appropriate name in the 

drop-down menu (fig. 445, p. 2). 

*For more details on working with several companies see the "25. Center of financial control (CFC)" section of 

this User Manual. 
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Note: It is possible to select any amount of terminals that are installed in different trade organization's 

store/unit at once. 

2. Select the date type (operations date or processing date) that you need to form the report by. To do this, click 

the "Date" field and select appropriate variant from the drop-down menu (fig. 446): 

- the "Operations" date (is the date of card transaction in the terminal); 

- the "Processing" date (is the date of funds crediting to the account). 
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3. In the "Date from" and "Date to" fields enter (or select in the calendar) the dates of the period for which the 

report should be generated (fig. 447). 
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4. Click the "FORM" button. 

The general report of acquiring operations will be displayed on the screen under the "FILTERS" unit as well as the 

extended report that is based on each terminal data (fig. 448). 
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Note: To get the extended information of conducted transactions on terminals, perform the export of the 

acquiring report. For more details, see the "20. Acquiring ► Exporting of acquiring reports" section of this User 

Manual. 

  



Exporting the acquiring report 

 To export an already formed acquiring report into extended version, click the " ", " ", or " " button 

(depending on which file format you need) above the terminal data report form (fig. 449). 
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20.1. Forming acquiring electronic checks 

Follow the steps that are described below to form an acquiring electronic check.  

1. In the "ACQUIRING" section select the "ELECTRONIC CHECK" tab (fig. 450, p. 1-2). 

2. Enter the unique transaction identifier in the "RRN code*" field (fig. 450, p. 3). 

Note: The RRN code is consists of 12 digits. You can find the code in the next documents: 

- on the settlement statement of trade acquiring; 

- on the terminal check. 

3. Click the "SEARCH" button (fig. 450, p. 4). 
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The operation details will be displayed in the table below. 

4. Click the operation line in the table to open the formed check page with an additional information 

(fig. 451, p. 1-2). 
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Note: Click the "RETURN TO SEARCH" button to return to the operation search page. The "RETURN TO SEARCH" 

button you can find on the left side below the form. 

Other operations with the acquiring electronic checks 

 To export the formed electronic check in the PDF format, use one of the following ways: 

- click the " " button on the right of the operation line. Click "Save PDF" in the drop-down menu that 

opens (fig. 452, p. 1); 

- click the operation line to open the formed check page. Click the " " ("Export into PDF format") 

button on the left under the form (fig. 452, p. 2). 

 To print the formed electronic check, use one of the following ways: 

- Click the " " button on the right of the operation line. Click the "Print" in the drop-down menu that 

opens (fig. 452, p. 1); 

- Click the operation line to open the formed check page. Click the " " ("Print") button on the left under 

the form (fig. 452, p. 2). 
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21. Directories 

Viewing the bank directories and your own directories that are contains such information as Ukrainian bank details, 

exchange rates, counterparties' details, and created payment templates, are available at the "DIRECTORIES" section. 
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 Working on the bank directories are restricted by viewing information they contained. 

 The own directory entries may be edited and/or deleted. To do this, open appropriate directory and use  

available functions (fig. 454). 
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22. The ""Za Myt" recipients" directory 

To perform available actions with the "Za Myt recipients" directory, proceed to the "DIRECTORIES" section on the 

"OWN" tab (fig. 455). 
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The actions that are described below are available at the ""Za Myt" recipients" page: 

 viewing the list of the "Za Myt" transfer recipients as well as filtering and sorting the list for more convenience; 

 creating new entries for the ""Za Myt" recipients" directory; 

 deleting the early added entries from the ""Za Myt" recipients" directory. 

 
Fig. 456  

  



22.1. Working with the entries list of the ""Za Myt" recipients" directory 

22.1.1.  Viewing 

For easy viewing of the entries list and easy entries searching, the system provides the data sorting and filtering 

functions. 

Sorting 

 To sort entries by one of the attributes (name, passport series/number, phone ) click the header of the relevant 

column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the reverse order.  

Note: The column by which the entries are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in the 

header (fig. 457). 
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Filtering 

The directory entries can be filtered by the recipients data (name, passport series/number, phone). 

 To filter the entries, enter required data in one or several corresponding fields of the "FILTERS" unit and click 

the "FILTER" button. 
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22.1.2.  Group operations 

 To delete several entries from the directory at the same time, select the checkboxes in necessary entries lines, 

and click the "DELETE" button at the lower part of the list (fig. 459). 

 
Fig. 459  

  



22.2. Creating entries for the ""Za Myt recipients" directory 

Follow the steps that are described below to add new recipient data to the "Za Myt recipients" directory. 

1. Click the "NEW RECIPIENT" button at the "Za Myt recipients" page (fig. 460). 
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2. Fill in the opened form fields with recipient's data (fig. 461). 
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3. Click the "ADD" button. 

Note: You also may add new recipient's data to the «"Za myt" recipients» directory while creating the "Za Myt" transfer 

sheet as described in the "19.2.1. Creating ""Za Myt" transfers" section of this User Manual. 

22.3. Deleting entries from the ""Za Myt" recipients" directory 

 To delete an entry from the directory, click the " " (Delete) button in the necessary entry line (fig. 462). 
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 To delete several entries at once, select checkboxes in needed entries lines and click the "DELETE" button at 

the lower part of the list (fig. 463). 
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23. The "Recipients of tax payments" directory 

The "Recipients of tax payment" directory is at the "DIRECTORIES" ► "OWN" page (fig. 464).  

 
Fig. 464  

Actions that are described below are available at the "Recipients of tax payments" page: 

 viewing each of three tax payment recipients that are saved; 

 creating new entries for the "Recipients of tax payments" directory (in case if they were not created yet or 

after deleting at least one of them); 

 editing entries of the "Recipients of tax payments" directory; 

 deleting entries from the "Recipients of tax payments" directory. 
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23.1. Creating new entries for the "Recipients of tax payments" directory 

The UKRSIB business system allows adding recipient details for the next tax payment types: PIT (personal income tax), 

SSP (statutory sick pay), and military collection. 

Note: The new entries creation is available only in case if they were not created yet or after deleting at least one of 

them. 

Follow the steps that are described below to add new recipient's data to the "Recipients of tax payments" directory. 

1. Click the "NEW RECIPIENT" button at the "Recipients of tax payments" page (fig. 466). 
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2. Fill in the fields of the "Recipient" form. 

 If you are currently working in the system with several companies at the same time*, click the 

"Company"** field and in the opened window select on which company behalf will be the recipient 

details created. 

*For more details on working with several companies see the "23. Center of financial control (CFC)" 

section of this User Manual. 

**The "Company" field is available only while working with several companies at the same time. 
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 Select one of the available values from the drop down menu in the "Payment type" field (fig. 468). 
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 Enter the tax payment recipient's data in the corresponding fields ("Recipient name", "EDRPOU", 

"Account") (fig. 469, p. 1). 

Note: The "Bank name" field will be filled in automatically depending on the data of provided account. 

3. Click the "CREATE RECIPIENT" button (fig. 469, p. 2). 
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4. Repeat the points from 4 till 6 to add the recipients details for each of three tax payment types, in turn: PIT 

(fig. 470, p. 1), SSP (fig. 470, p. 2) and military collection (fig. 470, p. 3), in case if they were not created yet. 



 
Fig. 470  

Note: You also may add new recipient's data to the "Recipients of tax payments" directory while creating tax payments 

as described at the "15.2.3. Creating tax payments by payrolls" section of this User Manual. 

  



24. Documents import and export 

24.1. Import 

The "UKRSIB business" system allows importing external documents of the following types: 

 payment instructions in UAH and foreign currencies; 

 currency exchange orders; 

 payrolls; 

 card account opening orders; 

 card account connecting orders; 

 card account removal orders. 

24.1.1.  Preparing an import file 

Usually, files with document for import are loaded from accounting applications, like "1С", "SalesDrive", "iFin", etc. 

For more details see the Addendum 6 of this User Manual. 

24.1.2.  Making import 

1. Go to the appropriate section of the "UKRSIB business" system – depending on which type of documents being 

imported (for example, to import an UAH payment instruction, go to the "UAH DOCUMENTS" > "Payment 

instructions"). See fig. 471, p. 1. 

2. Click "IMPORT" at the top right (fig. 471, p. 2). 

3. Select parameters for the imported file: 

 format – iBank, DBF, XLS or CSV (depending on the type of documents are being imported)  

 encoding – UTF-8, CP1251 CP866 (DOS) or CP855 (DOS). 

4. Click "SELECT FILE" and select file to be imported (fig. 471, p. 4). 

5. Click "UPLOAD" (fig. 471, p. 5). 

6. Click "IMPORT" (fig. 471, p. 6). 
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On the "Processing imported files" page that opens next, you can check the status of your import file and if 

there are errors – download the report to view errors description (fig.  472). For more details, see the 

"24.1.3 Processing imported files" section of this User Manual. 
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24.1.3.  Processing imported files 

 To view all files that has been imported to the UKRSIB business system, and details by them, click the " " icon 

("Processing of imported files") button at upper-right corner of the screen (fig. 473). 
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Viewing 

For easy viewing of the imported files list and easy search, the system provides the data sorting functions. 

 To sort the imported files by one of the attributes (status, date, file name, document type, records), click the 

header of the relevant column in the table. Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the 

reverse order. 

Note: The column by which the entries are sorted is marked " " or " " (according to the sorting order) in the 

header (fig. 474). 
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Quick actions 

 Use the "Quick actions" feature to quickly perform one of the imported file actions available without opening 

it. To do so, click «···» to the right in the line of the imported file you need. The availability of actions depends 

on the status of the selected file. 

Dependency of quick actions on the imported files status 

 

 Click the "CLEAR COMPLETED" button to delete successfully imported files from the list (files with the 

"Executed" processing status) in the lower part of the "Processing imported files" page (fig. 475). 
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24.2. Export 

The "UKRSIB business" system allows exporting documents (in the XLS, CSV or DBF format) of the following types: 

 statements; 

 turnovers; 

 payment instruction in UAH and foreign currencies; 

 cargo customs declarations; 

 payrolls; 

 employee lists; 

 deposit lines and tranches; 

 acquiring reports. 

Note. For more details see the Addendum 7 to this User Manual. 

24.2.1.  Setting export parameters 

By default, exported files are encoded with the UTF-8 standard. You can also select one of other available encoding 

standards – CP1251 (Win1251) or CP855 (DOS). 

To select encoding standard for exported files, follow the steps below. 

1. Click your name at the top right (fig. 476, p. 1) and select "Company profile" (fig. 476, p. 2) in the menu that 

opens. 

2. On the "Company profile" page, go the "SETTINGS" tab (fig. 476, p. 3) and click " " at the top right of the tab. 
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3. Select an encoding standard from the "Encoding for export" drop-down list. 
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4. Click "SAVE". 

  



24.2.2.  Making export 

1. Go to the appropriate section of the "UKRSIB business" system – depending on which type of documents 

should be exported (for example, to export an UAH payment instruction, go to the "UAH DOCUMENTS" > 

"Payment instructions"). See fig. 478 – p. 1. 

2. Click " " or " " (depending on the format you want) to the left above the documents list (fig. 478, p 2). 

Export file will be downloaded to a location on your device according to your browser settings. 

Note: Export file will contain the documents that are displayed in the list at the moment of exporting  – 

according to the filters set or for the default period. 
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25. Center of financial control (CFC) 

The "Center of financial control" function allows working with accounts and documents of several companies 

(altogether or one at a time). 

 To enable the CFC, please contact your bank manager. 

 

Opportunities and advantages of working with the CFC enabled: 

 Access to accounts and documents of several companies (all available or selected by filtering). This includes 

the ability to create reports on accounts of several companies and work with directories of several co mpanies. 

 Access to accounts and documents of specific company (the ability to switch between companies) without the 

need to log into the system each time when you want to change a company to work with.  

 Quick access to the documents with the same status created under different companies profiles. 

 

Documents and reports that are available in the CFC mode: 

 payment instructions (in UAH and foreign currency); 

 statements and turnovers reports; 

 payrolls; 

 account opening and removal orders; 

 currency exchange orders; 

 currency contracts and cargo customs declarations; 

 document transfer orders; 

 acquiring reports; 

 directories. 

25.1. Logging in with the CFC enabled 

After the CFC is enabled, at the time of logging in you will see an option to select a group of companies* in the 

companies list – select this option to work with all companies in the group at the same time, or select a single company 

in the group to work with in the first instance. 

*Note: Groups of companies are formed by the Bank according to a client’s request. 
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When you logged in, you can switch between companies or choose to work with all companies  – click in the 

"COMPANY/GROUP" field on the top panel and select the required company or click "Select whole group" (fig. 480). 
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25.2. Specifics of working with several companies at the same time 

Working in the system with several companies does not functionally differ from the principles of working with one 

company – both modes use same user interface, document types, screen and printed forms, business logic, directories, 

mechanisms of interaction with accounting programs and so on. Below is the description of the system elements that 

slightly differ in the CFC mode. The principles of working in the system are described in detail in the relevant sections 

of this User Manual. 

25.2.1.  Viewing information on accounts and documents of all companies together 

Note that all tables and lists, such as the quick access to frequent actions block on the Home page, contain information 

for all companies. For easy viewing, lists of accounts and documents can be sorted or filtered as needed (see the 

"25.2.2. Working with lists" ► "Sorting" and "25.2.2. Working with lists" ► "Filtering" sections below). 

25.2.2.  Working with lists 

Sorting 

To sort documents by one of the attributes (e.g. company name), click the header of the relevant column in the table. 

Click the sorted column header again to sort the documents in the reverse order.  

Note. The column by which the documents are sorted is marked " " or " " (in the order of sorting) in the header. 
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Filtering 

Documents lists (e.g. lists of payment instructions, currency exchange orders) can be filtered by dates or fixed period 

(e.g., previous week, current quarter, etc.). The filters block is organized in a similar way for all sections of the system, 

except for minor differences for statements and turnovers (see details below).  

 Primary filtering parameters are date or period of the a document creation.  

 To show additional filtering parameters, click "Additional params " at the top right of the filters block. 

 To select accounts, click in the "Accounts" field and check the needed accounts in the pop-up window. 
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Filtering is also implemented for statements and turnovers – these reports are formed according to the filters set. The 

filters block in the "Statements" and "Turnovers" sections contains the "Accounts" fields as one of primary filtering 

parameters. 
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Group operations 

You can perform standard group actions (create, save, delete, view, edit, copy, print, import, export, sign, confirm – 

the availability of actions depends on statuses of the selected documents, see details in the appropriate sections of 

this User Manual) for documents created under different company profiles. 

 To apply an action to several documents, check the needed documents in the appropriate section of the 

system and click "GROUP OPERATIONS" to left below the documents list. 
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25.2.3.  Filling in documents forms 

When you fill in document creation forms, in addition to an account number and name pay attention to a company 

name. 
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25.2.4.  Exporting statements and turnovers 

If you chose to work with several companies at the same time, you can export statements and turnovers for all 

companies to a single file or create a separate file for each company. Details on making export see in the 

"24. Documents import and export" section if this User Manual. 
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26. Archive 

Viewing the documents, such as salary payroll sheets, currency exchange orders, or company's letters that are created 

in the "Star Access" system in the period from 01.01.2018 to 01.03.2021 are available in the "ARCHIVE" section 

(fig. 487, p. 1). Select necessary subsection, in accordance of needed document type (fig. 487, p. 2). 
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 For easy document searching, use filters that are provided by system for each subsection (fig. 488). 
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Addendum 1. Заява на реєстрацію та отримання посиленого сертифіката відкритого ключа 

 

ЗАЯВА НА РЕЄСТРАЦІЮ ДЛЯ ОТРИМАННЯ 
КВАЛІФІКОВАНОГО СЕРТИФІКАТА ВІДКРИТОГО КЛЮЧА 

У СИСТЕМІ ДИСТАНЦІЙНОГО ОБСЛУГОВУВАННЯ 

 

ФІЗИЧНА ОСОБА (ЗАЯВНИК) 

Заява заповнюється, підписується у двох примірниках, та приймається до розгляду, якщо немає виправлень чи необумовлених зауважень, один 
примірник Заяви залишається у Заявника,а інший передається працівнику Банку.  

(Для резидентів Заява заповнюється виключно українською мовою, для не резидентів можливе заповнення Заяви англійською мовою) 

Ідентифікаційні дані 

Прізвище  

Ім’я  

По батькові  

РНОКПП 

(Реєстраційний номер облікової картки платника податків) або 
Паспортні дані 

(серія та номер паспорта/номер ID-картки) 

  

Додаю скан-копію документа, що підтверджує відмову від РНОКПП (засвідчену підписом власника) [   ] ТАК 

Контактні дані 

Країна  

Населений пункт  
Область 
(не заповнюється для м. Києва та 
м. Севастополя) 

 

Телефон  

E-mail  
Надаю згоду, на публікацію кваліфікованого сертифіката відкритого ключа на web-сайті csk.ukrsibbank.com [   ] ТАК [   ] НІ 

Дані голосової ідентифікації 

для блокування кваліфікованого сертифіката відкритого ключа 
(заповнювати українською, російською або англійською мовами) 

Питання, що допоможе згадати ключову  фразу  

Ключова фраза голосової ідентифікації   

Приєднання до Договору про надання кваліфікованих електронних довірчих послуг 

Заявник, відповідно до статті 634 Цивільного кодексу України, шляхом підписання та подання цієї Заяви до Банку, приєднується до Договору 

про надання кваліфікованих електронних довірчих послуг (далі – Договір) та його умов. 

Підписавши дану Заяву, Заявник підтверджує: 

- ознайомлення з її змістом, Договором, Регламентом КНЕДП АЦСК АТ «УКРСИББАНК» та тарифами, які розміщенні на веб-сайті 

csk.ukrsibbank.com, цілком розуміє їх та надає згоду на збирання, обробку та поширення персональних даних, в обсязі, встановленому  

Договором; 

- достовірність та правильність зазначеної інформації в Заяві; 

- згоду на формування кваліфікованого сертифіката відкритого ключа; 

- надання скан-копій паспорта та РНОКПП, засвідчених підписом власника (у разі, якщо Заявник через релігійні переконання відмовився від 
реєстраційного номеру облікової картки платника податків, скан-копія картки платника податків не подається); 

- зобов'язання негайно повідомляти про зміну даних зазначених у цій Заяві. 

Дата Підпис ПІБ 

__  __  /  __  __  /  __  __  __  __  

 
 
 

 

 Для консультації щодо електронних довірчих послуг, наданих КНЕДП АЦСК АТ «УКРСИББАНК», а також негайного блокування відповідних 
сертифікатів, необхідно звертатися за телефонами: 

 729 — безкоштовно з мобільних в межах України;  

 0 800 505 800 — безкоштовно в межах України; 

 380 44 590 06 90, 380 44 590 06 75 — для міжнародних дзвінків. 

ЗАПОВНЮЄТЬСЯ ПРАЦІВНИКОМ БАНКУ 
Дата Підпис ПІБ 

__  __  /  __  __  /  2 0 ___  ___  р.  
 
 

 

Заява на реєстрацію Штрих-код  

Дата ___ /___ / 20___ № ___________ 

 

 

 

  



Addendum 2. Заява на підключення фізичної особи до організації у СДО АТ «УКРСИББАНК» 

 

ЗАЯВА НА ПІДКЛЮЧЕННЯ ФІЗИЧНОЇ ОСОБИ ДО ОРГАНІЗАЦІЇ 

В СИСТЕМІ ДИСТАНЦІЙНОГО ОБСЛУГОВУВАННЯ АТ «УКРСИББАНК» 

 

 

 

ВІДОМОСТІ ПРО ФІЗИЧНУ ОСОБУ 

 

Прізвище, ім’я, по батькові ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Номер телефону _______________________, ІПН/Паспорт ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

      Особистий підпис  

 

 

 

 

ВІДОМОСТІ ПРО ОРГАНІЗАЦІЮ 

 

1. Найменування організації ________________________________________________________________________________  

2. ЄДРПОУ/ІПН___________________________________________________________________________ _______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Достовiрнiсть приведених даних підтверджую 

 

 

Керівник організації 

 
 Уповноважений представник банку  

                            П.I.Б. 

 
                        П.I.Б. 

 
 

пiдпис 

 
  підпис 

 
  

"__"________20__ р. 

 
 "__"________20__ р.  

Відбиток 

печатки 

  

Відбиток 

печатки 

  

 

 

 

 

(відповідно до картки підписів у банку) Група підпису* 
* вказати один з варіантів: 0 – без права підпису, 1 – перший підпис, 2 – другий підпис, 3 – третій підпис, …, 8 – восьмий підпис.  



Addendum 3. Заява на доступ до СДО з використанням IP-фільтрації 

 

Заява на встановлення (про налаштування) індивідуальних параметрів ІР-фільтрації для 

доступу до Системи дистанційного обслуговування AT «УКРСИББАНК» 

 

Просимо встановити наступні параметри доступу (IP-фільтрації) до Системи дистанційного обслуговування 

(СДО). 

 

1.  Без використання ІР-фільтрації. 

2.  Використовувати IP-адреси тільки українських провайдерів. 

3.  Використовувати вказані IP-адреси робочих станцій (комп’ютерів) клієнта, виключно з яких дозволено 

         здійснювати доступ до СДО. 

         

№ з/п IP-адреса комп’ютерів 

1  

2   

3  

4  

…  

 

Усі співробітники клієнта, що мають доступ до СДО, ознайомлені з указаними налаштуваннями.  

 

 

Узгоджено з боку Клієнта:  Прийнято Банком: 
 
Найменування : _____________________________ 
 
___________________________________________ 
                          
___________________________________________ 

Код за ЄДРПОУ / ДРФО: 

  
АТ «УКРСИББАНК» 
Код за ЄДРПОУ 09807750 

 
 
 

/посада уповн_особи Клієнта/ 
 

 

/П.І.Б. уповн_особи Клієнта/ 
 

______________________________ 
                                 (підпис/М.П.) 

 
 

  
 
 

/посада уповн_особи Банку/ 
 
 

/П.І.Б. уповн_особи Банку/ 
 

____________________________ 
(підпис/М.П.) 

  



Addendum 4. Заява на надання доступу співробітникам ЮО в СДО 

Заява про обмеження/припинення повноважень 

співробітника юридичної особи до рахунків і документів 

у системі дистанційного обслуговування «UKRSIB business» 

 

 Припинення повноважень 

*Увага! Після припинення повноважень доступ до даної компанії буде скасовано  

 

 Обмеження повноважень 
 

 

Найменування компанії: ____________________________________________________________________ 

П.І.Б.: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Посада: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Група підпису: ____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                               

 

Номер рахунку 

 

Валюта 

 

Право доступу 

Повний 

доступ 
Перегляд Ні 

     

     

Вкажіть інформацію про повноваження співробітника на роботу з документами: 

          Тип документа Право доступу 

Так     Ні Перегляд 

Гривневі документи 

Платіжне доручення    

Зарплата 

Зарплатна відомість    

Заява на відкриття карткового рахунку     

Заявка на відключення карткового рахунку від ЗКП    

Валюта 

Платіжне доручення в іноземній валюті    

Внутрішньобанківське платіжне доручення    

Обмін валют    

Зава на передачу документів    

Корпоративні картки 

Керування лімітами за карткою                                                                  

Звіти 

Гривневі виписки                                                                                                

Обороти по рахунку     

Виписки за картковим рахунком (Звіти сервісу 

«Корпоративні картки»)    
   

 

Співробітник Клієнта, що має право на роботу в системі, з умовами доступу та роботи в системі ознайомлений. 

 

Прийнято до виконання:  Узгоджено з боку Клієнта: 

АТ «УКРСИББАНК» 

Код за ЄДРПОУ 09807750 
 Найменування ______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

Код за ЄДРПОУ/ДРФО: ______________________________ 

 

                           

/ПІБ уповн. особи Банку/ 

                                  (підпис/М.П.) 

  

 

/назва посади уповн.особи Клієнта/ 

 

/П.І.Б. уповн_особи Клієнта/ 

                                      (підпис/М.П.) 



Addendum 5. Заява на обмеження/припинення повноважень. 

Заява про обмеження /припинення повноважень співробітника юридичної особи  

до рахунків та документів у системі дистанційного обслуговування UKRSIB business  

 

 Припинення повноважень * 

*Увага! Після припинення повноважень доступ до даної компанії буде скасовано 

 Обмеження повноважень     
   

  Найменування компанії:  _______________________________________________________________________  

П.І.Б.                                                                                                                                                                      

Посада:                                                                                         

Група підпису:   

 

                                                                    1.Інформація про права співробітника на вказані рахунки. 
                Номер рахунку 

 
Валюта 
 

Право доступу 

Повний 
доступ 

Перегляд Ні 

     

     

     

                                                          2. Інформація про права співробітника на вказані типи документів 
                      Тип документа Право доступу 

Ні  Перегляд Створ./зміна   Підпис Вилучення Імпорт 

                                                       Гривневі документи 
Платіжне доручення       

                                                       Валютні документи 
Платіжне доручення в іноземній валюті       

Заява на обмін валют       

Заява NDF1      н/д 

Заява на передачу документів       

                                                        Зарплатний проект   

Відомість нарахування коштів на карткові рахунки працівників 
Клієнта 

      

Заява про відкриття карткових рахунків       

Заява про відключення співробітників       

Перекази «За мить» (спискові виплати через систему грошових 
переказів 

      

                                                        Депозити 
Депозити      н/д 

                                                        Кредити 
Кредити      н/д 

                                                        Корпоративні картки 
Керування лімітами за карткою                                                                     |            |                 |                       |           |                    |       н/д 

                                                               Звіти 
Виписки по рахунку                                                                                         н/д 
Обороти по рахунку   н/д 
Звіт з еквайрингу   н/д 

                                                                              3. Інші параметри доступу 
                                                                                                       Так             Ні  
Право роботи тільки зі своїми документами   н/д 
Право на підтвердження документів одноразовим паролем   н/д 
Право на роботу з листами   н/д 

                                                     4. Інформація про права роботи з сервісом "Зарплатний проект" 
Номери ЗКП  
Види нарахувань  

 
Співробітник Клієнта, що має право на роботу в системі, з умовами доступу та роботи в системі ознайомлений . 

Прийнято до виконання:  Узгоджено з боку Клієнта: 

                                                                 

1 Функціональність доступна виключно корпоративним клієнтам Банку 
 

                           

/ПІБ уповн. особи Банку/ 
(підпис/М.П.) 

  

 

/Назва посади уповн.особи Клієнта/ 

 

/П.І.Б. уповн_особи Клієнта/ 
(підпис/М.П.) 

 



АТ "УКРСИББАНК" 

Код за ЄДРПОУ 09807750 
 Найменування  __________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

Код за ЄДРПОУ / ДРФО: _________________________ 
 

                           

/ПІБ уповн. особи Банку/ 
(підпис/М.П.) 

  

 
/Назва посади уповн.особи Клієнта/ 

 

/П.І.Б. уповн_особи Клієнта/ 
(підпис/М.П.) 

 

  



Addendum 6. Files parameters for importing documents to the "UKRSIB business" system 

1. File formats for import 

The "UKRSIB business" system supports several file formats that depend on the type of documents being imported: 

Document type Format 

Hryvnia payment instructions iBank, iBank_ISO, CSV, 
CSV_ISO, IBIS, IBIS_ISO, 
Profix, Profix-ISO 

Foreign currency payment instructions iBank 

Currency exchange iBank 

Salary iBank, DBF, CSV 

Account opening orders CSV 

Account connecting orders  CSV 

Account removal orders  CSV 

"Za Myt" transfers sheets iBank, CSV 

Description of the iBank format 

This is a text file with an arbitrary name and the .txt extension that has the structure described below. 

 The file should start with the type definition for documents* being imported in this file – the Content-Type 

field (see the values acceptable for the field in the section that addresses respective document type). Add a 

blank line after the type definition line. 

*An imported file can contain several documents, but they all must be of the same type . 

 Next, fill in the predefined set of fields for each document in the file. The parameters, names and order of the 

fields are standardized (see the table in the section that addresses respective document type). Field format is 

as follows: <field name>=<field value>. Use an empty line as a separator between documents. 

Description of the DBF format 

This is a text file with an arbitrary name and the .dbf extension (compatible with dBaseIV). 

A DBF file consists of a header that contains information about the structure of the database and the number of 

records, and a data area – a structured table of fields, parameters and names of which are standardized (see the table 

in the section that addresses respective document type). 

You can work with DBF files in public programs, such as WinDBFview, and view them in Microsoft  Excel. 

Description of the CSV and XLS formats 

An XLS file is a spreadsheet created in Microsoft Excel that has an arbitrary name and the .xls extension. 

A CSV file is a structured text file with an arbitrary name and the .csv extension, which contains tabular data (the rows 

of the table correspond to the rows of the text file, in particular the file must contain a row of headings, and the 

columns values are separated by special delimiters – semicolons). 

Parameters and field names of the imported documents are standardized (see the table in the section that addresses 

respective document type). Fields containing commas, multiple lines, or quotation marks should be enclosed in 

quotation marks. 

Description of the IBIS format 

An IBIS file is a text file saved with the MS DOS cp1125 encoding. 

An IBIS file consists of a set of fields delimited by the "∙" character (ASCII code  – 250). 

Description of the Profix format 

A Profix file is a text file with the «|» delimiter and an arbitrary name. 



2. Encoding standards for importing files 

The "UKRSIB business" system supports importing of files encoded with the following standards: 

 UTF-8, 

 CP1251 (Win1251), 

 CP855 (DOS), 

 CP866 (DOS). 

3. File structure for importing different types of documents 

3.1. File structure for importing Hryvnia payment instructions 

Hryvnia payment instructions are imported in the iBank, iBank_ISO, CSV, CSV_ISO, IBIS, IBIS_ISO, Profix or Profix_ISO 

formats. 

Importing in the iBank format 

Important! The value of the document type field for Hryvnia payment instructions is – doc/ua_payment. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
DATE_DOC 

 

DATE Yes Document date 

NUM_DOC 

 

STRING(10) Yes Document number 

AMOUNT 

 

NUMBER(12.2) Yes Payment amount 

CLN_NAME 

 

STRING(40) No Payer name 

CLN_OKPO 

 

STRING(10) No Payer EGRPOU 

CLN_ACCOUNT 

 

STRING(29) Yes Payer account 

CLN_BANK_NAME 

 

STRING(45) No Payer bank name 

CLN_BANK_MFO 

 

STRING(6) No Payer bank MFO 

CLN_COUNTRY_CODE 

 

STRING(3) No Payer country code 

RCPT_NAME 

 

STRING(40) Yes Recipient name 

RCPT_OKPO STRING(10) Yes Recipient EDRPOU or TIN (if recipient has no 

TIN, the value is "0000000000") 

RCPT_ACCOUNT 

 

STRING(29) Yes Recipient account 

RCPT_BANK_NAME 

 

STRING(45) No Recipient bank name 

RCPT_BANK_MFO 

 

STRING(6) No Recipient bank MFO 

RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) Yes – if the 

"000000000" value 

is specified in the 

"RCPT_OKPO" field 

Recipient country code (cannot contain the "804" 

value – the code for Ukraine – if the recipient is not 

a resident of Ukraine) 

PAYMENT_DETAILS 

 

STRING(160) Yes Payment purpose 

VALUE_DATE 

 

DATE No Value date 

RCPT_PASSP_SER 

 

STRING(2) Yes – for old 

passports if the 

"0000000000" 

value is specified in 

the "RCPT_OKPO" 

field 

Recipient passport series  – is filled in for an 

individual with an old-style passport if the 

"0000000000" value is specified in the 

"RCPT_OKPO" field (which means that the 

recipient has no TIN); is not filled in for an 

individual with ID card 



RCPT_PASSP_NUM 

 

STRING(9) Yes – if the 

"0000000000" 

value is specified in 

the "RCPT_OKPO"  

field 

Recipient passport number – is filled in for an 

individual if the "0000000000" value is specified 

in the "RCPT_OKPO" field; contains 6 characters 

for an old passport, or 9 characters for an ID card 

Example: 

Content-Type=doc/ua_payment 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC=4276 

AMOUNT=100.00 

CLN_NAME=Приватне підприємство 1 

CLN_OKPO=21673832 

CLN_ACCOUNT=UA333510050000026005325079000 

CLN_BANK_NAME=АКЦ.-КОМ. ІННОВ. БАНК "УКРСИББАНК", ХАРКІВ  
CLN_BANK_MFO=351005 

RCPT_NAME=Приватне підприємство 2 

RCPT_OKPO=2899620243 

RCPT_ACCOUNT=UA253510050000026001878833559 

RCPT_BANK_NAME=АКЦ.-КОМ. ІННОВ.БАНК "УКРСИББАНК", ХАРКІВ  
RCPT_BANK_MFO=351005 

PAYMENT_DETAILS=Переказ коштів згідно з угодою НН1232123 

VALUE_DATE=15.07.2019  

  



Importing in the iBank_ISO format 

Important! The value of the document type field for Hryvnia payment instructions is – doc/ua_payment. 

Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

DATE_DOC DATE No No  Document date 

NUM_DOC STRING(10) No No  Document number 

AMOUNT NUMBER(12.2) Yes Yes Control: 

AMOUNT= 

SPD.1.AMOUNT+SPD.2.AMOUNT+

SPD.3.AMOUNT 

Payment amount 

CLN_NAME STRING(40) No No  Payer name 

CLN_OKPO STRING(10) No No  Payer EGRPOU 

CLN_ACCOUNT STRING(29) Yes Yes  Payer account 

CLN_BANK_NAME STRING(45) No No  Payer bank name 

CLN_BANK_MFO STRING(6) No No  Payer bank MFO 

CLN_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) No No  Payer country code 

RCPT_NAME STRING(40) Yes Yes  Recipient name 

RCPT_OKPO STRING(10) Yes Yes  Recipient EDRPOU or TIN (if recipient  

has no TIN, the value is "0000000000") 

RCPT_ACCOUNT STRING(29) Yes Yes  Recipient account 

RCPT_BANK_NAME STRING(45) No No  Recipient bank name 

RCPT_BANK_MFO STRING(6) No No  Recipient bank MFO 

RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) Yes Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If the «RCPT_OKPO» field was filled in 

by the «000000000» value. 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

Recipient country code 

PAYMENT_DETAILS STRING(420) Yes  No – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If at least one of the SPD fields is filled  

in. 

Purpose of payment 

VALUE_DATE DATE No No  Value date 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

RCPT_PASSP_SER STRING(2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

For an old-style passport if the 

"RCPT_OKPO" field is filled in by the 

"0000000000" value. 

Recipient passport series. Is filled in for 

individuals with an old-style passport in 

case if the «RCPT_OKPO» field is filled in 

by the «0000000000» value (which  

means that the recipient has no TIN). Is 

not filled in for ID-card holders. 

RCPT_PASSP_NUM STRING(9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If the"RCPT_OKPO" field is filled in by 

the "0000000000" value. 

Recipient passport number. Is filled in for 

individuals in case if the «RCPT_OKPO»  

field is filled in by the «0000000000»  

value. The field have contain 6 characters 

for an old-style passport or 9 characters 

for an ID-card 

Structured payment destination. First block data 

SPD.1.CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" from the fifth to tenth 

symbol inclusive. 

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.***  

fields is filled in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

SPD.1.AMOUNT NUMBER(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" from the fifth to tenth 

symbol inclusive. 

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.***  

fields is filled in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

SPD.1.ADD_INFO STRING(140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" from the fifth to tenth 

symbol inclusive  

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.***  

fields is filled in. 

Additional statement information (ISO - 

Additional Information) – information of 

tax and its period 

SPD.1.ACCOUNT STRING(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If at least one of the SPD.2.*** or 

SPD.3.*** fields is filled in 

additionally. 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

SPD.1.TAX_DETAILS STRING(140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - 

Category) 

SPD.1.TYPE STRING(8) No No  Type (ISO - Type) 

Structured payment destination. Second block data 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

SPD.2.CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are 

filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is filled  

in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

SPD.2.AMOUNT NUMBER(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are 

filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is 

filled in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

SPD.2.ADD_INFO STRING(140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are 

filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is 

filled in. 

Additional statement information (ISO - 

Additional Information) – information of 

tax and its period 

SPD.2.ACCOUNT STRING(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are 

filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is 

filled in. 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

SPD.2.TAX_DETAILS STRING(140) No   Information of tax assessment (ISO - 

Category) 

SPD.2.TYPE STRING(8) No   Type (ISO - Type) 

Structured payment destination. Third block data 

SPD.3.CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and 

SPD.2.*** fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is filled  

in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

SPD.3.AMOUNT NUMBER(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and 

SPD.2.*** fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is 

filled in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

SPD.3.ADD_INFO STRING(140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and 

SPD.2.*** fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is 

filled in. 

Additional statement information (ISO - 

Additional Information) – information of 

tax and its period 

SPD.3.ACCOUNT STRING(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: Account number (ISO - Category Details) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and 

SPD.2.*** fields are filled in. 

2. At least one of the SPD.3.*** field  

is filled in. 

SPD.3.TAX_DETAILS STRING(140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - 

Category) 

SPD.3.TYPE STRING(8) No No  Type (ISO - Type) 

Data of the actual sender (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE_SURNAME STRING(45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_PE*** fields is 

filled in. 

Surname of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE_NAME STRING(45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_PE*** fields is 

filled in. 

Name of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE_PATRONYMIC STRING(45) No No  Patronymic of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FS_PE.1.TIN is equal to the 

"000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender 

residence (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.1.TIN STRING(10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and  

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.2. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

TIN of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.1.PASSP_NUM STRING(9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport. 

2. The FS_PE.1.TIN is equal to the 

"000000000" value 

3. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.2. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in 

Passport number of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FS_PE.1.PASSP_SER STRING(2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN is equal to the 

"000000000" value 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.2. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in 

Passport series of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur). 

Only for an old-style documents 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and  

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area 

are filled in. 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field  

meet the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot 

be equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_ CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field should 

be equal the "804" value. 

Country of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.AREA STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and 

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area 

are filled in. 

Area of the actual sender (individual\ 

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.REGION STRING(40) No No  District of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.CITY STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and 

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

Settlement of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area 

are filled in. 

FS_PE.2.POST_CODE STRING(10) No No  Index of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.STREET STRING(40) No No  Street name of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.BUILDING STRING(10) No No  House number of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.2.APARTMENT STRING(10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.3.B_DATE DATE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.2. areas are 

filled in. 

Birth date of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.3.B_COUNTRY STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.2. areas are 

filled in. 

Country of birth of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE.3.B_PLACE STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal to 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

Place of birth of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur). In 

case if the settlement is NOT a city, it is 

necessary to specify the district and the 

region. 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.1. or FS_PE.2. areas are 

filled in. 

Data of the actual sender (legal entity) 

FS_LE_NAME STRING(140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_LE*** fields is 

filled in 

The name of the actual sender (legal 

entity) 

FS_LE_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is equal to the 

"000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender 

residence (legal entity) 

FS_LE.1.OKPO STRING(9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled  

in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FS_PE.2. area are filled in. 

The EDRPOU of the actual sender (legal 

entity) 

FS_LE.2.COUNTRY STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled  

in. 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is equal 

to the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field  

meet the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot 

be equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field should 

be equal the "804" value. 

Country of the actual sender residence 

(legal entity) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FS_LE.2.AREA STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in 

Area of the actual sender residence (legal 

entity) 

FS_LE.2.REGION STRING(40) No No  District of the actual sender residence 

(legal entity) 

FS_LE.2.CITY STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in. 

Settlement of the actual sender residence 

(legal entity) 

FS_LE.2.POST_CODE STRING(10) No No  Index of the actual sender (legal entity) 

FS_LE.2.STREET STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in 

Street name of the actual sender (legal 

entity) 

FS_LE.2.BUILDING STRING(10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in  

House number of the actual sender (legal 

entity) 

FS_LE.2.APARTMENT STRING(10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender 

(legal entity) 

Data of the actual recipient (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE_SURNAME STRING(45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_PE*** fields is 

filled in 

Surname of the actual recipient  

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE_NAME STRING(45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_PE*** fields is 

filled in 

Name of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FS_PE_PATRONYMIC STRING(45) No No  Patronymic of the actual recipient  

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient  

residence (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.1.TIN STRING(10) No Yes – under 

conditions 
Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.2. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

TIN of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.1.PASSP_NUM STRING(9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. For an old-style passport 

2. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.2. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

Passport number of the actual recipient 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.1.PASSP_SER STRING(2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.2. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

Passport series of the actual recipient 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in.. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.3. area 

are filled in. 

Country of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

4. If settings of the 

FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field  

meet the requirements, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot 

be equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field should 

be equal the "804" value. 

FR_PE.2.AREA STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filed in 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.3. area 

are filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.REGION STRING(40) No No  District of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.CITY STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filed in 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.3. areas are 

filled in. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.3. area 

are filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.POST_CODE STRING(10) No No  Index of the actual recipient  (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.STREET STRING(40) No No  Street name of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.2.BUILDING STRING(10) No No  House number of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FR_PE.2.APARTMENT STRING(10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.3.B_DATE DATE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.2. areas are 

filled in. 

Date of birth of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.3.B_COUNTRY STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.2. areas are 

filled in 

Country of birth of the actual recipient   

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 

FR_PE.3.B_PLACE STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.2. area 

are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_PE.1. or FR_PE.2. areas are 

filled in 

Place of birth of the actual recipient  

(individual\ individual entrepreneur). In 

case if the settlement is NOT a city, it is 

necessary to specify the district and the 

region. 

Data of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

FR_LE_NAME STRING(140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_LE*** fields is 

filled in 

Name of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

FR_LE_COUNTRY_CODE STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient  

residence (legal entity) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FR_LE.1.OKPO STRING(9) No Yes – under 

conditions Yes – 

in case 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 

FR_LE.2. area are filled in  

EDRPOU of the actual recipient (legal 

entity) 

FR_LE.2.COUNTRY STRING(3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO is not filled in 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field  

meet the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot 

be equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field should 

be equal the "804" value. 

Country of the actual recipient residence 

(legal entity) 

FR_LE.2.AREA STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPO= field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is not 

filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

FR_LE.2.REGION STRING(40) No No  District of the actual recipient (legal 

entity) 

FR_LE.2.CITY STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPO= field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO is not filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (legal 

entity) 

FR_LE.2.POST_CODE STRING(10) No No  Index of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

FR_LE.2.STREET STRING(40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPO= field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO is not filled in 

Street name of the actual recipient (legal 

entity) 



Field name Data type 
Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

FR_LE.2.BUILDING STRING(10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPO= field is filled  

in with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO is not filled in 

House number of the actual recipient  

(legal entity) 

FR_LE.2.APARTMENT STRING(10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient  

(legal entity) 



Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for Hryvnia payment instructions in the CSV format is in the table below. The 

fields are delimited by the ";" character. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field 

# 

Field name Is required? Description Example 

1 NUM_DOC 

 

No Document number 1 

2 DATE_DOC DATE No Document date in the 

"DD.MM.YYYY" format 

01.10.2019 (if no 

value is specified, 

current date is used 

for the document 

3 VALUE_DATE 

 

No Value date 01.10.2019 

4 CLN_NAME 

 

No Payer name Приватне 

підприємство 1 

5 CLN_OKPO 

 

Yes Payer EGRPOU 12345678 

6 RCPT_PASSP_SER / ID Yes – for old 

passports if the 

"0000000000" 

value is specified in 

the "RCPT_OKPO" 

field 

Recipient passport series  – 

is filled for an individual 

with old passport if the 

"0000000000" value is 

specified in the 

«RCPT_OKPO» field 

(which means that the 

recipient has no TIN); is 

not filled for an individual 

with ID card 

СП 

7 RCPT_PASSP_NUM Yes – if the 

"0000000000" 

value is specified in 

the «RCPT_OKPO»  

field 

Recipient passport 

number – is filled for an 

individual if the 

"0000000000" value is 

specified in the 

«RCPT_OKPO» field; 

contains 6 characters for 

an old passport, or 

9 characters for an ID card 

123456 

8 CLN_ACCOUNT 

 

Yes Payer account UA3335100500000260053

25079000 

9 RCPT_NAME 

 

Yes Recipient name Приватне 

підприємство 2 

10 RCPT_OKPO 

 

Yes Recipient EGRPOU 87654321 

11 RCPT_ACCOUNT 

 

Yes Recipient account UA2535100500000260018

78833559 

12 AMOUNT 

 

Yes Payment amount 1000,15 

13 PAYMENT_DETAILS 

 

Yes Payment purpose За товар 

14 RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE 

 

Yes Recipient country code 

(cannot contain the "804" 

value – the code for 

Ukraine – if the recipient is 

not a resident of Ukraine) 

300 

  



Importing in the CSV_ISO format 

Description of the fields of the import file for Hryvnia payment instructions in the CSV_ISO format is in the table below. The fields are delimited by the ";" character. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field 
№  

Field name Is the field 
required? 

Is the field and 
its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

1 NUM_DOC Yes No No Document number 

2 DATE_DOC DATE Yes No No Document date in the «dd.mm.yyyy» format 

3 VALUE_DATE Yes No  Value date 

4 CLN_NAME Yes No  Payer name 

5 CLN_OKPO Yes No  Payer EDRPOU 

6 RCPT_PASSP_SER / ID Yes Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

Only for an old-style passport. The 

«RCPT_OKPO» field is filled in with the 

«0000000000» value 

Recipient passport series. Is filled in for individuals 

with an old-style passport in case if the «RCPT_OKPO» 

field is filled in by the «0000000000» value (which 

means that the recipient has no TIN). Is not filled in for 

ID-card holders. 
7 RCPT_PASSP_NUM Yes Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The «RCPT_OKPO» field is filled in with the 

«0000000000» value 

Recipient passport number. Is filled in for individuals 

in case if the «RCPT_OKPO» field is filled in by the 

«0000000000» value. The field have contain 6 

characters for an old-style passport or 9 characters for 

an ID-card 
8 CLN_ACCOUNT Yes Yes  Payer account 

9 RCPT_NAME Yes Yes  Recipient name 

10 RCPT_OKPO Yes Yes  Recipient EDRPOU 

11 RCPT_ACCOUNT Yes Yes  Recipient account 

12 AMOUNT Yes Yes Control: 

AMOUNT= 

SPD.1.AMOUNT+SPD.2.AMOUNT+SP

D.3.AMOUNT 

Payment amount 

13 PAYMENT_DETAILS Yes No – under 

conditions  

Conditions: 

If at least one of the SPD fields is filled in. 

Purpose of payment 

14 RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE Yes Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The «RCPT_OKPO» field is filled in with the 

«0000000000» value  

 

Recipient country code 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value («804» - is 

the country code of Ukraine) 

Structured payment destination. First block data 
15 SPD.1.CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998"  

from the fifth to tenth symbol inclusive. 

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.*** fields is 

filled in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 

16 SPD.1.AMOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998" 

from the fifth to tenth symbol inclusive 

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.*** fields 

is filled in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

17 SPD.1.ADD_INFO No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998"  

from the fifth to tenth symbol inclusive. 

2. If at least one of the SPD.1.*** fields 

is filled in. 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 

18 SPD.1.ACCOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If at least one of the SPD.2.*** or 

SPD.3.*** fields is filled in additionally. 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

19 SPD.1.TAX_DETAILS No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

20 SPD.1.TYPE No No  Type (ISO - Type) 

Structured payment destination. Second block data 
21 SPD.2.CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are filled  

in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is filled 

in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 

22 SPD.2.AMOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are filled  

in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is filled 

in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

23 SPD.2.ADD_INFO No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are filled  

in. 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is filled 

in. 
24 SPD.2.ACCOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** fields are filled  

in. 

2. At least one SPD.2.*** field is filled 

in. 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

25 SPD.2.TAX_DETAILS No   Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

26 SPD.2.TYPE No   Тype (ISO - Type) 

Structured payment destination. Third block data 
27 SPD.3.CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and SPD.2.***  

fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is filled 

in. 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 

28 SPD.3.AMOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and SPD.2.***  

fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is filled 

in. 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

29 SPD.3.ADD_INFO No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and SPD.2.***  

fields are filled in. 

2. At least one SPD.3.*** field is filled 

in. 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 

30 SPD.3.ACCOUNT No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required SPD.1.*** and SPD.2.***  

fields are filled in. 

2. At least one of the SPD.3.*** field is 

filled in. 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

31 SPD.3.TAX_DETAILS No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

32 SPD.3.TYPE No No  Тype (ISO - Type) 

Data of the actual sender (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
33 FS_PE_SURNAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_PE*** fields is filled  

in. 

Surname of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

34 FS_PE_NAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_PE*** fields is filled  

in. 

Name of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

35 FS_PE_PATRONYMIC No No  Patronymic of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
36 FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

If the FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field 

cannot contain the «804»  value («804» - is 

the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

37 FS_PE.1.TIN No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and  

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.2. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

TIN of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

38 FS_PE.1.PASSP_NUM No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport. 

2. The FS_PE.1.TIN = field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value0 

3. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.2. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in 

Passport number of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

39 FS_PE.1.PASSP_SER No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.2. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in 

Passport series of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur). Only for an old-

style passport 

40 FS_PE.2.COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and  

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with  

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area are 

filled in. 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field meet  

the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot be 

equal the "804" value. 

Country of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field should be 

equal the "804" value. 

41 FS_PE.2.AREA No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and 

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area are 

filled in. 

Area of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

42 FS_PE.2.REGION No No  District of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
43 FS_PE.2.CITY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE_SURNAME and 

FS_PE_NAME fields are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

3. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FS_PE.3. area are 

filled in. 

Settlement of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

44 FS_PE.2.POST_CODE No No  Index of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
45 FS_PE.2.STREET No No  Street name of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
46 FS_PE.2.BUILDING No No  House number of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 
47 FS_PE.2.APARTMENT No No  Apartment number of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 
48 FS_PE.3.B_DATE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FS_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Date of birth of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

49 FS_PE.3.B_COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FS_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Country of birth of the actual sender (individual\ 

individual entrepreneur) 

50 FS_PE.3.B_PLACE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_PE.1.TIN field is equal the 

"000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FS_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_PE.1. 

or FS_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Place of birth of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement is 

NOT a city, it is necessary to specify the district and the 

region. 

Data of the actual sender (legal entity) 
51 FS_LE_NAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FS_LE*** fields is filled  

in 

Actual sender name (legal entity) 

52 FS_LE_COUNTRY_CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled in with  

the "000000000" value 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field 

cannot contain the «804»  value («804» - is 

the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender residence (legal entity) 

53 FS_LE.1.OKPO No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FS_LE.2. 

area are filled in. 

Actual sender EDRPOU (legal entity) 

54 FS_LE.2.COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in. 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled  

in 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field meet  

the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot be 

equal the "804" value. 

Country of the actual sender residence (legal entity) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field should be 

equal the "804" value. 

55 FS_LE.2.AREA No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

Area of the actual sender (legal entity) 

56 FS_LE.2.REGION No No  District of the actual sender (legal entity) 

57 FS_LE.2.CITY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Умова: 

1. Якщо заповнено поле 

FS_LE_NAME 

2. Якщо FS_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. Якщо FS_LE.1.OKPO не заповнено 

Settlement of the actual sender (legal entity) 

58 FS_LE.2.POST_CODE No No  Index of the actual sender (legal entity) 

59 FS_LE.2.STREET No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

Street name of the actual sender (legal entity) 

60 FS_LE.2.BUILDING No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FS_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FS_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FS_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in  

House number of the actual sender (legal entity) 

61 FS_LE.2.APARTMENT No No  Apartment number of the actual sender (legal entity) 

Data of the actual recipient (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
62 FR_PE_SURNAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_PE*** fields is filled  

in 

Surname of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

63 FR_PE_NAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_PE*** fields is filled  

in 

Name of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

64 FS_PE_PATRONYMIC No Ні   Patronymic of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
65 FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value («804» - is 

the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

66 FR_PE.1.TIN No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.2. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

TIN of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

67 FR_PE.1.PASSP_NUM No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. For an old-style passport 

2. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value0 

3. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.2. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

Passport number of the actual recipient  

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

68 FR_PE.1.PASSP_SER No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value0 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.2. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

Passport series of the actual recipient  

(individual\individual entrepreneur). Only for an old-

style passport 

69 FR_PE.2.COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in.. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FR_PE.3. area are filled in. 

Country of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

4. If settings of the 

FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field meet  

the requirements, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot be 

equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FR_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field should be 

equal the "804" value 
70 FR_PE.2.AREA No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filed in 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.3. area 

are filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

71 FR_PE.2.REGION No No  District of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
72 FR_PE.2.CITY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE_SURNAME and 

FR_PE_NAME fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.3. areas are filled in. 

3. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in 

with the "000000000" value. Not all 

required fields in the FR_PE.3. area 

are filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

73 FR_PE.2.POST_CODE No No  Index of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
74 FR_PE.2.STREET No No  Street name of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 
75 FR_PE.2.BUILDING No No  House number of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 
76 FR_PE.2.APARTMENT No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

77 FR_PE.3.B_DATE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FR_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Date of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

78 FR_PE.3.B_COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FR_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Country of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

79 FR_PE.3.B_PLACE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_PE.1.TIN field is filled in with 

the "000000000" value. Not all required 

fields in the FR_PE.2. area are filled in. 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_PE.1. 

or FR_PE.2. areas are filled in. 

Place of birth of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement is 

NOT a city, it is necessary to specify the district and the 

region. 

Data of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
80 FR_LE_NAME No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one of the FR_LE*** fields is 

filled in 

Actual recipient name (legal entity) 

81 FR_LE_COUNTRY_CODE No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is filled in with  

the "000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value («804» - is 

the country code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient residence (legal 

entity) 

82 FR_LE.1.OKPO No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the FR_LE.2. 

area are filled in 

Actual recipient EDRPOU (legal entity) 

83 FR_LE.2.COUNTRY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME field is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO is not filled in 

Country of the actual recipient residence (legal entity) 



Field 

№  

Field name Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

4. If settings of the 

FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE field meet  

the requirements, the 

FS_PE.2.COUNTRY field cannot be 

equal the "804" value. 

5. If the FS_PE_COUNTRY_CODE 

field has no set value, the 

FR_PE.2.COUNTRY field should be 

equal the "804" value 
84 FR_LE.2.AREA No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

Area of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

85 FR_LE.2.REGION No No  District of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

86 FR_LE.2.CITY No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

87 FR_LE.2.POST_CODE No No  Index of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

88 FR_LE.2.STREET No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

Street name of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

89 FR_LE.2.BUILDING No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The FR_LE_NAME is filled in 

2. The FR_LE.1.OKPOfield is filled in 

with the "000000000" value 

3. The FR_LE.1.OKPO field is not filled 

in 

House number of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

90 FR_LE.2.APARTMENT No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient (legal entity) 



Importing in the IBIS format 

Import file in the IBIS format is a text file with MS DOS cp1125 encoding. The fields are delimited by the "∙" character 

(ASCII-code – 250). 

List of the fields of the import file for Hryvnia payment instructions in the IBIS format is in the table below. 

Field # Data type Is required? Description 
0 Integer (1) Yes Service field (the value is always  "0") 

1 Integer (2) Yes Payment document type (the value is always "1") 

2 Integer (10) Yes Payment document number 

3 Integer (8) Yes Payment document date in the "YYYYMMDD" format 

4 Integer (6) No Payer bank MFO 

5 Integer (6) No Recipient bank MFO 

6 String (29) Yes Payer's current account number 

7 String (29) Yes Recipient current account number 

8 Integer (12) Yes Payment amount in kopecks  

9 Integer (1) Yes Cash transaction symbol (the value is always "0") 

10 String (40) Yes Recipient name 

11 String (160) Yes Payment purpose 

12 Integer (8) Yes Value date in the "YYYYMMDD" format, or blank 

13 Integer (8) Yes Blank 

14 Integer (1) Yes Blank 

15 Integer (3) 

Yes – if the 

"000000000" 

value is specified 

in the filed #16 

Recipient country code (cannot contain the "804" value – the code for 

Ukraine – if the recipient is not a resident of Ukraine) 

16 Integer (14) Yes Recipient EGRPOU or TIN 

17 Integer (3) Yes Currency code (the value is always "980") 

 

Examples: 
 

1. With IBAN and Bank MFO 
0·1··20191223·351005·351005·UA333510050000026005325079000·UA253510050000026001878833559·194443·0

·ТОВ "Фирма"·Оплата за поставленный товар согл. СФ 2672 от 17.01.15р. Без НДС·····2899620243·980· 

 

2. With IBAN and without Bank MFO 
0·1··20191223···UA333510050000026005325079000·UA253510050000026001878833559·194444·0·ТОВ"Фирма"·

Оплата за поставленный товар согл. СФ 2672 от 17.01.15р. Без НДС·····2899620243·980· 

  



Importing in the IBIS_ISO format 

Import file in the IBIS_ISO format is a text file with MS DOS cp1125 encoding. The fields are delimited by the "∙" character (ASCII-code – 250). 

List of the fields of the import file for Hryvnia payment instructions in the IBIS_ISO format is in the table below. 

Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

0 Integer (1) Yes   Service field (the value is always "0") 
1 Integer (2) Yes   Payment document type (the value is always "1") 
2 Integer (10) Yes   Payment document number 
3 

Integer (8) Yes 

  Payment document date in the "YYYYMMDD" 

format 
4 Integer (6) No   Payer bank MFO 
5 Integer (6) No   Recipient bank MFO 
6 String (29) Yes   Payer's current account number 
7 String (29) Yes   Recipient current account number 
8 

Integer (12) 

Yes  Сontrol: 

8 = 19+25+31 

Payment amount in kopecks 

9 Integer (1) Yes   Cash transaction symbol (the value is always "0") 
10 String (40) Yes   Recipient name 
11 

String (420) 

Yes No – under conditions  Сonditions: 

At least one of the 18-35 fields is filled in 

Payment purpose 

12 Integer (8) Yes   Value date in the "YYYYMMDD" format, or blank 
13 Integer (8) Yes   Blank 
14 Integer (1) Yes   Blank 
15 

Integer (3) 

Yes, if the 

"000000000" 

value is specified 

in the filed #16 

  Recipient country code (cannot contain the "804" 

value – the code for Ukraine – if the recipient is 

not a resident of Ukraine) 

16 Integer (14) Yes   Recipient EGRPOU or TIN 
17 Integer (3) Yes   Currency code (the value is always "980") 

18 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998" from the 

fifth to tenth symbol inclusive  

2. At least one field of the 18-35 fields is filled in 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

19 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998" from the 

fifth to tenth symbol inclusive  

2. At least one field of the 18-35 fields is filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

20 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the "899998" from the 

fifth to tenth symbol inclusive  

2. At least one field of the 18-35 fields is filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - 

Additional Information) - information of tax and 

its period 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

21 Intager(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 24-29 or 30-35 field ranges 

is filled in additionally 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

22 String (140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

23 Intager (8) No No  Type (ISO - Type) 

24 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 field range are 

filled in 

2. At least one field of the 24-29 field range is 

filled in 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

25 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 field range are 

filled in 

2. At least one field of the 24-29 field range is 

filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

26 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 field range are 

filled in 

2. At least one field of the 24-29 field range is 

filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - 

Additional Information) - information of tax and 

its period 

27 Intager(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 field range are 

filled in 

2. At least one field of the 24-29 field range is 

filled in 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

28 String (140) No   Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

29 Intager (8) No   Тype (ISO - Type) 

30 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 and 24-29 field 

ranges are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 30-35 field range is 

filled in 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate 

Identification) 

31 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 and 24-29 field 

ranges are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 30-35 field range is 

filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

32 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 and 24-29 field 

ranges are filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - 

Additional Information) - information of tax and 

its period 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. At least one field of the 30-35 field range is 

filled in 
33 Intager (29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 18-23 and 24-29 field 

ranges are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 30-35 field range is 

filled in 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

34 String (140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 
35 Intager (8) No No  Тype (ISO - Type) 

Data of the actual sender (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
36 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 36-53 field range is filled in  

Surname of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 
37 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 36-53 field range is filled in 

Name of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
38 String (45) No No   Patronymic of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 
39 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 40 field is field is filled in with the "000000000"  

value value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field cannot contain 

the «804»  value («804» - is the country code of 

Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

40 Intager (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-50 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

TIN of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

41 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport 

2. The 40 field is equal to the "000000000" value 

3. Not all required fields in the 43-50 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

Passport number of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

42 String (2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-50 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

Passport series of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur). Only for an 

old-style passport 

43 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

Country of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

3. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 51-53 

field range are filled in 
44 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 51-53 

field range are filled in 

Area of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

45 String (40) No No  District of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
46 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 51-53 

field range are filled in 

Settlement of the actual sender 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

47 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
48 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 51-53 

field range are filled in 

Street name of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

49 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 36 and 37 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 51-53 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 51-53 

field range are filled in 

House number of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

50 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
51 Intager (8) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 43-50 

field range are filled in  

Date of birth of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 43-50 

field ranges are filled in 
52 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 43-50 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 43-50 

field ranges are filled in 

Country of birth of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

53 String (100) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 40 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 43-50 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 40-42 and 43-50 

field ranges are filled in 

Place of birth of the actual sender (individual\  

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement 

is NOT a city, it is necessary to specify the district 

and the region. 

Data of the actual sender (legal entity) 
54 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 54-64 field range is filled in  

Actual sender name (legal entity) 

55 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field cannot contain 

the «804»  value («804» - is the country code of 

Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender residence (legal 

entity) 

56 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 57-64 field range 

are filled in 

Actual sender EDRPOU (legal entity) 

57 String (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

2. The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. The 56 field is not filled in 

Country of the actual sender residence (legal 

entity) 

58 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

2. The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. The 56 field is not filled in 

Area of the actual sender (legal entity) 

59 String (40) No No  District of the actual sender (legal entity) 
60 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

Settlement of the actual sender (legal entity) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. The 56 field is not filled in 
61 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual sender (legal entity) 
62 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

2. The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. The 56 field is not filled in 

Street name of the actual sender (legal entity) 

63 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 54 field is filled in 

2. The 56 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. The 56 field is not filled in 

House number of the actual sender (legal entity) 

64 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender (legal 

entity) 

Data of the actual recipient (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
65 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 65-82 field range is filled in  

Surname of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 
66 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 65-82 field range is filled in  

Name of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
67 String (45) No No   Patronymic of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 
68 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field cannot 

contain the «804»  value («804» - is the country 

code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

69 Intager (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 72-79 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

TIN of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

70 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport 

2. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

3. Not all required fields in the 72-79 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in  

Passport number of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

71 String (2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value 

2. Not all required fields in the 72-79 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

Passport series of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur). Only for an 

old-style passport 

72 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 80-82 

field range are filled in 

Country of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

73 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 80-82 

field range are filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

74 String (40) No No  District of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 
75 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 80-82 

field range are filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 

76 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
77 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

3. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 80-82 

field range are filled in 

Street name of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

78 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 65 and 66 fields are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 80-82 

field ranges are filled in 

House number of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

3. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 80-82 

field range are filled in 
79 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient 

(individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
80 Intager (8) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 72-79 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 72-79 

field ranges are filled in 

Date of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

81 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 72-79 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 72-79 

field ranges are filled in 

Country of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 

82 String (100) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 69 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value and not all required fields in the 72-79 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 69-71 and 72-79 

field ranges are filled in 

Place of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement 

is NOT a city, it is necessary to specify the district 

and the region. 

Data of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
83 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 83-93 field range is filled in 

Actual recipient name (legal entity) 

84 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" value  

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the field cannot 

contain the «804»  value («804» - is the country 

code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient residence 

(legal entity) 

85 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 86-93 field range 

are filled in 

Actual recipient EDRPOU (legal entity) 

86 String (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value  

3. The 85 field is not filled in 

Country of the actual recipient residence (legal 

entity) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and its 

filling required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

87 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value  

3. The 85 field is not filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

88 String (40) No No  District of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
89 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value  

3. The 85 field is not filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

90 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
91 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value  

3. The 85 field is not filled in 

Street name of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

92 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 83 field is filled in 

2. The 85 field is filled in with the "000000000" 

value  

3. The 85 field is not filled in 

House number of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

93 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient (legal 

entity) 



Importing in the Profix format 

Import file in the Profix format is a text file which contains fields delimited by the "|" character. 

Fields that are not required can be blank but must be present in the import file.  

An import file can contain several documents. A row in an import file corresponds to a separate document.  

Field # Data type Is 

required?* 

Description Example 

1 Integer (1) No Service field (default value is "1") 1 

2 Integer (1) No Service field (default value is "0") 0 

3 Integer (6) No Payer bank MFO 351005 

4 String (29) Yes Payer current account UA33351005000002600123407900

0 

5 Integer (10) No Payer EDRPOU 12345678 

6 Integer (6) No Recipient bank MFO 351005 

7 String (29) Yes Recipient current account UA33351005000002600123456789

0 

8 Integer (10) Yes Recipient EDRPOU 1234567890 

9 Integer (8) No Document date – in the 

"DD.MM.YYYY" format (if left 

blank, current date will be used) 

08.09.2020 

10 Integer (10) No Document number (if left blank, 

sequent number will be used) 

1 

11 String (40) No Payer name Компанія 1 

12 String (40) Yes Recipient name Компанія 2  

13 Number (12.2) Yes Payment amount 100.25 

14 Integer (8) No Value date 08.09.2020 

15 Integer (1) No Service field (default value is "0") 0 

16 String (3-160) Yes Payment purpose Оплата послуг 

17 Integer (3) No Currency code (the value is always 

"980") 

980 

18 String (1) No Service field (default value is "F") F 

19 Integer (1) No Service field (default value is "0") 0 

20 Integer (3) Yes – if the 

"000000000" 

value is 

specified in the 

filed #8 

For the non-resident recipient, the 

field cannot contain the 

«804»  value («804» - is the 

country code of Ukraine) 

300 

Example: 

1|0|351005|UA303510050000026008040295100|30759962|380805|UA123510050000026000057167100|

32589471|21.09.2020|4517|ТОВ"ХХХ"|ТОВ "ХХХ 1"|479.09||0|Оплата послуг |980|F|0| 

  



Importing in the Profix_ISO format 

Import file in the Profix_ISO format is a text file which contains fields delimited by the "|" character. 

Fields that are not required can be blank but must be present in the import file.  

An import file can contain several documents. A row in an import file corresponds to a separate document.  

Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

1 Integer (1) No   Service field (default value is "1") 

2 Integer (1) No   Service field (default value is "0") 

3 Integer (6) No   Payer bank MFO 

4 String (29) Yes   Payer current account 

5 Integer (10) No   Payer EDRPOU 

6 Integer (6) No   Recipient bank MFO 

7 String (29) Yes   Recipient current account 

8 Integer (10) Yes   Recipient EDRPOU 

9 Integer (8) No   Document date – in the "DD.MM.YYYY" format (if left blank, 

current date will be used) 

10 Integer (10) No   Document number (if left blank, sequent number will be used) 

11 String (40) No   Payer name 

12 String (40) Yes   Recipient name 

13 Number (12.2) Yes  Control: 

13= 22+28+34 

Payment amount 

14 Integer (8) No   Value date 

15 Integer (1) No   Service field (default value is "0") 

16 String (420) Yes No – under 

conditions  

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 21-38 field  

range is filled in 

Payment purpose 

17 Integer (3) No   Currency code (the value is always "980") 

18 String (1) No   Service field (default value is "F") 

19 Integer (1) No   Service field (default value is "0") 

20 Integer (3) Yes – if the 

"000000000" 

value is specified 

in the filed #8 

  For the non-resident recipient, the field cannot contain the 

«804»  value («804» - is the country code of Ukraine) 

21 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" value from the fifth to 

tenth symbol inclusive  

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

2. At least one field of the 21-26 

field range is filled in 
22 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" value from the fifth to 

tenth symbol inclusive  

2. At least one field of the 21-26 

field range is filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

23 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. If the IBAN consists of the 

"899998" value from the fifth to 

tenth symbol inclusive  

2. At least one field of the 21-26 

field range is filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 

24 Intager(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 27-32 or 33-

38 field ranges is filled in  

additionally 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

25 String (140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

26 Intager (8) No No  Type (ISO - Type) 

27 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

field range are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 27-32 

field range is filled in 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 

28 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

field range are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 27-32 

field range is filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

29 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

field range are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 27-32 

field range is filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 

30 Intager(29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

field range are filled in 

2. At least one field of the 27-32 

field range is filled in 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

31 String (140) No   Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 

32 Intager (8) No   Тype (ISO - Type) 

33 Integer (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

and 27-32 field ranges are filled 

in 

2. At least one field of the 33-38 

field range is filled in 

Payment type code (ISO - Certificate Identification) 

34 Integer(12.2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

and 27-32 field ranges are filled 

in 

2. At least one field of the 33-38 

field range is filled in 

Tax amount (ISO - Total Amount) 

35 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

and 27-32 field ranges are filled 

in 

2. At least one field of the 33-38 

field range is filled in 

Additional statement information  (ISO - Additional 

Information) - information of tax and its period 

36 Intager (29) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. All required fields of the 21-26 

and 27-32 field ranges are filled 

in 

2. At least one field of the 33-38 

field range is filled in 

Account number (ISO - Category Details) 

37 String (140) No No  Information of tax assessment (ISO - Category) 
38 Intager (8) No No  Тype (ISO - Type) 

Data of the actual sender (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
39 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 39-56 field  

range is filled in 

Surname of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

40 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 39-56 field  

range is filled in 

Name of the actual sender (individual\individual entrepreneur) 

41 String (45) No No  Patronymic of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
42 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

Country code of the actual sender residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of 

Ukraine) 
43 Intager (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 46-

53 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in  

TIN of the actual sender (individual\individual entrepreneur) 

44 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport 

2. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. Not all required fields in the 46-

53 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in  

Passport number of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

45 String (2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

2. Not all required fields in the 46-

53 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

Passport series of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur). Only for an old-style passport 

46 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 54-56 

field range are filled in 

Country of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

47 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

Area of the actual sender (individual\individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

3. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 54-56 

field range are filled in 
48 String (40) No No  District of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
49 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 54-56 

field range are filled in 

Settlement of the actual sender (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

50 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual sender (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
51 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 54-56 

field range are filled in 

Street name of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

52 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 39 and 40 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 54-56 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 54-56 

field range are filled in 

House number of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

53 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
54 Intager (8) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: Date of birth of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

1. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 46-53 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 46-53 field ranges are 

filled in 
55 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 46-53 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 46-53 field ranges are 

filled in 

Country of birth of the actual sender (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

56 String (100) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 43 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 46-53 

field range are filled in  

2. Not all required fields in the 43-

45 and 46-53 field ranges are 

filled in 

Place of birth of the actual sender (individual\ 

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement is NOT a 

city, it is necessary to specify the district and the region. 

Data of the actual sender (legal entity) 
57 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 57-67 field  

range is filled in  

Actual sender name (legal entity) 

58 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

 

Control: 

For the non-resident sender, the field  

cannot contain the «804»  value 

(«804» - is the country code of 

Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual sender residence (legal entity) 

59 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 60-

67 field range are filled in 

Actual sender EDRPOU (legal entity) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

60 String (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. The 59 field is not filled in 

Country of the actual sender residence (legal entity) 

61 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. The 59 field is not filled in 

Area of the actual sender (legal entity) 

62 String (40) No No  District of the actual sender (legal entity) 
63 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. The 59 field is not filled in  

Settlement of the actual sender (legal entity) 

64 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual sender (legal entity) 
65 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. The 59 field is not filled in  

Street name of the actual sender (legal entity) 

66 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 57 field is filled in 

2. The 59 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. The 59 field is not filled in  

House number of the actual sender (legal entity) 

67 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual sender (legal entity) 

Data of the actual recipient (individual\ individual entrepreneur) 
68 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 68-85 field  

range is filled in  

Surname of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

69 String (45) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 68-85 field  

range is filled in  

Name of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

70 String (45) No No  Patronymic of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
71 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

 

Country code of the actual recipient residence 

(individual\individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the 

field cannot contain the 

«804»  value («804» - is the country 

code of Ukraine) 
72 Intager (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in 

2. Not all required fields in the 75-

82 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

TIN of the actual recipient (individual\individual entrepreneur) 

73 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. Only for an old-style passport 

2. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

3. Not all required fields in the 75-

82 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

Passport number of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

74 String (2) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value 

2. Not all required fields in the 75-

82 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

Passport series of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur). Only for an old-style passport 

75 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in  

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 83-85 

field range are filled in 

Country of the actual recipient residence (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

76 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in  

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

3. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 83-85 

field range are filled in 
77 String (40) No No  District of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 
78 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in  

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 83-85 

field range are filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (individual\individual 

entrepreneur) 

79 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 
80 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in  

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 83-85 

field range are filled in 

Street name of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

81 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 68 and 69 fields are filled 

in  

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 83-85 field ranges are 

filled in 

3. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 83-85 

field range are filled in 

House number of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

82 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

83 Intager (8) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 75-82 

field range are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 75-82 field ranges are 

filled in 

Date of birth of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

84 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 75-82 

field range are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 75-82 field ranges are 

filled in 

Country of birth of the actual recipient (individual\ individual 

entrepreneur) 

85 String (100) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 72 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value and not all 

required fields in the 75-82 

field range are filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 72-

74 and 75-82 field ranges are 

filled in 

Place of birth of the actual recipient (individual\  

individual entrepreneur). In case if the settlement is NOT a 

city, it is necessary to specify the district and the region. 

Data of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
86 String (140) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

At least one field of the 86-96 field  

range is filled in 

Actual recipient name (legal entity) 

87 Intager (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

 

Control: 

For the non-resident recipient, the 

field cannot contain the 

«804»  value («804» - is the country 

code of Ukraine) 

Country code of the actual recipient residence (legal entity) 

88 Intager (9) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. Not all required fields in the 86-

96 field range are filled in 

Actual recipient EDRPOU (legal entity) 



Field

#  

Data type Is the field 

required? 

Is the field and 

its filling 

required? 

Conditions and controls Description 

89 String (3) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

3. The 88 field is not filled in 

Country of the actual recipient residence (legal entity) 

90 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

3. The 88 field is not filled in 

Area of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

91 String (40) No No  District of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
92 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

3. The 88 field is not filled in 

Settlement of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

93 Intager (10) No No  Index of the actual recipient (legal entity) 
94 String (40) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

3. The 88 field is not filled in 

Street name of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

95 String (10) No Yes – under 

conditions 

Conditions: 

1. The 86 field is filled in 

2. The 88 field is filled in with the 

"000000000" value  

3. The 88 field is not filled in 

House number of the actual recipient (legal entity) 

96 String (10) No No  Apartment number of the actual recipient (legal entity) 



3.2. File structure for importing foreign currency payment instructions. 

Foreign currency payment instructions are imported in the iBank format. 

Important! The value of the document type field for currency payment instructions is – 

doc/ua_currency_payment. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
DATE_DOC 

 

Date Yes Document date 

NUM_DOC 

 

String(10) Yes Document number (if no value is specified, the 

number will be assigned automatically) 

CLN_BNK_MFO 

 
String(6) No Client bank MFO 

CLN_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Client currency account 

AMOUNT 

 

Decimal(14.4) Yes Payment amount 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Payment currency code (USD, DEM, etc.) 

CURRENCY_DATE 

 

Date No Value date 

RCPT_NAME 

 

 Yes Beneficiary name 

String(66) Yes – for payments in 

any currency, except 

EUR/RUB 

To continue with the name of beneficiary, fill in 

field  72, if necessary. 

String(66) Yes – for payments in 

the EUR currency 

To continue with the name of beneficiary, fill in 

field  70, if necessary. 

String(33) Yes – for payments in 

the RUB currency 

To continue with the name of beneficiary, fill in 

field 72, if necessary. 

RCPT_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) No, if the 

"RCPT_BNK_IBAN" 

field is filled 

Beneficiary account 

RCPT_BNK_IBAN 

 

String(34) No, if the 

"RCPT_ACCOUNT" 

field is filled 

Beneficiary bank IBAN code 

RCPT_COUNTRY 

 

String(70) Yes Beneficiary country (in capitals) 

RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE 

 

String(3) Yes Beneficiary country code (numeric) 

RCPT_CITY 

 

String(70) Yes Beneficiary city 

RCPT_ADDR 

 

String(3-35) Yes Beneficiary address 

RCPT_OKPO 

 

String(10) Yes, for payments to 

the Russian 

Federation 

Beneficiary EGRPOU or TIN 

RCPT_KPP 

 

String(9) No Reason for registration code (for payments to the 

Russian Federation) 

RCPT_RESIDENT 

 

String(1) No Beneficiary residence (for payments within Ukraine) 

RCPT_BNK_NAME 

 

String(140) No, if the 

"RCPT_BNK_BIC" 

field is filled 

Beneficiary bank name 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY 

 

String(70) No, if the 

"RCPT_BNK_BIC" 

field is filled 

Beneficiary bank country (in capitals) 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY_CO

DE 

 

String(3) No, if the 

"RCPT_BNK_BIC" 

field is filled 

Beneficiary bank country code (numeric) 

RCPT_BNK_CITY 

 

String(70) No Beneficiary bank city 

RCPT_BNK_ADDR 

 

String(140) No Beneficiary bank address 



Field name Data type Is required? Description 
RCPT_BNK_BIC 

 

String(15) No, if the 

"RCPT_BNK_KLIR_K

OD" field is filled in 

Beneficiary bank SWIFT code 

RCPT_BNK_ACCOUNT 

 

String(50) No Beneficiary bank account 

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD_T

YPE 

 

String(14) Yes, for the RUB 

currency 

Beneficiary bank clearing code type  

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD String(14) Yes, for the RUB 

currency and other 

currencies if the 

"RCPT_BNK_BIC" 

field is not filled 

Beneficiary bank clearing code 

INTERMED_BNK_NAME 

 

String(140) No Intermediate bank name  

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTR

Y 

 

String(70) No Intermediate bank country (in capitals) 

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTR

Y_CODE 

 

String(3) No Intermediate bank country code (numeric) 

INTERMED_BNK_CITY 

 

String(70) No Intermediate bank city 

INTERMED_BNK_ADDR 

 

String(140) No Intermediate bank address   

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUN

T_RKC 

 

  Intermediate bank account in the Regional Clearing  

Center (for payments to the Russian Federation) 

INTERMED_BNK_BIC 

 

String(15) Yes Intermediate bank SWIFT code 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_K

OD_TYPE 

 

  Intermediate bank clearing code type 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_K

OD 

 

  Intermediate bank clearing code 

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUN

T 

 

String(50) No Intermediate bank account 

PAYMENT_DETAILS 

 

String(160) Yes Payment purpose 

EXPENSE_TYPE 

 

String(80) Yes Expense type: "За рахунок платника (OUR)", 
"За рахунок бенефіціара (BEN)", or "За 

рахунок і платника і бенефіціара (SHA)" 

PAYMENT_ADDED_INFO 

 

String(210) No Additional information 

SOURCE_OF_FUNDS 

 

String(250) No, in case of 

compulsory sale of 

foreign currency 

Funds source, possible values: "Власні кошти", 
"Придбана валюта / банківський метал", 

"Кредитні кошти", "Конвертація"  

ORDER_NUM 

 

 Yes, if the funds 

source is bought 

currency 

Order number if the funds source is bought currency 

PAYMENT_TYPE 

 

 Yes Payment type: "Попередня", "По факту" 

MANDATORY_REPORTING 

 

 Yes, for payments to 

the Russian 

Federation 

Mandatory reporting (for payments to the Russian 

Federation) 

  



Examples. 

In foreign currency (not RUB) In Russian Rubles 

Content-Type=doc/ua_currency_payment 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

CURRENCY_DATE=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

CLN_BNK_MFO=351005 

CLN_ACCOUNT=UA533510050000026005171079500 

AMOUNT=10.021 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY=USD 

RCPT_NAME=NanoZ 

RCPT_ACCOUNT=51382094125184114502 

RCPT_BNK_IBAN= RCPT_COUNTRY=AUSTRIA 

RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE=040 

RCPT_CITY=Vienna 

RCPT_ADDR=Vienna 122, str Frynze 

RCPT_RESIDENT=1 

RCPT_BNK_NAME=Austrian Bank Raifaizen 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY=AUSTRIA 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY_CODE=040 

RCPT_BNK_CITY=Vienna 

RCPT_BNK_ADDR=Vienna 144, str Frynze 

RCPT_BNK_BIC_TYPE= 

RCPT_BNK_BIC=AAALSARIRYD 

RCPT_BNK_ACCOUNT=51382094125184114501 

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD_TYPE= 

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD= 

INTERMED_BNK_NAME= 

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTRY= 

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTRY_CODE= 

INTERMED_BNK_CITY= 

INTERMED_BNK_ADDR= 

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUNT_RKC= 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_KOD_TYPE= 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_KOD= 

INTERMED_BNK_BIC_TYPE= 

INTERMED_BNK_BIC= 

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUNT= 

PAYMENT_DETAILS=Призначення платежу 

EXPENSE_TYPE=За рахунок платника (OUR) 

PAYMENT_ADDED_INFO=/ACC/ 

SOURCE_OF_FUNDS=Власні кошти 

ORDER_NUM= 

PAYMENT_TYPE=По факту 

Content-Type=doc/ua_currency_payment 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

CURRENCY_DATE=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

CLN_BNK_MFO=351005 

CLN_ACCOUNT=UA953510050000026005461753600 

AMOUNT=15.00 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY=RUB 

RCPT_NAME=ОАО Инвест 

RCPT_ACCOUNT=5138209412518411450 

RCPT_BNK_IBAN= 

RCPT_COUNTRY=РОССИЯ 

RCPT_COUNTRY_CODE=643 

RCPT_CITY=Москва 

RCPT_ADDR=г. Москва, ул. Буденого 

RCPT_OKPO=123123123131 

RCPT_KPP= 

RCPT_BNK_NAME=Банк 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY=РОССИЯ 

RCPT_BNK_COUNTRY_CODE=643 

RCPT_BNK_CITY=Москва 

RCPT_BNK_ADDR=107174 Московская 12 

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD_TYPE=RU 

RCPT_BNK_KLIR_KOD=044525388 

RCPT_BNK_BIC= 

RCPT_BNK_ACCOUNT= 

INTERMED_BNK_NAME= 

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTRY= 

INTERMED_BNK_COUNTRY_CODE= 

INTERMED_BNK_CITY= 

INTERMED_BNK_ADDR= 

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUNT_RKC= 

INTERMED_BNK_BIC= 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_KOD_TYPE= 

INTERMED_BNK_KLIR_KOD= 

INTERMED_BNK_ACCOUNT= 

PAYMENT_DETAILS=(VO12332) 

EXPENSE_TYPE=За рахунок платника (OUR) 

PAYMENT_ADDED_INFO=/ACC/ 

SOURCE_OF_FUNDS=Власні кошти 

ORDER_NUM=123456 

PAYMENT_TYPE=По факту 

OPER_TYPE_CODE=S01 

MANDATORY_REPORTING=/N10/0/N4/12345678912345678912 

/N5/34567891234/N6/0/N7/0/N8/0/N9/0 

  



3.3. File structure for importing intrabank payment instructions in foreign 

currency 

Intrabank payment instructions in foreign currency are imported in the iBank format. 

Important! The value of the document type field for intrabank payment instructions in foreign currency is – 

doc/ua_intrbank_currency_payment. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
DATE_DOC 

 

Date Yes Document date 

CURRENCY_DATE 

 

Date No Value date 

NUM_DOC 

 

String(10) Yes Document number (if not specified, number will be 

assigned automatically) 

AMOUNT 

 

Decimal(14.4) Yes Payment amount 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Payment currency code (UAH, USD, etc.) 

CLN_OKPO 

 

String(10) Yes Payer EGRPOU or TIN 

CLN_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Payer account 

CLN_BNK_MFO 

 

String(6) Yes Payer bank MFO 

RCPT_NAME 

 

String(40) Yes Beneficiary name  

RCPT_OKPO 

 

String(10) Yes Beneficiary EGRPOU or TIN 

RCPT_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Beneficiary account 

RCPT_RESIDENT 

 

String(1) Yes Beneficiary residence  

RCPT_BNK_MFO 

 

String(6) Yes Beneficiary bank MFO 

PAYMENT_DETAILS 

 

String(160) Yes Payment purpose   

Example. 

Without MFO With MFO 

Content-Type=doc/ua_intrabank_currency_payment 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

CURRENCY_DATE=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

AMOUNT=10.021 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY=USD 

CLN_OKPO=32580463 

CLN_ACCOUNT=UA533510050000026005171079500 

RCPT_NAME=NanoZ 

RCPT_OKPO=2604409801 

RCPT_ACCOUNT=51382094125184114502 

RCPT_RESIDENT=1 

PAYMENT_DETAILS=(VO12332) 

 

Content-Type=doc/ua_ intrabank_currency_payment 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

CURRENCY_DATE=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

AMOUNT=10.021 

AMOUNT_CURRENCY=USD 

CLN_OKPO=32580463 

CLN_ACCOUNT=UA533510050000026005171079500 

CLN_BNK_MFO=351005 

RCPT_NAME=NanoZ 

RCPT_OKPO=2604409801 

RCPT_ACCOUNT=51382094125184114502 

RCPT_RESIDENT=1 

RCPT_BNK_MFO=351005 

PAYMENT_DETAILS=(VO12332) 

 

 



3.4. File structure for importing currency exchange orders 

Currency exchange orders are imported in the iBank or CSV format. 

Importing in the iBank format 

Important! The value of the document type field for currency exchange orders is – doc/ua_currency_exchange. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
NUM_DOC String(10) No Document number (if not specified, number 

will be assigned automatically) 

DATE_DOC Date No Document date: 

- if not specified, current date will be used 

automatically; 

- if specify a date within 30 days including 

current date, the order will be processed on the 

specified day 

EXPERIENCE_DATE Date No Order expiry date (if not specified, the date that 

is in 30 days after the document date will be 

used) 

PURCHASE_REASON String(255) Yes, if a value different from 

"UAH " is specified in the 

"PURCHASE_ACCOUNT_ 

CURRENCY" field 

Reason for foreign currency purchase in the 

Ukrainian Interbank Foreign Exchange Market 

TRANSFER_KIND  Yes Option of funds transfer for currency 

exchange: 

- "0" or "Доручаємо вповноваженому 

банку списати"; 

- "1" or "Зобов’язуємося 

перерахувати" 

SALE_SUM 

 

Decimal(12.

2) 

No, if the "PURCHASE_SUM" 
field is filled 

The amount of currency sold 

PURCHASE_SUM 

 

Decimal(12.

2) 

No, if the "SALE_SUM" field is 

filled 

The amount of currency purchased 

SALE_ACCOUNT_CUR

RENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Letter code of the debit account currency 

PURCHASE_ACCOUNT

_CURRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Letter currency code of the crediting account 

SALE_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Client account to debit the currency that is 

sold from 

PURCHASE_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Client account to credit the currency that is 

purchased to 

RATE_KIND 

 

String(30) Yes Option for currency selling rate: 

- "0" or "Курс основної 

торгової сесії"; 
- "2" or "Курс додаткової торгової 

сесії"; 

- "1" or "Ваш варіант". 

RATE 

 

Decimal(4.9

) 

Yes, if the value "1" or "Ваш 

варіант" is specified in the 

"RATE_KIND" field 

Currency exchange rate 

Example. 
Content-Type=doc/ua_currency_exchange 

 

NUM_DOC= 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

EXPERIENCE_DATE=06.07.2019 

PURCHASE_REASON= 

TRANSFER_KIND=0 

SALE_ACCOUNT=UA953510050000026005461753600 

SALE_ACCOUNT_CURRENCY=USD 

SALE_SUM= 

PURCHASE_ACCOUNT=UA953510050000026005461753600 

PURCHASE_ACCOUNT_CURRENCY=EUR 

PURCHASE_SUM=100 



RATE_KIND=0 

RATE= 

  



Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file in the CSV format is in the table below.  

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
NUM_DOC 

 

String(10) No Document number (if not specified, number 

will be assigned automatically) 

DATE_DOC 

 

Date No Document date: 

- if not specified, current date will be used 

automatically; 

- if specify a date within 30 days including 

current date, the order will be processed on the 

specified day 

EXPERIENCE_DATE 

 

Date No Order expiry date (if not specified, the date that 

is in 30 days after the document date will be 

used) 

PURCHASE_REASON 

 

String(255) Yes, if a value different from 

"UAH " is specified in the 

"PURCHASE_ACCOUNT_ 

CURRENCY" field 

Reason for foreign currency purchase in the 

Ukrainian Interbank Foreign Exchange Market 

TRANSFER_KIND 

 

 Yes Option of funds transfer for currency 

exchange: 

- "0" or "Доручаємо вповноваженому 

банку списати"; 

- "1" or "Зобов’язуємося 

перерахувати" 

SALE_SUM 

 

Decimal(12.2) No, if the "PURCHASE_SUM" 
field is filled 

The amount of currency sold 

PURCHASE_SUM 

 

Decimal(12.2) No, if the "SALE_SUM" field is 

filled 

The amount of currency purchased 

SALE_ACCOUNT_CU

RRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Letter code of the debit account currency 

PURCHASE_ACCOUN

T_CURRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Letter currency code of the crediting account 

SALE_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29) Yes Client account to debit the currency that is 

sold from 

PURCHASE_ACCOUN

T 

 

String(29) Yes Client account to credit the currency that is 

purchased to 

RATE_KIND 

 

String(30) Yes Option for currency selling rate: 
- "0" or "Курс основної торгової 

сесії"; 

- "2" or "Курс додаткової торгової 

сесії"; 

- "1" or "Ваш варіант". 

RATE 

 

Decimal(4.9) Yes, if the value "1" or "Ваш 

варіант" is specified in the 

"RATE_KIND" field 

Currency exchange rate 

 
  



3.5. File structure for importing payroll sheets 

Payroll sheets are imported in the iBank, DBF, or CSV format. 

Importing in the iBank format 

Important! The value of the document type field for a payroll sheets is – doc/pay_sheet. 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 

DATE_DOC Date Yes Document date in the 

"DD.MM.YYYY" format 

NUM_DOC String(10) No Document number 

CLN_NAME String(40) No Payer name 

PAYER_BANK_MFO String(6) Yes Payer bank MFO 

PAYER_BANK_NAME String(45) No Payer bank name 

PAYER_ACCOUNT String(29) Yes Debited account 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.CARD_NUM * String(29) Yes Card account number 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.CARD_HOLDER * String(80) Yes Card holder full name 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.CARD_HOLDER_INN * String(14) Yes Card holder TIN 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.AMOUNT * Decimal(12.2) Yes Credited amount 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.STAFF_ID * String(16) No Employee ID, if it is provided 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.CARD_HOLDER_TABN * String(20) No Card holder ID, if it is provided 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.DESCRIPTION * String(45) No Notes 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.POSITION_ 

CODE * 

String(20) No Employee position code 

CARD_HOLDERS.N.POSITION_ 

NAME * 

String(45) No Employee position name 

ONFLOW_TYPE String(65) Yes Payment type ** 

AMOUNT Decimal(12.2)  Yes Payment amount 

PAYER_BANK_ACCOUNT String(14) No Payer bank account 

VALUE_DATE Date No Value date 

CLN_OKPO String(10) No Payer EDRPOU 

ONFLOW_TYPE_ID Integer(2) No Transfer type code 

BEGIN_MONTH Integer(2) Yes Month of the accrual period 

beginning 

BEGIN_YEAR Integer(4) Yes Year of the accrual period beginning 

END_MONTH Integer(2) No Month of the accrual period end 

END_YEAR Integer(4) No Year of the accrual period end 

*Automatic numbering for l ist fields (CARD_HOLDERS.N.***, where N – is employee number) starts with a zero. 

**The "ONFLOW_TYPE" field (payment type) can contain following values: • "Wages and advances",• "Vacation pay", 
• "Final settlement upon dismissal", • "Sick pay", • "Representation and business expenses", 

• "Refund of travel expenses", • "Advance payment for business trip", • "Reimbursement of expenses 

on advance reports"• "Share rent", • "Reimbursement of business expenses", • "Disbursement under 

reporting",• "Issuance of funds for business expenses", • "Issuance of non-repayable financial 

assistance" • "Interest-free repayable loan of an employee" • "Issue of interest-free refundable 

financial assistance" • "Return of interest-free refundable assistance" • "Return of financial 

assistance" • "Partial refund of financial aid" • "Payment of one-time non-taxable aid without 

income and war tax" • "Payment of credit, excluding VAT" • "Material aid" • "One-time financial 

aid" • "Compensation for unused vacation" • "Maternity aid" • "Military financial supplying" 

• "Sick pay due to pregnancy and childbirth" • "Bonus" • "Scholarship" • "Alimony" • "Charitable 

aid" • "Reimbursement for rent" • "Dividend payment" • "Other". 



Examples. 

 With minimal set of fields  With standard set of fields 

Content-Type=doc/pay_sheet 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

CLN_NAME=ТОВ "Краща компанія" 

PAYER_BANK_MFO=351005 

PAYER_BANK_NAME=АТ "УкрСиббанк" 

PAYER_ACCOUNT=UA533510050000026005171079500 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_NUM=UA7035100500000262088

05728645 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_HOLDER=Іванов Іван 

Іванович 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_HOLDER_INN=3057207523 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.AMOUNT=502.00 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_NUM=UA4235100500000262058

05703061 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_HOLDER=Петренко Петро 

Петрович 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_HOLDER_INN=2918803840 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.AMOUNT=303.32 

ONFLOW_TYPE=Заробітна плата та аванси 

AMOUNT=805.32 

PAYER_BANK_ACCOUNT= 

VALUE_DATE= 

CLN_OKPO=35442481 

ONFLOW_TYPE_ID= 

BEGIN_MONTH=03 

BEGIN_YEAR=2019 

END_MONTH=04 

END_YEAR=2019 

 

Content-Type=doc/pay_sheet 

 

DATE_DOC=06.07.2019 

NUM_DOC= 

CLN_NAME= ТОВ "Краща компанія" 

PAYER_BANK_MFO=351005 

PAYER_BANK_NAME=АТ "УкрСиббанк" 

PAYER_ACCOUNT=UA533510050000026005171079500 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_NUM=UA703510050000026208

805728645 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_HOLDER= Іванов Іван 

Іванович 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_HOLDER_INN=3057207523 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.AMOUNT=501.00 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.STAFF_ID= 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.RESIDENT_FLAG= 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.CARD_HOLDER_TABN= 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.DESCRIPTION= 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.POSITION_CODE= 

CARD_HOLDERS.0.POSITION_NAME= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_NUM=UA423510050000026205

805703061 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_HOLDER=Петренко Петро 

Петрович 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_HOLDER_INN=2918803840 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.AMOUNT=303.32 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.STAFF_ID= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.RESIDENT_FLAG= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.CARD_HOLDER_TABN= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.DESCRIPTION= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.POSITION_CODE= 

CARD_HOLDERS.1.POSITION_NAME= 

ONFLOW_TYPE=Заробітна плата та аванси 

AMOUNT=804.32 

PAYER_BANK_ACCOUNT= 

VALUE_DATE= 

CLN_OKPO=35442481 

ONFLOW_TYPE_ID= 

BEGIN_MONTH=03 

BEGIN_YEAR=2019 

END_MONTH=04 

END_YEAR=2019 

 

  



Importing in the DBF format 

Description of the fields of the import file for payrolls in the DBF format is in the table below. 

Field name  Data type  Is required? Description Example  
TRAN_DATE Date No Payroll creation date in the "DD.ММ.YYYY" 

format (if not specified, current date will be 

used) 

23.03.2009 

SLIP_NR 

 
Integer(5) Yes Employee number in the file 1 

TRAN_TYPE 

 
String(2) Yes Transaction type. The value is "Q2" Q2 

CARD_ACCT 

 
String(29) Yes Employee card account UA35351005000

0002620900125

1288 

AMOUNT 

 
Decimal(12.2) Yes Debited amount 1000.00 

CURRENCY 

 

String(3) Yes Account currency UAH 

OPERATOR 

 

String(5) Yes The value is "BIFIT" BIFIT 

 

Example. 

TRAN_DATE SLIP_NR TRAN_TYPE CARD_ACCT AMOUNT CURRENCY OPERATOR 

30.12.2019 1 Q2 UA3535100500000026209001251288 10000 UAH BIFIT 

30.12.2019 2 Q2 UA7835100500000026205001251289 9500 UAH BIFIT 

30.12.2019 3 Q2 UA5435100500000026204001251287 500 UAH BIFIT 

  



Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for payrolls in the CSV format is in the table below. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field # Field name  Is required? Description Example  
TRAN_DATE Date No Payroll creation date in the "DD.ММ.YYYY" 

format (if not specified, current date will be 

used) 

23.03.2009 

SLIP_NR 

 
Integer(5) No Employee number in the file 1 

IBAN 

 

Integer(29) Yes Employee card account UA353510050000002

6209001251288 

CARD_HOLDER 

 

String (80) No Card holder full name Іванов Іван 

Олександрович 

AMOUNT 

 

Decimal (12,2) Yes Debited amount 1000,00 

CURRENCY 

 
String(3) No Account currency UAH 

 

Example. 

TRAN_DATE SLIP_NR IBAN CARD_HOLDER AMOUNT CURRENCY 

30.12.2019 1 UA3535100500000026209001251288 Іванов Іван 

Олександрович 

10000 UAH 

30.12.2019 2 UA7835100500000026205001251289 Іванов Іван Олегович 9500 UAH 

30.12.2019 3 UA5435100500000026204001251287 Іванов Іван Іванович 500 UAH 

 



3.6. File structure for importing card account opening orders 

Card account opening orders are imported in the CSV format. 

Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for card account opening orders in the CSV format is in the table below. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Pay attention! In the words with apostrophe, such as "Ім’я", use the determined character – «’». To do this, set 

Ukrainian as input language and press the "~" button on your keyboard. 

Field # Field name* Is required? Description Example  
1 N / N Yes Employee number in the file 1 

2 Фамилия / 

Прізвище 
Yes Surname Шевченко 

3 Имя / Ім’я Yes Name Поліна 

4 Отчество / 

По батькові 
Yes – for residents of 

Ukraine 

Patronymic Вікторівна 

5 ИНН / ІПН Yes Recipient EDRPOU or TIN (the 

value is "0000000000" if recipient 

has no TIN) 

1234567890 

6 Дата рождения / 

Дата народження 
Yes Birth date 01.01.1988 

7 Резидентность / 

Резидентність 
Yes – for non-

residents of Ukraine 

Residence Резидент 

8 Страна налоговой 

резидентности / 

Країна податкової 

резидентності 

Yes Country of tax residence Україна 

9 Страна 

резидентности / 

Країна 

резидентності 

Yes Country of actual residence Україна 

10 FATCA / FATCA Yes Does the client have at least one of 

the following FATCA signs: 

- citizenship;  

-country of birth;  

- country of tax residence;  

- telephone number;  

-any address in the USA or in the 

territories controlled by USA? 

 

Possible values:  

"YES" or "NO" 

Ні 

11 Серия / Серія Yes  – for an 

individual with old 

passport or for a 

non- resident 

individual with a 

document with series 

Recipient passport series: 

- is filled for an individual with old 

passport or for a non- resident 

individual with a document with 

series; 

-is not filled for an individual with 

ID card and for a non-resident 

individual with a document without 

series  

НО 

12 Номер / Номер Yes Recipient passport number – is 

filled for an individual and contains 

6 characters for an old passport, or 

9 characters for an ID card 

123456 

13 Кем выдан / 

Ким виданий 
Yes Passport issued by Миргородським МВ 

УДМС України в 

Полтаві 

14 Дата видачи / 

Дата видачі 
Yes Issue date 11.11.2005 

15 Код ТП / Код ТП  Billing plan code 2 

16 Действителен до / 

Дійсний до 
Yes – for ID cards Valid until 11.11.2025 



Field # Field name* Is required? Description Example  
17 Эмбоссированное 

имя / 

Ембосоване ім'я 

No Embossed name SHEVCHENKO POLINA 

*As the field names You can use either Russian or Ukrainian names, that are given in the "Field name" column. 



3.7. File structure for importing card account connecting orders 

Card account connecting orders are imported in the CSV format. 

Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for card account connecting orders in the CSV format is in the table below. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field # Field name Is required? Description Example 
1 N Yes Employee number in the file 1 

2 Фамилия Yes Surname Шевченко 

3 Имя Yes Name Поліна 

4 Отчество Yes –for residents of 

Ukraine 

Patronymic Вікторівна 

5 ИНН Yes Recipient TIN (the value is 

"0000000000" (10 characters) if 

recipient has no TIN or 

"000000000" (9 characters) for a 

non- resident individual) 

1234567890 

6 Номер карточного 

счета 
Yes Card account in the IBAN format UA0035100500000262011

11111111 

7 Номер телефона Yes Employee phone number +380931111212 

8 Резидентность Yes  Резидент 

9 Страна 

резидентности 
Yes –for 

non- residents of 

Ukraine 

 Україна 

11 Серия Yes,  if the "TIN" 

field is filled in by 

"0000000000" or 

"000000000" value 

Recipient passport series: 

- is filled for an individual with old 

passport or for a non- resident 

individual with the documents with 

series; 

-is not filled for an individual with 

ID card and for a non-resident 

individual with a document without 

series 

НО 

12 Номер Yes, if the "TIN" field  

is filled in by 

"0000000000" or 

"000000000" value 

Recipient passport number – is 

filled for an individual and contain 

6 characters for an old passport, or 

9 characters for an ID card and also 

for a non- resident individual 

123456 

 



3.8. File structure for importing card account disconnecting orders 

Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for card account disconnecting orders in the CSV format is in the table below. 

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field # Field name Is 

required? 
Description Example  

1 N Yes Employee number in the file 1 

2 Фамилия Yes Surname Шевченко 

3 Имя Yes Name Поліна 

4 Отчество Yes Patronymic Вікторівна 

5 ИНН Yes TIN 1234567890 

6 Дата увольнения Yes Employment termination 

date 

01.01.2020 

7 Карточный счет Yes Card account UA443510050000026200805658575 

 

Example. 

№ Фамилия Имя Отчество ИНН Дата увольнения Карточный счет 

1 Іванов Іван Олександрович 1234567890 UAH UA443510050000026200805658575 

 

  



3.9. File structure for importing "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

"Za Myt" transfers sheets are imported in the iBank or CSV format. 

Importing in the iBank format 

Field name Data type Is required? Description 
DATE_DOC 

 

Date Yes Document date in the "DD.MM.YYYY" format 

NUM_DOC 

 

String(10)  No Document number 

PAYER_NAME 

 

String(40)  Yes Payer name 

PAYER_BANK_MFO 

 

String(6)  Yes Payer bank MFO 

PAYER_EGRPOU 

 

String(10)  Yes Payer EDRPOU 

PAYER_BANK_NAME 

 

String(45)  Yes Payer bank name 

PAYER_ACCOUNT 

 

String(29)  Yes Debited account 

TRANSFER_TYPE_ID 

 

String(10)  Yes Payment ID 

TRANSFER_TYPE 

 

String(250)  Yes Payment type *** 

MONTH_BEGINNING 

 

Integer(2)  Yes / No ** Month of the accrual period beginning 

YEAR_BEGINNING 

 

Integer(4)  Yes / No ** Year of the accrual period beginning 

MONTH_ENDING 

 

Integer(2)  Yes / No ** Month of the accrual period end 

YEAR_ENDING 

 

Integer(4)  Yes / No ** Year of the accrual period end 

RCPT.N.SURNAME 

 

String(40)  Yes Recipient surname  

RCPT.N.NAME * 

 

String(40)  Yes Recipient name 

RCPT.N.PATRONYMIC * 

 

String(40)  No Recipient patronymic 

RCPT.N.DOC_SERIES * 

 

String(2)  No Recipient ID document series 

RCPT.N.AMOUNT * 

 

Decimal(11,2)  Yes Credited amount  

RCPT.N.COMMISSION * 

 

Decimal(11,2)  No Transfer fee amount 

RCPT.N.DOC_NUM * 

 

String(25)  Yes Recipient ID document number 

RCPT.N.STATUS * 

 

Integer(5)  No Record status 

RCPT.N.RCPT_PHONE_ 

NUMBER * 

 

Integer(13)  No Recipient phone number in the 

"380ХХХХХХХХХ" format) 

TOTAL_AMOUNT 

 

Decimal(12,2)  Yes Document total amount 

TOTAL_COMMISSION 

 

Decimal(12,2)  No Document fee total amount 

PAYMENT_NUM 

 

String(10)  No Payment instruction number 

*Automatic numbering for l ist fields (RCPT.N.***, where N – is employee number) starts with a zero 

**The fields become mandatory depending on the values that were specified in the fields "TRANSFER_TYPE" (payment type) and 

"TRANSFER_TYPE_ID" (payment ID) 

***The "TRANSFER_TYPE" field (payment type) can contain following values: • "Insurance compensation" • "Agent 

payments" • "Redemption of excess received funds from individual" • "Wage payments" • "Payments on 

the sickness certificate at the cost of company". 



Pay attention! The list of the values can be changed by the bank without prior notice. 

Example. 

 With minimal set of fields  With standard set of fields 

Content-Type=doc/instant_transfer_corp Content-Type=doc/instant_transfer_corp  

 

DATE_DOC=08.07.2019  

NUM_DOC=  

PAYER_NAME=Тестовый КиевСтар  

PAYER_BANK_MFO=351005  

PAYER_EGRPOU=21673832  

PAYER_BANK_NAME=АТ "УкрСиббанк"  

PAYER_ACCOUNT= UA333510050000026005325079000  

TRANSFER_TYPE_ID=2  

TRANSFER_TYPE=Агентські виплати  

RCPT.0.SURNAME=Иванов  

RCPT.0.NAME=Иван  

RCPT.0.PATRONYMIC=Иванович  

RCPT.0.AMOUNT=500.00  

RCPT.0.DOC_NUM=123456  

RCPT.1.SURNAME=Петров  

RCPT.1.NAME=Петр  

RCPT.1.PATRONYMIC=Петрович  

RCPT.1.AMOUNT=1550.00  

RCPT.1.DOC_NUM=123457  

TOTAL_AMOUNT=2050.00  

 

DATE_DOC=08.07.2019  

NUM_DOC=  

PAYER_NAME=Тестовый КиевСтар  

PAYER_BANK_MFO=351005  

PAYER_EGRPOU=21673832  

PAYER_BANK_NAME=АТ "УкрСиббанк"  

PAYER_ACCOUNT=UA333510050000026005325079000  

TRANSFER_TYPE_ID=2  

TRANSFER_TYPE=Агентські виплати  

MONTH_BEGINNING=01  

YEAR_BEGINNING=2019  

MONTH_ENDING=12  

YEAR_ENDING=2019  

RCPT.0.SURNAME=Иванов  

RCPT.0.NAME=Иван  

RCPT.0.PATRONYMIC=Иванович  

RCPT.0.DOC_SERIES=ФФ  

RCPT.0.AMOUNT=500.00  

RCPT.0.COMMISSION=10.00  

RCPT.0.DOC_NUM=123456  

RCPT.0.STATUS=0  

RCPT.0.RCPT_PHONE_NUMBER=+380676780892  

RCPT.1.SURNAME=Петров  

RCPT.1.NAME=Петр  

RCPT.1.PATRONYMIC=Петрович  

RCPT.1.DOC_SERIES=ТТ  

RCPT.1.AMOUNT=1550.00  

RCPT.1.COMMISSION=12.00  

RCPT.1.DOC_NUM=123457  

RCPT.1.STATUS=0  

RCPT.1.RCPT_PHONE_NUMBER=+380676780892  

TOTAL_AMOUNT=2050.00  

TOTAL_COMMISSION=22.00  

PAYMENT_NUM=2222  

 

  



Importing in the CSV format 

Description of the fields of the import file for a "Za Myt" transfers sheet in the CSV format is in the table below. 

Import file consists of a headers row and following rows of recipients records (each row contains information for one 

recipient). Use the semicolon character (";") to separate fields in a row, and the line feed character to separate rows.  

Important! The fields assembly in an import file is fixed (as shown in the table) and cannot be changed. 

Field 

# 
Field name Data type  Is required? Description Example 

1 
REC_ORDER 

 
NUMC (20) Yes Recipient number in the file  1 

2 
RCPT.N.AMOUNT  

 

Decimal(11.2) Yes 
Transfer amount 1000.00 

3 

RCPT.N.COMMISSI

ON  

 

Decimal(11.2) No 
Transfer fee amount – is not 

filled by client 
0.00 

4 
RCPT.N.SURNAME  

 

String(40) Yes Recipient surname  
Іванченко 

5 
RCPT.N.NAME  

 

String(40) Yes Recipient name 
Іван 

6 
RCPT.N.PATRONYM

IC  

 

String(40) No Recipient patronymic 
Іванович 

7 
RCPT.N.DOC_SERI

ES  

 

String(2) No 

ID document series АЕ 

8 
RCPT.N.DOC_NUM  

 

String(25) 
Yes ID document number 123456 

9 
TRANSFER_NUM 

 
 

No Transfer number assigned by the 

"Za myt" system – is not filled by 

client 

 

10 

RCPT.N.RCPT_PHO

NE_NUMBER  

 

Integer(13) No 
Recipient phone number to send 

an SMS with the transfer number 
380971234567 

11 
RCPT.N.STATUS  

 

Integer(5) 
Yes Record status  Новий 

 

Example. 

 

  



Addendum 7. File parameters for exporting documents from the "UKRSIB business" system 

1. File formats for export 

The "UKRSIB business" system supports following file formats for export: XLS, CSV and DBF. 

Description of the CSV and XLS formats 

An XLS file is a spreadsheet created in Microsoft Excel with the .xls extension. 

A CSV file is a structured text file with the .csv extension, which contains tabular data (the rows of the table correspond 

to the rows of the text file, and the columns values are separated by special delimiters – semicolons). 

These two formats are related and can be converted one into another. Microsoft Excel or any other text editors can 

be used for viewing files of these formats. 

Description of the DBF format 

This is a text file with the .dbf extension (compatible with dBaseIV). 

A DBF file consists of a header that contains information about the structure of the database and the number of 

records, and a data area – a structured table of fields. 

You can work with DBF files in public programs, such as WinDBFview, and view them in Microsoft Excel. 

2. Encoding standards for exporting files 

The "UKRSIB business" system supports exporting of files encoded with the following standards : 

 UTF-8, 

 CP1251 (Win1251), 

 CP855 (DOS). 

  



3. File structure for exporting different types of documents. 

3.1. File structure for exporting statements 

Statements are exported in the XLS, CSV, or DBF format. 

Exporting in the XLS/CSV format 

A statement export XLS/CSV file contains fields listed in the table below. 

CP1251 (Win1251) encoding is used for a statement export CSV file. 

Field name Description 
ЄДРПОУ Client EDRPOU 

МФО Client bank MFO 

Рахунок Client account 

Валюта Client account currency 

Дата операції  

Код операції  

МФО банку Correspondent bank MFO 

Назва банку Correspondent bank name 

Рахунок кореспондента  

ЄДРПОУ кореспондента Correspondent EDRPOU 

Кореспондент Correspondent name 

Номер документа  

Дата документа  

Дебет Debit amount in the account currency (if not filled - amount considered to be 0) 

Кредит Credit amount in the account currency (if not filled - amount considered to be 0) 

Призначення платежу Fill in with the structured payment destination data, if the 

"СПП1_Код виду сплати" field is filled in 

Гривневе покриття Operation amount in Hryvnia 

Structured payment destination – first block data 

СПП1_Код виду сплати Payment type code 

СПП1_Сума податку Tax amount 

СПП1_Додаткова 

інформація запису 

Additional statement information 

СПП1_Номер рахунку Account number 

СПП1_Інформація про 

податкове повідомлення 

(рішення) 

Information about tax assessment 

СПП1_Тип Type 

Structured payment destination – second block data 

СПП2_Код виду сплати Payment type code 

СПП2_Сума податку Tax amount 

СПП2_Додаткова 

інформація запису 

Additional statement information 

СПП2_Номер рахунку Account number 

СПП2_Інформація про 

податкове повідомлення 

(рішення) 

Information about tax assessment 

СПП2_Тип Type 

Structured payment destination – third block data 

СПП3_Код виду сплати Payment type code 

СПП3_Сума податку Tax amount 

СПП3_Додаткова 

інформація запису 

Additional statement information 

СПП3_Номер рахунку Account number 

СПП3_Інформація про 

податкове повідомлення 

(рішення) 

Information about tax assessment 

СПП3_Тип Type 

Data of the actual funds sender 

Найменування_ФВ  Name of the actual sender 

Країна_ФВ Country of the actual sender 

Область_ФВ Region of the actual sender 



  

Район_ФВ District of the actual sender 

Місто_ФВ Settlement of the actual sender 

Назва вулиці_ФВ Street name of the actual sender 

Номер будинку_ФВ Building number of the actual sender 

Номер приміщення_ФВ Apartment number of the actual sender 

Індекс_ФВ Postal index of the actual sender 

ЄДРПОУ_ФВ EDRPOU code of the actual sender 

Дата народження_ФВ Date of birth of the actual sender 

Країна народження_ФВ Country of the actual sender 

Місце народження_ФВ Place of birth of the actual sender 

Data of the actual funds recipient 

Найменування_ФО  Name of the actual recipient 

Країна_ФО Country of the actual recipient 

Область_ФО Region of the actual recipient 

Район_ФО District of the actual recipient 

Місто_ФО Settlement of the actual recipient 

Назва вулиці_ФО Street name of the actual recipient 

Номер будинку_ФО Building number of the actual recipient 

Номер приміщення_ФО Apartment number of the actual recipient 

Індекс_ФО Postal index of the actual recipient 

ЄДРПОУ_ФО EDRPOU code of the actual recipient 

Дата народження_ФО Date of birth of the actual recipient 

Країна народження_ФО Country of the actual recipient 

Місце народження_ФО Place of birth of the actual recipient 



Exporting in the DBF format 

Description of the fields of the export files for statements in the DBF format is in the table below. 

Field name Data type Description 

MFO VARCHAR(15) Payer bank MFO 

MFO_NM VARCHAR(50) Payer bank name 

KL_NM VARCHAR(50) Payer name 

CLN_OKP VARCHAR(15) Payer EDRPOU 

CLN_CHK VARCHAR(35) Payer current account 

CUR_ID NUMERIC(5,0) Payer account currency ID (numeric in the "ХХХ" format) 

MFO_K VARCHAR(15) Recipient bank MFO 

MFO_NM_K VARCHAR(50) Recipient bank name 

KL_NM_K VARCHAR(50) Recipient name 

KL_OKP_K VARCHAR(15) Recipient EDRPOU 

KL_CHK_K VARCHAR(35) Recipient current account 

ND VARCHAR(15) Document number 

DK NUMERIC(1,0) Payment type: "1" – debit, "2" – credit 

VOB NUMERIC(5,0) Service field (default value is "1") 

S NUMERIC(12,2) Payment amount 

DATA DATE(8)  

DATA_S DATE(8) Operation date 

TIME_S VARCHAR(4) Operation time (in the "HHММ" format) 

ADATEOPL DATE(8) Payment document date 

N_P VARCHAR(420) Payment purpose 

Structured payment destination – first block data 
SPD1_CODE NUMERIC(3) SPD1_Payment type code 

SPD1_AMOUNT NUMERIC(12,2) SPD1_Tax amount  

SPD1_ADD_INFO VARCHAR(140) SPD1_Additional statement information  

SPD1_ACCOUNT VARCHAR(29) SPD1_Account number  

SPD1_TAX_DETAILS VARCHAR(140) SPD1_Information of tax assessment  

SPD1_TYPE NUMERIC(8) SPD1_Type 

Structured payment destination – second block data 

SPD2_CODE NUMERIC(3) SPD2_Payment type code 

SPD2_AMOUNT NUMERIC(12,2) SPD2_Tax amount  

SPD2_ADD_INFO VARCHAR(140) SPD2_Additional statement information  

SPD2_ACCOUNT VARCHAR(29) SPD2_Account number  

SPD2_TAX_DETAILS VARCHAR(140) SPD2_Information of tax assessment  

SPD2_TYPE NUMERIC(8) SPD2_Type 

Structured payment destination – third block data 



Field name Data type Description 

SPD3_CODE NUMERIC(3) SPD3_Payment type code 

SPD3_AMOUNT NUMERIC(12,2) SPD3_Tax amount  

SPD3_ADD_INFO VARCHAR(140) SPD3_Additional statement information  

SPD3_ACCOUNT VARCHAR(29) SPD3_Account number  

SPD3_TAX_DETAILS VARCHAR(140) SPD3_Information of tax assessment  

SPD3_TYPE NUMERIC(8) SPD3_Type 

Data of the actual sender 

FS_NAME VARCHAR(140) Name of the actual sender 

FS_COUNTRY VARCHAR(40) Country of the actual sender 

FS_AREA VARCHAR(40) Area of the actual sender 

FS_REGION VARCHAR(40) District of the actual sender 

FS_CITY VARCHAR(40) Settlement of the actual sender  

FS_STREET VARCHAR(40) Street name of the actual sender 

FS_BUILDING VARCHAR(10) House number of the actual sender 

FS_APARTMENT VARCHAR(10) Apartment number of the actual sender 

FS_POST_CODE VARCHAR(10) Index of the actual sender 

FS_OKPO VARCHAR(10) Actual sender EDRPOU  

FS_B_DATE DATE(8) Date of birth of the actual sender 

FS_B_COUNTRY VARCHAR(40) Country of birth of the actual sender 

FS_B_PLACE VARCHAR(100) Place of birth of the actual sender 

Data of the actual recipient 

FR_NAME VARCHAR(140) Name of the actual recipient 

FR_COUNTRY VARCHAR(40) Country of the actual recipient 

FR_AREA VARCHAR(40) Area of the actual recipient 

FR_REGION VARCHAR(40) District of the actual recipient 

FR_CITY VARCHAR(40) Settlement of the actual recipient 

FR_STREET VARCHAR(40) Street name of the actual recipient 

FR_BUILDING VARCHAR(10) House number of the actual recipient 

FR_APARTMENT VARCHAR(10) Apartment number of the actual recipient 

FR_POST_CODE VARCHAR(10) Index of the actual recipient 

FR_OKPO VARCHAR(10) Actual recipient EDRPOU 

FR_B_DATE DATE(8) Date of birth of the actual recipient 

FR_B_COUNTRY VARCHAR(40) Country of birth of the actual recipient 

FR_B_PLACE VARCHAR(100) Place of birth of the actual recipient 

  



3.2. File structure for exporting turnovers 

Turnovers are exported in the XLS or CSV format. 

CP1251 (Win1251) encoding is used for a turnovers export CSV file. 

A turnovers report for corporate clients with turned off CFC (Center of Financial Control) function is formed as detailed 

statement for several accounts. In this case a turnovers export DBF file contains fields specified in the table below. 

Field name Description 
Дата обороту Date, for which the turnovers report is formed 

Рахунок Account, for which the turnovers report is formed 

Валюта Account currency 

Вхідний залишок Incoming balance in the account currency as of the specified date 

Гривневе покриття Incoming balance amount in Hryvnia 

Обороти ДТ Debit total amount over day in the account currency 

Гривневе покриття Debit total amount over day in Hryvnia equivalent 

Обороти КТ Credit total amount over day in the account currency 

Гривневе покриття Credit total amount over day in Hryvnia equivalent 

Вихідний залишок Outgoing balance in the account currency as of the specified date 

Гривневе покриття Outgoing balance amount in Hryvnia 

A turnovers report for corporate clients with turned on CFC (Center of Financial Control) function is formed as 

consolidated statement for all accounts of the controlled companies. In this case a turnovers export DBF file contains 

fields specified in the table below. Export file will contain information on those accounts, for which funds flow was 

present in the specified period. 

Field name Description 
Клієнт Company (legal entity) name 

Банк MFO of the bank in which the account is opened 

Рахунок Client account 

Валюта Client account currency 

Вхідний залишок Incoming balance in the account currency as of the period beginning date  

Обороти ДТ Debit total amount over the period in the account currency 

Обороти КТ Credit total amount over the period in the account currency 

Вихідний залишок Outgoing balance in the account currency as of the period ending date  

  



3.3. File structure for exporting company employees lists 

Company employees lists are exported in the XLS or CSV format. 

Company employee list export file will contain fields with the following employee information: 

 Card account number, 

 Full name, 

 TIN. 

CP1251 (Win1251) encoding is used for a company employee list export CSV file. 

3.4. File structure for exporting "Za Myt" transfers sheets 

Lists of "Za Myt" transfers sheets and separate "Za Myt" transfers sheets are exported in the XLS or CSV format. 

Examples 

 

 A separate "Za Myt" transfers sheet 

 

  



3.5. File structure for exporting acquiring statements 

Acquiring statements are exported in XLS, CSV and BDF formats. 

Exporting in the XLS/CSV formats 

File for exporting acquiring statements in the XLS/CSV formats contains fields specified in the table below. 

CP1251 (Win1251) encoding is used for exporting acquiring statements in CSV format. 

Field name Data type Description 
ЄДРПОУ String(14) Client EDRPOU 

Найменування String(40) Client name 

Магазин String(60) Store name 

Адреса магазину String(40) Store address 

Відділ String(60) Store department 

POS-термінал Number(19,0) POS ID 

Дата/час транзакції Date Date and time of the transaction 

Номер карти String(4) The last 4 digits of the card number 

Код авторизації String(6) Authorization code of the transaction 

RRN String(12) Transaction identifier which was assigned by acquiring bank during the 

initialization 

Сума транз. (грн.) Number(19,2) Transaction amount in Hryvnia 

Комісія (%) Number(19,2) Commission amount of the transaction in percent 

Комісія (грн.) Number(19,2) Commission amount of the transaction in Hryvnia 

Сума операції (грн.) Number(19,2) Transaction amount less commission amount in Hryvnia 

 

Exporting in the DBF format 

File for exporting acquiring statements in the DBF format contains fields specified in the table below. 

Field name Data type Description 
OKPO String(14) Client EDRPOU 

CLIENT_N String(40) Client name 

SHOP String(60) Shop name 

SHOP_ADDR String(40) Shop address 

DEPARTMENT String(60) Shop department 

POS_ID Number(19,0) POS ID 

TRANS_DATE Date Date and time of the transaction 

CARD_NUM String(4) The last 4 digits of the card number 

AUTH_CODE String(6) Authorization code of the transaction 

RRN String(12) Transaction identifier which was assigned by acquiring bank during the 

initialization 

TRANS_AMOUNT Number(19,2) Transaction amount in Hryvnia 

COMISS_PER Number(19,2) Commission amount of the transaction in percent 

AMOUNT_COM Number(19,2) Commission amount of the transaction in Hryvnia 

TOTAL_AMOU Number(19,2) Transaction amount less commission amount in Hryvnia 

 


